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Co-Chairs: Charles Freeman Mississippi State University,
Ellen McKinney Iowa State University
Lorynn Divita Baylor Univeristy, Matalie Howard Liberty University, Janice Kimmons Lamar University, Brianna Plummer Framingham State University, Noel Palomo-Lovinski, Kent State University

Reviews of Designs
First Review
Review Chair: Mary Ruppert-Stroescu, Oklahoma State University

Sookhyun Kim, Johnson & Wales University, Lauren Ritter, Kansas
State University, Angela Lemons, University of North Carolina at
Greensboro, Mary Duffy, Immaculata University, Brandi Mayo, Immaculata University, Li Zhou, Southwest University, China

Annette Ames, Marymount University, Dawna Baugh, Utah State University, Audrean Been, Columbia College Chicago, Anne Bissonnette,
University of Alberta, Catherine Black, Washington State University
Elizabeth Bye, University of Minnesota, Kristin Caskey, Virginia Commonwealth University, Susan Hannell, University of Rhode Island
Cynthia Istook, North Carolina State University, Tracy Jennings, Dominican University, M. Jo Kallal, University of Delaware, Sandra Keiser,
Mount Mary University, Eundeok Kim, Florida State University, Injoo
Kim, University of Cincinnati, Yoshiko Odamaki, Tokyo Kasei University, Marian O’Rourke-Kaplan, University of North Texas, Anupama Parischa, St. Catherine’s University, Barbara Trout, University of Nebraska
Virginia Wimberley, University of Alabama,

Catalog: Linda Ohrn-McDaniel, Kent State University

Professional Designers

Live Gallery Exhibit Committee
Co-Chairs: Colleen Moretz Immaculata University, Joan
Bernard Barbizon Talent & Modeling Agency of Philadelphia & Delaware

Lauren Brallier, Kent State University

Design Awards Committee:
Chair: Melanie Carrico, University of North Carolina Greensboro
Anne Bissonnette, University of Alberta, Kim Hahn, Kent State
University, Tracy Jennings, Old Dominion University, Erin Irick,
Oklahoma State University, Kendra Lapolla, Kent State University
Lisa McRoberts, Louisiana State University, Linda Ohrn-McDaniel,
Kent State University, Huiju Park, Cornell University
All jurying employed a blind process so the jurors had no indication of whose work they were judging. The first review selects the
pieces to be displayed, through an online review process and the
second review selects the pieces to receive awards, looking at
actual pieces at the conference. Award sponsors are presented at
the end of the catalog .

Geraldine Flamment, Zoe Timmerman Lingerie, Bali, Indonesia, Katien Cootsona, Nordstrom, Seattle, WA, Julie Kontos, Navy Clothing &
Textile Research Facility; Julie Kontos, Boston,MA, Paul Sisti, Designer,
Paul Sisti, Chicago, IL, Jen Muggee, she+lo, Los Angeles, CA
Morgan Peterson Powell, Propper International,, St. Charles, MO

Second Review
Conference Judges:
Tsvety McAuliffe, Tsvety Fashion, Charlotte, NC
Jolina Roberson, Ideology Designs, Charlotte, NC
Mary Tuma, Head of Fibers Program, UNC Charlotte

Faculty / Professional
Live Gallery pages 10-65

Ashanti’s Procreation
Tameka Ellington, Kent State University, USA

Glowing Hearts
Shu Hwa Lin, University of Hawaii, USA

Emme
Chelsea Bell, Southern Methodist University, USA

Mayan Monochrome
Carol Engel-Enright, Colorado State University, USA

Glittering, Gafsa Carpet Coat
Phyllis Miller, Mississippi State University, USA

Open Thread :: Wien Dress
Margarita Benitez, Alexandra Petrus, Abigail Steger,
Caroline Dunn, Kent State University, USA

Garden
HaeJin Gam, Illinois State University, USA

American Indian Basketry Jacket, Sterling Shawl Pin
& Earrings
Phyllis Miller, Mississippi State University, USA

S.A.R.A. Costume
Margarita Benitez, Kent State University, USA
Child’s Play
Janet Blood, Indiana University of Pennsylvania, USA
Lava Flow
Janet Blood, Indiana University of Pennsylvania, USA
Elegant Flight
Kyoung Hee Cho, Mokpo National University, Korea
Toward the Future
Kyoung Hee Cho, Mokpo National University, Korea
Hug Me Memory Vest - Insulated with Cards and letters
Deborah Christel, Washington State University, USA
Cloud Eater
Kelly Cobb, Belinda Orzada, Jo Kallal, Martha Hall, Adriana Gorea, and Katya Roelse University of Delaware,
USA
Walk the Line
Ryanne Durfee, Andrea Eklund, Central Washington
University, USA
Haunting Darkness
Andrea Eklund, Central Washington University, USA
Baobab a.k.a. the Upside Down Tree
Tameka Ellington, Kent State University, USA
The Offspring
Tameka Ellington, Kent State University, USA

Kapa Wrap
Sherry Haar, Kansas State University, USA
Ebb and Flow
Sherry Haar, Kansas State University, USA
Layered Impressions
Sherry Haar, Kansas State University, USA
Magma Shrouds
Kim Hahn, Kent State University, USA
Trencadis Reimagined
Tracy Jennings, Dominican University, USA
Salvaging Selvadges
Tracy Jennings Dominican University, USA
,
Mushroom Dress
Helen Koo, University of California-Davis, USA
Anatomic Drapes - Linked Nature
Helen Koo University of California - Davis, USA
Anatomic Drapes - Unified Root
Helen Koo, University of California - Davis, USA
Through My Daughters Eyes 2
Traci Lamar, North Carolina State University, USA

Rapt in Color- Korean Wrapping- Cloth Coat and
Chameleon Tube Dress
Phyllis Miller, Mississippi, State University, USA
Man Ray’s Queen City Dress
Seoha Min, Jennifer Yurchisin, University of North
Carolina - Greensboro, USA
Spirit of Modern Shaman
Seoha Min, University of North Carolina, Greensboro, USA
Shaped by a Stitch
Linda Ohrn-McDaniel, Kent State University, USA
T-shirt Dress
Linda Ohrn-McDaniel, Kent State University, USA
Framed and Dangerous
Marian O’Rourke-Kaplan, University of North Texas,
USA
Zero Waste Pinstripe
Belinda Orzada, University of Delaware, USA
Homage to Balenciage in Black and White
Belinda Orzada, University of Delaware, USA

Collective Reflection
Kendra Lapolla, Kent State University, USA

Strata
Lisa Parrillo Chapman, North Carolina State
University, USA

Over One and Under One
Youngjoo Lee, University of Nebraska, USA

Satin Sonata,
Carla Perez, University of the Incarnate World, USA

Water Lily Armor
Anna Perry, Colorado State University, USA
Ribbon Tuck Dress
Della Reams, Larry Rushing, Hisham Dawound,
Virginia Commonwealth University, Qatar
Exploration of Craft and Racism, Hand Tie-dyed Materials and 3D Printed Embellishments with Inspiration from the Inequitable Human Condition
Kelly Reddy-Best, San Francisco State University, USA
Sweet Yet Sassy
Mary Ruppert-Stroescu, Oklahoma State University,
USA
Function Fashion Collaboration
Carol Salusso, Dongming Zhao, Washington State
University, USA
Metallicis Bride
Eulanda Sanders, Iowa State University, USA
Geometric Fantasy
Carolyn Schactler, Central Washington University,
USA
Dandelion Field
Sherry Schofield, Kent State University, USA
Landscape, Form, and Fabric
Casey Stannard, Elaine Pedersen, Oregon State
University, USA
Shimmer Pleat
Andre West, North Carolina State University, USA
Simply Chic
Anthony Wilson, Appalachian State University, USA
Timeless Elegance
Anthony Wilson, Appalachian State University, USA

Red Cypress; Brushstrokes III
Eunyoung Yang, Meredith College, USA
Metamorphosis
Eunyoung Yang, Meredith College, USA

Graduate Students
Live Gallery pages 76-112
Golden Glow
Jody Aultman, Iowa State University, USA

Faculty / Professional
Mounted Exhibit pages 66-74

Shimmering Falls
Jody Aultman, Iowa State University, USA

The Way to Market
Nese Yasar Cegindir, Susan Ashdown, Cornell University,
USA

A Bride’s Gift
Chanjuan Chen, University of North Texas, USA

Cloud Through
Kyung Hee, Hansung University, Korea
Canard
Kyung Hee, Hansung University, Korea
Beaded Eclipse
Rayneld Johnson, Wayne State University, USA
Adorent ... Rosamund
Janice Kimmons, Lamar University, USA

Dawn
Chanjuan Chen, University of North Texas, USA Romantic in Different Ways
Chanjuan Chen, University of North Texas, USA
First Snow on Barren Branches
Kelsie Doty, Kansas State University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Sherry Haar
The BoHo Dress
Cynthia Fidler, University of North Texas, USA

Saekdong Robe De Minute
Yoo Jin Kwon, Korean National Open University, Korea

Animalistic Coloration
Karis Foster, North Carolina State University, USA
Faculty sponsor : Lisa Chapman

Renewable Green Tea Vest
Young-A Lee, Armine Galachyan, Chunhui Xiang, Cheryl
Farr, Rui Li, Iowa State University, USA

Exposed Geometry
Karis Foster, North Carolina State University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Lisa Chapman

Hidden Words Down the Rabbit Hole II
Michael Mamp, Central Michigan University, USA

On the Fringe: Adventures with Minimal Waste, Convertibility and Budget
Jennifer Harmon, Ohio State University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Nancy Rudd

Guardians of the Garden
Jean Parsons, Jessica Ridgway, University of Missouri,
USA

VIsual Illusions of Dekoboko
Chanmi Hwang, Ling Zhang, Iowa State University,
USA
Chai Life
Sara Jablon, Iowa State University, USA

Talisman
Sara Jablon, Iowa State University, USA
Friendship Dress
HaeJae Jin, Oregon State University, USA
Die Welle
Haejoo Lee, Central Michigan University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Su Kyoung An
Pale Horse
Haejoo Lee, Central Michigan University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Su Kyoung An
Floral Illusions
Youngji Lee, Chanmi Hwang, Iowa State University,
USA

A Sunday Afternoon
Jessica Ridgway, Stephanie Link, University of Missouri,
USA
Oh Fish in the Sea
Jessica Ridgway, University of Missouri, USA
Variation on a Rose
Elahe Saeidi, University of Alabama, USA
Through a Stained Glass Window
Eonyou Shin, Chanmi Hwang, Iowa State University, USA
Dual Purpose Top and Pant
Sandra Starkey, University of Missouri, USA
Faculty sponsor: Jean Parsons

The Red Carnation
Elham Maqsood, Oregon State University, USA

Striated
Lushan ( Sarina) Sun, University of Missouri, USA
Faculty sponsor: Jean Parsons

Alom wa Ebnatoha in Infinite Blue
Elham Maqsood, Oregon State University, USA

Enclosed Beauty
Jennise Thurston, Central Michigan University, USA

Vintage Arches
Taylor McClean, North Carolina State University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Lisa Chapman

Elytra
Lauren Ude, University of North Texas, USA
Faculty sponsor: Marian O’Rourke-Kaplan

Rowers Design Retro Uni
Kristen Morris, Sandy Flint, Ian Sigal, Kriss Hobbs,
Stephen Markham, Guthrie Henwick, Cornell University, USA

Morph
Lauren Ude, University of North Texas, USA
Faculty sponsor: Marian O’Rourke-Kaplan

Dream Whisperings
Anna Perry, Iowa State University, USA
Waterfall
Katherine Polston, North Carolina State University,
USA
Path to Satori
Breanna Reis, University of Nebraska, USA
Faculty sponsor: Barbara Trout

Winged
Lauren Ude, University of North Texas, USA
Faculty sponsor: Marian O’Rourke-Kaplan
Typography for Dress
Fei Wei, Incheon National University, Korea
Life Of Earth: Pure
Ling Zhang, Iowa State University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Eulanda Sanders

Raining Dream
Yuxiao Zhang, Cornell University, USA

Graduate Students
Mounted Exhibit pages 113-121
Pieces of My Heart
Liz Enoch, University of North Texas, USA
Madame DesForges
Liz Enoch, University of North Texas, USA
Monet
Liz Enoch, University of North Texas, USA
Digital Organics
Karis Foster, North Carolina State University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Traci Lamar
E-Waste Couture
Laura Kane, Oregon State University
Magnolia
Haejoo Lee, Central Michigan University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Su Kyoung An
Society’s Eyes
Jill McEachen, Eastern illinois University, USA
Power Chic
Kanupria Pande, University of North Texas, USA
Accessing Axis
Lushan (Sarina) Sun, sponsor: Jean Parsons, University of Missouri, USA

Undergraduate Students
Students
Undergraduate
Live Gallery
Gallery pages
pages 123-190
123-186
Live
Metamorphosis
Elena Andrus, Kansas State University, USA
Metamorphosis
Faculty
sponsor:
Minyoung
Suh
Elena
Andrus,
Kansas
State University,
USA
Faculty sponsor: Minyoung Suh
Exo-elegance
Gregory Arriola, North Carolina State University, USA
Exo-elegance
Faculty sponsor:
AndreCarolina
West State University, USA
Gregory
Arriola, North
Faculty sponsor: Andre West
I’ll Bring the Balloon
Katie
Azzam,
Auburn University, USA
I’ll
Bring
the Balloon
Faculty
sponsor:
Pamela
Ulrich USA
Katie
Azzam,
Auburn
University,
Faculty sponsor: Pamela Ulrich
Catacombs Gown and Evening Jacket
Kirsten Baglien,
University
of Wisconsin,
Catacombs
Gown
and Evening
Jacket USA
FacultyBaglien,
sponsor:University
Maria Kurutz
Kirsten
of Wisconsin, USA
Faculty sponsor: Maria Kurutz
Pearlescence
Eric Beaudette,
Spanish
Dancer Linnea Fong, Cornell University, USA
Faculty
sponsor: Huiju
Noori
Bartolome,
Delta Park
State University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Janice Haynes
Dharma Adharma
William Bowden, North Carolina State University, USA
Pearlescence
Faculty
sponsor:Linnea
Lisa Chapman
Eric
Beaudette,
Fong, Cornell University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Huiju Park
Exaggeration and Embellishment
Tyler Bowers,
Virginia Commonwealth University, USA
Sheer
Elegance
Faculty
sponsor:
Donna
Reamy
Kate
Bernhard,
Mount
Mary
University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Sandra Keiser
Destruction from the Flames
Stephanie
Brannam, Illinois State University, USA
Dharma
Adharma
Faculty Bowden,
sponsor: Hae
JinCarolina
Gam State University, USA
William
North
Faculty sponsor: Lisa Chapman
Birds of a Feather
Kate Bruce, Iowa
University, USA
Exaggeration
andState
Embellishment
Faculty
sponsor:
Christine
Denekas University, USA
Tyler
Bowers,
Virginia
Commonwealth
Faculty sponsor: Donna Reamy
Zipped and Glam
Samantha Burdett,
North
Carolina State University, USA
Destruction
from the
Flames
Faculty sponsor:
Cynthia
Istook
Stephanie
Brannam,
Illinois
State University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Hae Jin Gam

Birds of a Feather
Salute
Kate Bruce,
Iowa
State University,
Ashley
Castro,
University
of Hawaii,USA
USA
Christine
Denekas
Faculty sponsor: Shu
Hwa Lin
Zipped and Glam
Energestic
Samantha
Burdett,
North
Carolina
University,
Allison
Comer,
North
Carolina
StateState
University,
USA USA
Cynthia
Istook
Faculty sponsor: Andre
West
Salute
Rusted
AshleyCorlett,
Castro,Mount
University
Hawaii, USA
Sarah
MaryofUniversity,
USA
Shu Hwa
Lin
Faculty sponsor: Sandra
Kaiser
Energestic
TRIBE
Allison Comer,
North
Carolina
State University,
USA
Marianne
Dorado,
Cornell
University,
USA
AndrePark
West
Faculty sponsor: Huiju
Rusted Queen
Pumpkin
Sarah Corlett,
Mount MaryState
University,
USA USA
Kalina
Ebling, Washington
University,
Sandra
Kaiser
Faculty sponsor: Carol
Salusso
TRIBE
Foldmania
Marianne
Dorado,Kent
Cornell
Luiza
Ferronatto,
StateUniversity,
University,USA
USA
Huiju Ohrn-McDaniel
Park
Faculty sponsor: Linda
Pumpkin
Queen
Coral
Skeleton
Kalina Ebling,
State University,
USA
Rachel
Frantz, Washington
Radford University,
USA
Carol Salusso
Faculty sponsor: Kathy
Mitchell
Foldmania
Vanilja
Luiza Ferronatto,
Kent State
University,
Twakelee
Gborkkoquellie,
University
of USA
Rhode Island,
Faculty
sponsor:
LindaSusan
Ohrn-McDaniel
USA,
Faculty
sponsor:
Hanne
Coral Skeleton
Camelot
Remade
RachelGilbert,
Frantz,Immaculata
Radford University,
USAUSA
Anna
University,
Kathy Mitchell
Faculty sponsor: Colleen
Moretz
VaniljaReflections
Glass
Twakelee
Gborkkoquellie,
of Rhode
Island,
Renee
Graff
, North CarolinaUniversity
State University,
USA
USA, Faculty
sponsor:
Susan Hanne
Faculty
sponsor:
Traci Lamar
Camelot Remade
Shoulder
Spike
Anna Gilbert,
Immaculata
University,
USA
Katelyn
Hall, Iowa
State University,
USA
Colleen
Moretz
Faculty sponsor: Sarah
Bennett

Glass Reflections
Renee Graff
, North Carolina
StateWomen
University,
Warwick
& Warbler:
Empowering
andUSA
ChallengFaculty
sponsor:
Traci in
Lamar
ing
Beauty
Standards
the Fashion Industry
Susan Jean, Ryerson University, Canada
Shoulder
Spike Pui Yee Chau
Faculty
sponsor:
Katelyn Hall, Iowa State University, USA
Faculty
sponsor: Sarah Bennett
YingYang
Dale Kinney, Cornell University, USA
Interference:
Translation
of a Physical Phenomenon and
Faculty
sponsor:
Huiju Park
Emotional Conflict into a Garment Design
Anastasia Iarate, Kent State University, USA
Empress
Faculty
sponsor:
Sherry
Schofield
Dale
Kinney,
Cornell
University,
USA
Faculty sponsor: Huiju Park
Warwick & Warbler: Empowering Women and Challenging Beauty
in the Fashion Industry
Hanbok
andStandards
Polka Dots
SusanKim,
Jean,
Ryerson
University, Canada
Alice
Virginia
Commonwealth
University, USA
Pui YeeArrington
Chau
Faculty sponsor: Deidra
Ying- Yang
Island
Warrior
Dale Kinney,
Cornell
University,
USAUSA
Camille
Lanier,
University
of Hawaii,
Huiju ParkKang
Faculty sponsor: Ju-Young
Empress
Floral
Vest Suit
Dale Kinney,
Cornell
University,
USAUSA
Camille
Lanier,
University
of Hawaii,
Huiju ParkKang
Faculty sponsor: Ju-Young
HanbokFloral
and Polka
Draped
TunicDots
Alice Kim,
Virginia
Commonwealth
USA
Camille
Lanier,
University
of Hawaii,University,
USA
Deidra
Arrington
Faculty sponsor: Shu
Hwa
Lin
IslandWarrior
Warrior
Lotus
Camille
of Hawaii,
USA Greensboro,
John
Lin,Lanier,
NorthUniversity
Carolina State
University
Faculty
sponsor:
Ju-Young
Kang
USA,
Faculty
sponsor:
Seoha
Min
Floral Vest
Suit
Power
Redefi
ned
CamilleMessmer,
Lanier, University
of of
Hawaii,
USAUSA
Abigail
University
Missouri,
Ju-Young
Kang
Faculty sponsor: Jean
Parsons
DrapedLudowa
Floral Tunic
Sztuka
Camille
Lanier, University
of of
Hawaii,
USA USA
Sarah
Nasgowitz,
University
Wisconsin,
Shu Hwa
Lin
Faculty sponsor: Maria
Kurutz

Prism Warrior
Lotus
KevinLin,
Ness,
Colorado
State
University,
USA
John
North
Carolina
State
University
Greensboro,
Faculty
sponsor:
Carol
Engel-Enright
USA, Faculty sponsor: Seoha Min

WisteriaI
Lagom
Rachel Powell,
CornellUniversity,
University,Canada
USA
Minhee
Park, Ryerson
Faculty sponsor:
sponsor: Pui
Susan
Faculty
YeeAshdown
Chau

Allons Redefined
Power
Kevin Ness,
Colorado
State University,
USA
Abigail
Messmer,
University
of Missouri,
USA
Faculty
sponsor:
Juyeon
Park
Faculty sponsor: Jean Parsons

Malachite
Lagom
II Love
Olga Puerto,
Francisco
State University,
Minhee
Park, San
Ryerson
University,
Canada USA
Faculty sponsor:
sponsor: Pui
Kelly
Reddy-Best
Faculty
Yee
Chau

A Thousand
Miles
Sztuka
Ludowa
Thu
Thuy
Nguyen,
ColumbusofColllege
of Art
and
Sarah Nasgowitz, University
Wisconsin,
USA
Design,
Faculty sponsor: Maria Kurutz
USA, Faculty sponsor: Rebecca Robinson
Prism
Against
theColorado
Current State University, USA
Kevin
Ness,
Thu
Thuy
Nguyen,
Columbus
College of Art and
Faculty sponsor: Carol
Engel-Enright
Design,
USA, Faculty sponsor: Rebecca Robinson
Allons
Kevin Ness, Colorado State University, USA
Calatrava
Faculty
sponsor: Juyeon Park
Emily Osterbauer, University of Wisconsin, USA
Faculty
sponsor,
A
Thousand
MilesMaria Kurutz
Thuy Nguyen, Columbus Colllege of Art and Design,
Distorted
Reality
USA,
Faculty
sponsor: Rebecca Robinson
Madison Palen-Michel, Kent State University, USA
Faculty sponsor:
Sherry Schofield
Against
the Current
Thuy Nguyen, Columbus College of Art and Design,
Realities
Suitable
USA,
Faculty
sponsor: Rebecca Robinson
Carly Palmer, Appalachian State University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Anthony Wilson
Calatrava
Emily Osterbauer, University of Wisconsin, USA
Realitiessponsor,
Royalties
Faculty
Maria Kurutz
Carly Palmer, Appalachian State University, USA
Faculty sponsor:
Distorted
Reality Anthony Wilson
Madison Palen-Michel, Kent State University, USA
Lagom sponsor:
I
Faculty
Sherry Schofield
Minhee Park, Ryerson University, Canada
Faculty sponsor:
Realities
SuitablePui Yee Chau
Carly Palmer, Appalachian State University, USA
Lagom sponsor:
II
Faculty
Anthony Wilson
Minhee Park, Ryerson University, Canada
Faculty sponsor:
Realities
RoyaltiesPui Yee Chau
Carly Palmer, Appalachian State University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Anthony Wilson

Modetecture
Transition
Kamal
Ragbotra,
San
Francisco
StateUSA
University, USA
Ariel
Pingault,
Kent
State
University,
Faculty sponsor:
sponsor: Sherry
Kelly Reddy-Best
Faculty
Schofield
Sustainably Tie-ing it Up
Wisteria
Kamal Ragbotra,
San Francisco
State
Rachel
Powell, Cornell
University,
USAUniversity, USA
Faculty sponsor:
Sponsor:Susan
Kelly Reddy-Best
Faculty
Ashdown
MindscapeLove
Malachite
Alysson
Reinert,
of Wisconsin,
USA
Olga
Puerto,
San University
Francisco State
University,
USA
Faculty sponsor:
sponsor: Kelly
MariaReddy-Best
Kurutz
Faculty
Hex-Tex
Modetecture
Kimberly
Ring, North
Carolina State
Kamal
Ragbotra,
San Francisco
StateUniversity,
University,USA
USA
Faculty sponsor:
sponsor: Kelly
AndreReddy-Best
West
Faculty
Lace Romance
Sustainably
Tie-ing it Up
Kimberly
Ring, North
Carolina State
Kamal
Ragbotra,
San Francisco
StateUniversity,
University,USA
USA
Faculty Sponsor:
sponsor: Traci
Faculty
Kelly Lamar
Reddy-Best
Confetti Rain
Mindscape
Jose Sepulveda,
Texas Womens
University,
USA
Alysson
Reinert, University
of Wisconsin,
USA
Faculty sponsor:
sponsor: Maria
Sheri Dragoo
Faculty
Kurutz
Reed into It
Hex-Tex
Lindsay Shaughnessy,
AuburnState
University,
USA USA
Kimberly
Ring, North Carolina
University,
Faculty sponsor:
sponsor: Andre
PamelaWest
Ulrich
Faculty
Restoring
Hope Tote
Lace
Romance
Hannah Linder,
Columbia
College
USAUSA
Kimberly
Ring, North
Carolina
StateChicago,
University,
Faculty sponsor:
sponsor: Traci
Beth Lamar
Shorrock
Faculty
Le Onzieme
Confetti
Rain
AbbySepulveda,
Spatz, Cornell
University,
Jose
Texas
Womens USA
University, USA
Faculty sponsor:
sponsor: Sheri
SusanDragoo
Ashdown
Faculty

Reed into It
Bellow’sShaughnessy,
Handler
Lindsay
Auburn University, USA
Amy Stoltzfus,
Drexel
University,
Faculty
sponsor:
Pamela
Ulrich USA
Faculty sponsor: Alphonso McClendon
Restoring Hope Tote
Woven Silks
Hannah
Linder, Columbia College Chicago, USA
Glenna sponsor:
Teague, North
Carolina State University, USA
Faculty
Beth Shorrock
Faculty sponsor: Cynthia Istook
Le Onzieme
Mystique
Abby
Spatz, Cornell University, USA
Van Tran,
San Francisco
State University, USA
Faculty
sponsor:
Susan Ashdown
Faculty sponsor: Kelly Reddy-Best
Bellow’s Handler
Rorschach
Amy
Stoltzfus, Drexel University, USA
Chanel sponsor:
Uskoski, Washington
State University, USA
Faculty
Alphonso McClendon
Faculty sponsor: Carol Salusso
Woven Silks
Speakeasy
Glenna
Teague, North Carolina State University, USA
Sarah Wheeler,
University, USA
Faculty
sponsor:Marymount
Cynthia Istook
Faculty sponsor: Annette Ames
Mystique
FifthTran,
Element
Van
San Francisco State University, USA
Sarah Wheeler,
University, USA
Faculty
sponsor:Marymount
Kelly Reddy-Best
Faculty sponsor: Annette Ames
Rorschach
RationalUskoski,
ScienceWashington State University, USA
Chanel
Sarah Yamashige,
University
of Hawaii, USA
Faculty
sponsor: Carol
Salusso
Faculty sponsor: Ju-Young Kang
Speakeasy
VertexWheeler, Marymount University, USA
Sarah
Christine
Yang, Mount
Mary
University, USA
Faculty
sponsor:
Annette
Ames
Faculty sponsor: Sandra Keiser
Fifth Element
Love and
Passion
for PicassoUniversity, USA
Sarah
Wheeler,
Marymount
Soyeonsponsor:
Yoo, Mokpo
National
University, Korea
Faculty
Annette
Ames
Faculty sponsor: Kyounghee Cho
Rational Science
Seafloor
Stained Glass
Sarah
Yamashige,
University of Hawaii, USA
Yaryna Zhuk,
VillaJu-Young
Maria College,
Faculty
sponsor:
Kang USA
Faculty sponsor:Jocelyn Burdett
Vertex
Christine Yang, Mount Mary University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Sandra Keiser

Undergraduate Students

Mounted Exhibit pages 187-207
Sheer Elegance
Kate Bernhard, Mount Mary University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Sandra Keiser
Redeemed
Melissa Breaux, Liberty University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Matalie Howard
Soda Pop Punk
Tenzi Chacha, Liberty University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Matalie Howard
Golden Fleece Sheath Dress
Brianne Christ, Liberty Univeristy, USA
Faculty sponsor: Matalie Howard
Transforming from Inside Out
Mackenzie Downs, Iowa State University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Eulanda Sanders

Marguerite
Krissy Knutz, Central Washington University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Andrea Eklund
Forest Tale
Janice Lee, San Francisco State University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Kelly Reddy-Best
The Mohawk Dress
Charity Peart, Marymount University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Annette Ames
Vertebrae
Charity Peart, Marymount University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Annette Ames
Engineered Embroidery
Whitney Rorah, Iowa State University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Fatma Baytar

Forget Me Not
Anna Gilbert, Immaculata University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Colleen Moretz

Aftermath
Victoria Sterr, Mount Mary University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Sandra Kaiser DATS Delivers
Katie Thompson, Iowa State University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Christina Denekas

Perennial
Katherine Grimsley, North Carolina State University,
USA, Faculty sponsor: Lisa Chapman

Through a Tuscan Garden
Katie Thompson, Iowa State University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Christina Denekas

Nudescape
Emilia Hernandez, Virgina Commonwealth University,
USA, Faculty sponsor: Deidra Arrington

White Owl Warrior
Van Tran, San Francisco State University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Kelly Reddy-Best

Black Ibis
Jame’t Jackson, Virginia Commonwealth University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Donna Reamy

Closer to Cotton
Megan Wood, North Carolina State University, USA
Faculty sponsor: Traci Lamar

Dreaming Klimt
Yumi Kim, Mokpo National University, Korea
Faculty sponsor: Kyounghee Cho

Faculty / Professional
Live Gallery p 10-65, Mounted Exhibit p 66-74

Professional

Emme
After conducting anthropological research about what modern women are looking for in clothing I created a series of garments for the busy woman. These lifestyle
garments are created of wool ponté knit and embellished with built-in accessories that I created using various metal-working techniques. The idea behind the
garments is that you can pull them straight out of the closet, get dressed, and be
ready to go in a matter of minutes. The fabric is wrinkle resistant and the accessories needed to create a put-together look are already included. Each garment in
the series is inspired by a meaningful woman in my life and tells a little of her story
through a descriptive blurb as well as design details fitting to her personality.n
Emme defines her style as modern-vintage with a flair for the dramatic. She knows
with her body-hugging dress she can steal the spotlight with the poise of Hollywood starlet. Ivory dress of wool ponte knit and lace netting bodice appliqué. Ivory
ostrich feather applique has silver, crystal, and pearl beading detail. High-waisted
wool ponte knit skirt attaches above the natural waistline and finishes with a fishtail hem. Ensemble is completed with handmade feather hairpiece with bezel set
vintage pearls and crystal accents.

Chelsea Bell, Southern Methodist University, USA

LG-10

Professional

Open Thread :: Wien
This dress was created during my time as the 2012-2013 Fulbright Museumsquartier/quartier21 Artist in Residence in Vienna, Austria. My research during my
Fulbright focused on the textile and garment designs created by the Wiener Werkstätte and updating their designs with contemporary technology. Images of Vienna
were manipulated using a custom coded computer application made in Processing, engineered to a garment with a silhouette referencing the Wiener Werkstätte
look, and then digitally printed on silk satin crepe.

Margarita Benitez, Kent State University, USA
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S.A.R.A. Costume
S.A.R.A. is an interactive software application (App) written for mobile computing
devices. It generates its own sounds and visuals based on the camera video input
and the movement (gyroscope data) of the device. To demonstrate the capabilities
the technology we entered into a collaboration with a dance company to showcase the capabilities of the App. The choreography calls for 4 dancers wearing the
device strapped to their wrist, in conjunction with a mini projector. The app produces the video and the sound based on the camera input and the movement of
the dancers. The specs for the costume were two-fold: to give a blank canvas for
the dancers to project on and to have the garments provide light for the mobile device’s camera to pick up the dancers in the dark. We created light up costumes using LEDs, embroidery of conductive threads, cotton/lycra and organza controlled
by a tinyduino micro controller in the cowl and then created a catsuit out of a nylon
lycra to reflect the projection as well as a tunic out of mesh and organza to act as
a screen.

Margarita Benitez, Alexandria Petrus, Abigail Steger, Caroline Dunn, Kent State University, USA
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Child’s Play
The purpose was to experiment with the popular Rainbow Loom children’s craft
toy to discover if it could be utilized as a tool to create wearable garments. The design process included first researching and watching demonstration videos posted
on YouTube of bracelet techniques in which the loom was designed to create. Using previous knowledge of knitting with traditional knitting looms utilizing yarn,
the designer repositioned the parts of the Rainbow Loom to learn if a continuous
“knitting in the round” technique could be achieved but using flexible bands. A
successful cuff-size sample similar to the structure of jersey knit propelled the designer to purchase two additional looms to configure a larger overall circumference
in order to be wearable. The techniques used in creating this design first started
with placement of the individual parts of the Rainbow Loom so continuous round
and round band looping could be achieved. Black bands were alternated with solid
or “metallic” colored bands in order to visually create regular stripes in a rainbow
color progression. To create the armholes, loops were bound off towards the back
of the dress in a manner similar to traditional hand knitting and so the final loops
could be encompassed within the looping of the upper front and back areas. The
front and back of the dress were then formed separately until an appropriate final
length was achieved. The top edges were bound off in the same manner but starting in the center and working outwards leaving one final loop at each of the four
edges. These final loops were then used to join front to back with clear plastic “S”
hooks originally intended as closures for band bracelets. This design contributes
to the field of apparel and textiles in that this is an innovative application of a toy
meant for a different purpose. As a result, an unusual fabric was “knitted” using
flexible bands, and the final product remarkably behaves similarly to a jersey knit.

Janet Blood, Indiana University of Pennsylvania, USA
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Lava Flow
The purpose of this design was to pay homage to the majestic power and beauty
of volcanoes. The designer was inspired by the brilliant and deep colors set against
rough earth and smooth flowing lines of lava flows emanating from an eruption.
Through careful fabric selection, over-dyeing, layering, and apparel draping, angular and smooth lines were created to simulate the geological formations associated
with such an event. The main technique used for this design was apparel draping. The burn-out velvet animal pattern was over-dyed to a deep, red-orange then
overlaid onto brilliant, yellow velvet to simulate the glow of magma at the bust
and hem. Fit was achieved through the use of bias draping for the skirt and bodice,
tucks at the back hips, gathers at the front bust, and lacing the back opening. A hidden zipper in the skirt lining allows ease of donning the separate skirt. The bodice
and skirt are secured with hidden snaps. A bead detail at the bust controls the neck
strap, and double chain and bead belts highlight the waist and hips. This design is
made from multiple materials. These include black patterned satin velvet, silk and
rayon yellow velvet, red silk charmeuse with a “tattoo” print, over-dyed animal pattern burn-out velvet, black polyester lining, black velvet ribbon, chain, and beads.
This unique design contributes to the field of textiles and apparel design as it illustrates the value of using geological events as inspiration even if that beauty comes
from destructive forces. This design is also innovative in its use of multiple fabric
textures as well as an animal pattern and tattoo print to simulate rocks, terrain, and
natural elements carried within a lava flow.

Janet Blood, Indiana University of Pennsylvania, USA
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Elegant Flight
Purpose & Inspiration: Inspiration for this dress came from the National Geographic
film ‘Butterfly’. The purpose of this project was to capture the passionate force and
organic nature of a butterfly, especially its wavering, but elegant flight towards
flowers. This dress would be best suited for high-profile events such as Academy
Awards and other unique majestic ceremonies. Concept & Process: The gradation
effect of red and black emphasizes the amorous, graceful and alluring image of the
butterfly towards flowers ardently. The pleated texture signifies the striped patterns and pleats on the butterfly. The drapery lines symbolize the butterfly’s wavering movement. The radial streams of metallic gold around the bust represent
the butterfly’s wings. The repeated gold lines on the center front symbolize the
butterfly’s thorax. The ribbed side edges balance the texture of the three-dimensional ornamentation on the butterfly’s thorax. The asymmetrical hemline signifies
the butterfly’s tail. The back was draped to suggest and emphasize the butterfly’s
flight. The gem stones emphasize patterns on the butterfly’s wings. Techniques:
Craft dyeing technique and machine pleating was applied to create the fabric effect. The drapery lines were made by draping. Interlocking finish was used for the
side edge line and the effect was made by tucking. The radial streams around bust
and three-dimensional lines on the center front were created by tuck and pearl
stitch with gold metallic thread emphasizing the rhythmical winding lines.

Kyoung Hee Cho, Mokpo National University, Korea
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Toward the Future
The purpose of this project was to create a structural coat that represents the potential energy of the future. It was inspired by ‘Sagrada Familia’ in Barcelona, Spain,
by Antonio Gaudí whose design balances spiral columns and hyperbolic sidewalls
with a parabolic roof. This coat is an excellent match for special occasions such
as a formal ceremony event. The structural shape of the coat was contrasted with
concentric circles on the dress surface in a futuristic concept of phenomenal and
enormous imaging. The rounded hood and open sleeve simultaneously imply the
vastness of the universe and the space within the architecture. The optical pattern inspired by Sagrada’s spiral columns suggests the swirling of galaxies. Black
and silver emphasize the future. The gradation effect represents the streaming of
a heavenly body. The dress volume, emphasized by the curved lines of the back,
symbolizes powerful harmony, unity, and streaming rhythmical movement within
a space, which further suggests the potentially unlimited energy of the future. The
shape and texture of the dress follows the design inspiration and concept. Spray
dyeing technique was applied to create the fabric effect with part of the optical
pattern. Draping technique was used to make the structural dress shape with diagonal front closure. The big hood was made separately and matched around the
neckline with self-band tied up in the front.

Kyoung Hee Cho, Mokpo National University, Korea
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Hug Me Memory Vest
Hand written cards make people feel important, loved and special. Receiving a card
is still one of the great pleasures in life - and all the more so for its increasing rarity.
A personally written card hardly ever goes straight in the bin. In fact I find it quite
impossible to chuck one away. The past 4 years I have been saving each and every
precious Birthday, Holiday and Thank you card or letter. The inspiration for the garment was the feeling experienced when reading the letters. Each time I read them,
it’s as if I am receiving a warm hug through their words. Perhaps that is why they
are so difficult to throw away. The purpose of this design project was to develop a
design to incorporate the cards into a ready-to-wear apparel item. When reading
the cards, I felt as if I was being hugged by the sender. Therefore, a quilted winter
down vest was determined to replicate the hug by encapsulating the core of upper body using the cards as insulation. The cards and letters were shredded and
used with batting to create warmth. Elastic cording was placed across the body in
diagonal directions, as well as across the waistline, so when they are pulled, gentle
pressure is applied to the body as if a person were hugging the wearer. The vest
is gender neutral and designed in a manner that would flatter multiple figures. A
total of 48 cards, letters, notes and batting were used to create insulation for the
vest. Rip-stop nylon was used as the exterior shell. Sheer black voile fabric was used
as lining. Additional notions such as a zipper, toggles, elastic cording and bias tape
were used to complete the garment. Quilting lines were designed to replicate the
longitudinal lines on a globe. As a final touch, a logo was created to help brand
the product. Using the numbers of our academic address (and if anyone wanted
to send us a letter), 704 were chosen as our company name. The logo is located on
the bottom right hem of the vest.

Deborah Christel, Washington State University, USA
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Cloud Eater
Co-designed by six apparel design faculty, this ensemble focuses on a sustainable
design challenge. The team explored ways to reduce the impact of indigo through
the integration of traditional and digital design strategies to produce “indigo” surface patterns on predominantly cotton fabrics. Goals and inspiration that shaped
the design process included (1) reducing indigo dye usage and impact, (2) the
implementation and retention of a traditional influence/mood (Japanese samurai/
boro) within an eclectic contemporary look, and (3) the creation of a cohesive look
from diverse perspectives and ways of working. Additionally, several designers explored sustainable garment design techniques. The six designers each developed
a fabric print by sampling indigo shibori dye techniques and further developing
those into digitally printed fabrics. Each designer’s fabric designs were utilized in
a garment to complete the ensemble. The pieces from inside out include: powermesh polyester/spandex long sleeved t-shirt with funnel neck and Ne-maki shibori
technique on sleeves and neckline; subtraction cut jodhpur-style pants of performance knit; asymmetric hira-ori origami pleated, wrap skirt with shibori-dyed, then
digitally refined bird print outer layer and mokume-inspired (wood grain shibori)
print underskirt both of cotton voile; bustier of upcycled denim with sashiko stitching over patches of printed fabrics, back laced with shibori dyed leather; reversible zero-waste bolero of cotton sateen in arashi and tatewaku shibori designs with
persimmon silk gazar binding; belt of shibori dyed leather.

Kelly Cobb, Belinda Orzada, Jo Kallal, Martha Hall, Adriana Gorea, Katya Roelse University of Delaware, USA
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Walk the Line
The purpose of my piece is to illuminate the wonders and beauties of each individual woman. It’s telling a story about a woman’s journey into finding herself between a young woman and a sophisticated adult. This relates to me immensely
because I am also taking this journey where I am finding myself in this world. The
woman who wears this garment is fearless and confident but has grace and elegance. She never lets anything get her down and is always looking at the positive
aspects of life. During the design development of this project, photos of Paris were
reviewed and the reoccurring themes of elegance from the images were used as a
major source of visual inspiration. It showed a sense of independence and beauty
that so many women strive for which can be seen when a garment appears classy
and elegant from the front but when the wearer turns around the back is subtlety
sexy. This inspired me to create a dress with a chic front and an open back to portray the personality of gracefully sexy woman. This dress was created through the
draping technique. From the draping a pattern was made and a sample from the
pattern was fitted on my model. Adjustments were made to the pattern and the
final product was constructed. The garment is fully lined and features an invisible
zipper and a hand stitched hem. The innovation of this design is the unique fitted open v-cut neckline and geometrically cut open back bodice with a full short
skirt. By incorporating these style lines and silhouettes, it allows a woman to feel
the sense of confidence, class and independence and shows off her bodice curves
while slightly covering her upper leg.

Ryanne Durfee, Andrea Eklund, Central Washington University, USA
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Haunting Darkness
The purpose of this design was to integrate techniques learned at workshops during the International Textiles and Apparel Association’s (ITAA) annual conferences. I
wanted to combine the couture hand sewing technique that was used by Madame
Gres in the mid-20th century and new leather sewing techniques recently learned
in New Orleans. This design was also to further challenge and develop my design
and construction skills. Inspiration for the design came from walking through the
historic cemeteries in New Orleans. The beauty of the graves and the darkness of
death was combined to create the overall look of the garment. The purpose was
implemented by creating the pleated bodice front in an aesthetically pleasing
manner and the leather bodice back placement, shape and size was determined
by the dimensions of the alligator skin I received at ITAA. Combining the pleating
technique and leather gave a unique and unseen design combination and aesthetic to contribute to the design community. Creating the front bodice of small
even pleats was a long and technical process. The size, placement and angle of
the pleats was tedious work that took over 15 hours alone. 180 inches of fabric
was reduced down to eighteen inches of pleats. Each pleat was tacked to the base
fabric of the bodice and then every pleat was opened and based into place across
the pleat to assure they were secure. Once the pleated fabric was sewn on the base
fabric it was carefully attached to the back leather bodice, which was an entirely
new experience working with stiffer leather. The pleated skirt was sewn to the bodice at the waistline and features a waist stay to support the weight of the skirt. The
leather shoulder caps (the alligator feet) were added to the final garment by tacking to the neckline to add an edge to the overall look of the garment.

Andrea Eklund, Central Washington University, USA
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Baobab aka The Upside Down Tree
Baobab a.k.a The Upside Down Tree was inspired by an African fable regarding the
initial creation of plant life in our world. This design is a reflection of the humor in
nature and displays how everyone, even God makes poor decisions from time to
time. According to the Malawi Project the fable of the baobab is such: When God
created the world, He made the animals and allowed them to plant the trees. God
gave the animals each a different type of seed. The hyenas were the last animals to
be selected and God reluctantly gave them the seeds of the baobab tree. Well, everyone knows what jokers the hyenas are. When they received the seeds from God,
they thought it would be funny to plant the baobab seeds upside down. That is
why the roots look like they are growing up in the air and the leaves are buried out
of sight in the ground (www.malawiproject.org). Baobab a.k.a The Upside Down
Tree is a coat created from a photographic image of a sunset of Madagascar where
the baobab is celebrated as the national tree. This image was edited in Photoshop
and created into an engineered print onto cotton canvas. An image of the baobab
was laser etched in leather, hand tooled and hand sewn to the coat. The silhouette
of the coat is unique in that it appears to be worn upside down with sleeves and a
shawl collar at the hem. The coat is lined in cotton batiste and has large brass snaps
for the closure. This design furthers the knowledge of African culture in the field
of textile and apparel design. The unique pattern making and the unconventional
use of tooling leather allow for new methods for exploring storytelling in ethnic
cultures.

Tameka Ellington, Kent State University, USA
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The Offspring
The title of this piece was chosen for its inspiration—my children. Becoming a
mother and witnessing life inside the womb is an altering experience that connects
women to a higher place in this universe, spiritually and mentally. I wanted to be
able to document that essence through wearable art to display not only the beauty
in experiencing pregnancy and birth, but also understanding how the mind and
spirit begins to evolve while in the state of offspring. The Offspring’s design details
were inspired by Adinkra symbols used in African textile and art manufacturing.
The Akan tribe in Ghana and the Ivory Coast created universal signs that are understood throughout West Africa. The images illustrated detail the birth and life
of my three children. The image at center front details a human-like figure with
three legs for each of the children. On the inside of the body is a maze depicting
that their life journey is unknown. The large circles represent the mother, father
and grandparents. The smaller circles along the hem, at the chest/heart and midsection represent the ancestors. The sun and the triangular shapes represent the
warm and growth in their journey. The lines/bars represent the level energy that
will balance the children throughout their life. The silhouette was draped into an
egg like formation to further carry the inspiration. The foundation of the dress was
created with cotton canvas, lightweight buckram and boning. The dress is lined in
cotton batiste. The shell of the dress is 100% cotton in a linen weave and was created with a batik wax resist and hand dying with fiber reactive dye for an indigo/
denim effect. Indigo dying is very popular in West Africa and often symbols are
used in this technique. This design furthers the knowledge of African culture in the
field of textile and apparel design. It inspires an alternative way to use batik for
storytelling purposes.

Tameka Ellington, Kent State University, USA
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Ashanti’s Procreation
Ashanti’s Procreation explores digital printing, leather tooling and painting with
bleach discharge. Discovering a love for digital printing, I wanted to continue my
work in that area. I have been tooling leather since I was about 15 years old and I
wanted to try some nontraditional ways of crafting on leather. This piece emerged
from an ideology held by the Ashanti tribe in Ghana. They believe that the African
python taught man and woman the process of procreation and birth. The python
asked the man and woman to stand facing each other in a river; the python went
into the bottom of the river and came up spitting water on their bellies. The python
told the man and woman to go home and lie together, and the woman conceived
and bore a child. The African python and the Bosomuru River in Ghana became
my main sources of inspiration for this unique take on the traditional ball gown
skirt and bustier silhouette. The design process began with a digital image found
of the Bosomuru River which was altered in Photoshop to create the reflected image printed on the skirt. The skirt was constructed using three layers: a tiered skirt
lining in Bemberg taffeta, the under skirt made of polyester blend dupioni fabric,
and then the printed silk organza overlay. The asymmetrical bustier made of cotton
canvas with a buckram interlining and a cotton lawn lining, was dyed and painted
with bleach to discharge the dye into a yellow pattern. The leather design was intricately tooled, painted with leather dyes, and antique finishes were applied to
replicate the skin of the python. The leather python and leaf shapes were cut out,
glued and stitched onto the canvas. Last, an image of a python was also imported
into Photoshop to create long stripes of silk crepe de chine which were appliqued
to the skirt to appear as if the python was continuing from the bustier onto the
skirt and wrapping around the body.

Tameka Ellington, Kent State University, USA
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Mayan Monochrome
This designed ensemble integrates co-designed Mayan textiles into a contemporary silhouette and functional apparel for a professional women for a cultural
creative consumer. The co-design process began with a Mayan fair-trade weaving
organization in Guatemala. The designer worked with the group to develop colorways and layouts for the back strap weaving. The woven motifs were designed as
a small woven square of 100% cotton yarn surrounded by a black to develop more
viable income options for the weavers. The hand weaving was integrated into focal
points on the coat in the pockets and center pieced in the back bodice.

Carol Engel-Enright, Colorado State University, USA
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Garden
For my design creation, I was inspired by the Central Garden at the Getty Center
where I developed my design concept during my visit. It was late spring, and the
colors of the flowers and the trees in the Central Garden designed by Robert Irwin
were so rich with sunshine and blue sky. I wanted to express these bold colors,
lines, and textures from this inspiration by utilizing various sizes and shapes of cotton lace. A liberal mood—like flowers and leaves moved by the wind– was to be
included. I also wanted to incorporate a feeling of nature and human beings, as
harmony and balance between both are important. My design process started with
selecting the colors from the scenery at the Central Garden. To achieve these colors,
thin strips of lace were dyed yellow. Dark gray was used to dye 1.0-inch-wide lace
and reds, oranges, and dark greens were partially painted onto 1.5-inch wide lace
to emphasize eccentricity. Undergarments and some horizontal lines were constructed first as the main structure. After a dark gray color skirt was constructed, a
draping technique was used on a size 8 dress form to construct a layered dress, and
then a weaving technique was used for the sleeves’ design. Black nylon fabric was
used to construct the undergarments, and 100% cotton lace was used for the outer
garments. Because of my inspirational sources and the design process, I named this
project, “Garden.”

Hae Jin Gam, Illinois State University, USA
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Kapa Wrap
The PURPOSE was to explore application of thickened natural dyes in patterns inspired by Hawaiian kapa or bark cloth of the 18th to early 19th centuries. Strips of
beaten kapa cloth were painted or stamped with natural dyes from trees, plants,
and earth minerals (Kooijman, 1988; Uden, 2012); common colors included brown,
black, red, and yellow. Patterns of the 18th C. were often bold, simple, and abstract
geometrics (Uden, 2012); 19th C. patterns were intricate repeating geometrics
(Kooijman, 1988). The PROCESS was to physically resist pre-mordanted silk crepe
de chine fabric strips by pole wrapping, stitching, or folding/clamping, and dyeing
in a madder bath. This process reflected the watermark pattern from beating kapa
cloth. Next, the strips were hand-painted, stenciled, or screen-printed to represent
traditional patterns using madder (red orange), logwood grey (black), madder/logwood grey (brown), and turmeric/cutch (yellow), thickened with gum tragacanth.
Fabric strips were steamed, washed, joined, and draped into a wrap dress, inspired
by traditional wrap skirts (pa’u). The design CONTRIBUTES to creative scholarship
of applying thickened natural dyes. While the ratio of gum tragacanth powder to
water often recommended is 1:25, using up to a 1:50 ratio was more appropriate
for painting, stenciling, and screen printing on the silk crepe de chine (12 mm). Turmeric was grainy and difficult to dissolve; grinding and adding cutch eased these
challenges.

Sherry Harr, Kansas State University, USA
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Ebb and Flow
Undulate, meander, ebb and flow...these words capture the smooth rise and fall
created by the humble running stitch moving across fabric. The PURPOSE of the
design was to pay homage to the artistry of a hand-stitched and indigo dyed wall
hanging by creating a gown that supported the meandering spirit of the textile.
Draping the cloth on the bias without side seams allowed the ebb and flow to continue around the body and through the wearer’s motion. The submitter purchased
wall hanging, stitched by Ms. Sri Kala, while visiting Aranya Naturals in Munnar, India. The PROCESS included draping the silk organza wall hanging over a dress form
on the bias, utilizing hand-stitched darts, shoulder, and back seams to manage the
drape; exploring binding and facing options; then editing the process until a balanced drape was achieved. Photos documented the process. An under-dress was
draped from indigo hand-dyed, silk crepe de chine; all completed by the submitter.
The design CONTRIBUTES to scholarship of teaching by documenting the process
of draping on the bias for use in a classroom unit on bias draping and in future
teaching presentations at conferences. The design also contributes to the submitter’s efforts in creating relationships with artisans while working towards the establishment of a training center with a non-profit organization.

Sherry Harr, Kansas State University, USA
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Layered Impressions
The PURPOSE of the design was to explore plant pigment transparency and create
visual depth on fabric through layering applications of plant color and image extraction techniques. The implementation PROCESS was first to create background
color variegation by bundling fresh plants within pre-mordanted and wettedout silk (dupioni, shantung) and hemp/silk (faille) fabrics. Bundles were either
scrunched in a jar; or folded into a plastic bag and weighted down with a brick.
Color extraction was through the solar method of allowing the sun and time to
transfer the plant pigment to the fabric. Next, the middle and foreground leaf images were pounded onto the fabric by placing fresh plants on the fabric and hammering with a rounded-face hammer. Plants used in bundling were hibiscus, hollyhock, basil, impatiens, coleus, and eucalyptus. Additional pounded plants included
sweet potato, Persian shield, fern, yarrow, coral bells, coreopsis, and cosmos. The
hemp/silk skirt color was from black hollyhock in a heated immersion dye bath. The
solid bands on the tunic were immersion dyed with fresh walnut hulls, sunflower
heads, or hollyhock. Fabrics were heat-set in a steam press and washed by hand
then by machine until no color bleed from the fabric. The design CONTRIBUTES to
the creative scholarship of natural dyes by exploring a range of both common dye
plants (coreopsis, yarrow, hollyhock, etc.) and uncommon plants (sweet potato,
Persian shield, fern, etc.) for image transfer and transparency through layering of
background and foreground color extraction techniques. Bundling created softer
impressions, while pounding left defined imagery. Plants with purple, such as black
sweet potato and Persian shield; and ferns and fern-like foliage such as yarrow, left
the strongest pounded imagery. Transparency was evident through all layers of
plant impressions.

Sherry Harr, Kansas State University, USA
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Magma Shrouds
The purpose of this design was to create a woven fabric surface with different color
gradients. The gradual color changes of a sunset, from blue, red, to orange were
inspiration for this design. The overall silhouette and design of the garment were
inspired by the Korean traditional outer coat, Durumagi. The textile surface design
of the woven jacket creates an optical illusion of depth and volume through the
parallel gradation of three contrasting color gradients that overlap in an interweaving pattern. First, flat pattern and minimal waste pattern development methods
were used to create a single, continuous pattern piece for the coat that eliminated
armholes and side seams in the lower part of the coat. Two left-over pattern pieces
from creating lower part of the coat pattern were used to create the collar. Twentyone separate linear gradients with two different set of color gradients (blue and
red; red and orange) of progressing intensity were created in Photoshop and then
printed on 100% cotton chambray. To minimize fabric edge raveling, the linear gradients were printed on a bias grain line. To construct the fabric surface for the coat,
each 1/2” strip was hand-cut and woven together in a visually progressing order
from two separate and opposing axes. Magma Shrouds was created using 100%
digitally printed cotton chambray and 100% polyester lining fabric.

Kim Hahn, Kent State University, USA
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Trencadis Reimagined
A trip to Barcelona, Spain to experience the works of Spanish architect Antoni
Gaudi was the stimulation for this design. Gaudi’s work has been described as “an
explosion of compositional pleasure by someone who is in full control of their very
own personal style, which enables them to disconnect from pre-existent philosophies” (2007). The purpose of this design was to examine Gaudi’s unique style
and investigate how artistic works can fuel the garment design process. Trencadis
Reimagined looks to the curved and organic shapes found in Gaudi’s ceramic designs, stained glass, and wrought ironwork for inspiration. Gaudi utilized waste and
broken pieces of ceramics in a mosaic process called trencadis. Unusual shapes
and bright colors are hallmarks of trencadis. This garment incorporates the spirit
of trencadis by using small, discarded fabric pieces to create the mosaic-like design that hugs the bustline and shoulder curves. Shimmer organza, sewn in free
form shapes, represents the modernistic lines found in Gaudi’s stained glass. Gaudi
tamed and softened indomitable wrought iron with sculpted curves. Leather was
used in this design to achieve some of the same effects. Rounded edges, a cowled
back, and a circular cape silhouette mitigate the hard nature of the leather. The
design’s contribution to the field comes from its respectful reimagining of the work
of a renowned artist. Original ideas rarely pop into a designer’s empty conscious.
Rather, they build from a confluence of researched information gained from a variety of sources. Investigations into the celebrated works of illustrious artists are rich
material for inspiration and can serve as a catalyst for fashion design.

Tracy Jennings, Dominican University, USA
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Salvaging Selvages
While visiting the workroom of a busy interior decorator specializing in window
treatments, I discovered a bin of fabric scraps and selvages cut from fabric yardage. Although the designer consciously employs many sustainable practices in her
business, the constrictions of window sizes and accommodating the needs of her
clients meant that there was often fabric waste with each custom job. After exploring recent advancements in the no-waste movement in the fashion industry, the
purpose of Salvaging Selvages is to investigate crossover from the interior design
discipline as a means to help lessen waste in the larger field of textiles. Selected
from the bin of unwanted fabric scraps, lengths of selvages were sorted by color,
arranged in a layered design, and stitched to an underlining of discarded curtain
lining. The bodice is also trimmed with selvages. The neckline and sleeve elastic
is the only purchased material used. The fabric mix of the dress is emblematic of
eclectic boutique styling, and a young urban woman is the intended consumer.
The design’s contribution to the field of textiles and apparel is twofold. First, fashion designers interested in reducing fabric waste could consider looking to other
disciplines, such as interior design, for creative and sustainable resourcing. In this
example, the adage “one person’s waste is another person’s treasure” surely applies. Although this design incorporates selvages, others could make use of lining
remnants, unused tapes and trims, and even the nonwovens used in interior design. Second, this design suggests that businesspersons should actively seek out
alternative uses for textile waste created by their particular ventures. A symbiotic
relationship between professionals within the larger field of textiles could help decrease the need for new materials and reduce fabric waste.

Tracy Jennings, Dominican University, USA
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Mushroom Dress
The purpose of the mushroom dress is to create a sustainable piece with the donated and under-valued shoulder pads. Instead of inserting the shoulder pads
inside the garment, they were overlaid on the surface to create unique rhythmic
surface designs. The dress is inspired by the mushroom form, and the shoulder
pads are from the mushroom’s gill. A mushroom, which is a decomposer in the nature lifecycle, recycles dead plants and animals into beneficial chemical nutrients
for our environment. Similar to the mushroom, the under-valued shoulder pads
are expected to offer impactful energies to the design of the garment lifecycle.
The mushroom dress is expected to encourage wearers and viewers to consider
our relationship with our environments, yet the sustainable fashion can be fun and
unique, and at the same time, assure the importance of sustainability in our fashion
behaviors.

Helen Koo, University of California-Davis, USA
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Anatomic Drapes - Linked Nature
This dress represents the unity of life and nature and emphasizes the importance of
sustainable designs. By wearing the garment throughout our lives, we become the
decision makers for the garment’s lifecycle. The lifecycle of garment, human, and
nature are all correlated, in the same way we need to consider our responsibilities
for our environment, society, and the economy. The garment is draped like a tree
branch, considering the human body’s surface contour. The dress is made of jersey
knit, which allows for size flexibility, and minimized sewing techniques were used
for sustainability. The jersey-knit structure has a tendency to be rolled up on both
sides, and there is little worry of unraveling so that the unique characteristic of the
jersey fabric can be applied to emphasize the natural drapes of rounded edges. The
serging process could have also been minimized to reduce the manufacturing process, material usage, created waste, electricity consumption, and carbon footprints
caused by transportation. The garment symbolizes the human connection to the
natural world, shown through the strong overlays of plant and element.

Helen Koo, University of California-Davis, USA
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Anatomic Drapes - Unified Root
The dress is to symbolize that human are evolved from a unified organic root of
nature, and as one family, we have a responsibility to live in harmony with our earth
and nature. A connected strap, representing the unified root of humanity, has been
draped on the black ground, indicating the power of nature and our earth. In the
mixture of human and nature, the unified string, which looks like tree roots, creating anatomical shapes of the human body. The smooth edges of the straps were
created from the natural rolling of jersey structures. To sustainably construct the
dress, the patterns and sewing methods were experimented in many ways such
as calculating the amounts of fabric wastes, and calculating the steps of sewing
processes. As a result, the fabric wastes came only from the neckline. By using the
stretchable fabric, darts could be removed, the brown jersey cotton fabrics were
cut from a square fabric, and there were no fabric wastes. The unified longitudinal
drapery lines were constructed to create the ecological three-dimensional shapes
and forms of natural organisms, symbolizing the human body created by the earth.

Helen Koo, University of California-Davis, USA
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Through My Daughter’s Eyes 2
This piece is one of a collection of pieces created to explore the world through my 7
year old daughter’s eyes. The approach was to create textile designs, and garments
for her, based on her artwork. Several of her paintings, which were scanned into the
digital environment, provided the motifs used to create a repeating textile pattern.
First, a lined painting was translated to a continuous stripe. Then, motifs were extracted from several paintings and overlaid onto the stripe to create a coordinating
pattern. The majority of the pattern was kept in the scale of her original paintings,
though a few motifs were modified to add variation. The textile pattern was digitally printed with nano-pigment inks onto 100 % cotton jersey. The printed fabric was
used to create garments for her. The ensemble includes a tunic and a maxi skirt,
the tunic can also be worn as a dress. The outfit is playful and fun in every detail
trying to mimic the freedom of her work. The appliquéd hearts are left unpolished
with raw edges in testament to the childlike feel of the garment. The contribution
is primarily in the textile design, the garemtn patterns were created purposely with
minimal seaming to minimize interference with the scale of the printed pattern.

Traci Lamar, North Carolina State University, USA
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Collective Reflection
The conversation between designers in a studio critique is an essential component
in the design process and may often be overlooked in research. The purpose of this
design study was to examine interdisciplinary evaluations of written critiques by
collaboration between a fashion designer, architect and graphic artist. Each collaborator began the design research for print and shape through abstract exploration
of a photograph taken by the fashion designer of Frank Gehry’s Disney Concert
Hall. Sixteen design ideas were illustrated as front and back flats in Adobe Illustrator with manipulated prints from the original photograph in Adobe Photoshop.
All three collaborators provided written critiques of the sixteen design ideas. After
thorough analysis of the feedback, the collaborators selected the most successful design. The silhouette was established through a combination of flat pattern
making and draping that created minimal waste. The selected garment idea was
made of a digitially printed silk charmeuse on a Mimaki DS-1600 Textile Printer, silk
dupioni and thin metal chain. Analysis of the critiques illustrated similar opinions
of the most successful designs and conflicting thoughts on the design ideas that
were evaluated as average. Each collaborator communicated through a combination of emotional, observational and technical responses to the design work. This
design study helps to build on the research of communication within design critique and evaluation.

Kendra Lapolla, Kent State University, USA
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Over One and Under One
The purpose of this creative deign process was to explore inspiration from two sets
of threads, the warp and the weft, which are basic elements of woven construction.
My concept for this design came from interlacing weaving construction method,
which led me to thank the early Neolithic people who invented this brilliant simple
technique. I approached this process by magnifying the image of the interlacing
technique using ribbons. Furthermore, this design was elaborated with hundreds
of ribbons in a vertical direction to highlight the flowing of the garment over the
body. The pattern creation and cutting were done utilizing the Lectra Modaris apparel pattern making software on the computer and Graphtec cutting plotter. The
six pieces of the pattern—the front center, two front sides, back center, and two
back sides—were laid over the two layers of white tulle and cut. These cut pieces
were used as the frame underneath the dress. For the preparation of the upper part
of the front and back center of the dress, the ribbons were held vertically parallel to
each other by pinning them on the form board; several ribbon tapes were worked
over and under them, row by row, by hand. On each piece of nylon white tulle, several rows of ribbon tape were stitched to the nylon tulle pieces to create a fringe
look. The materials used in this design were white 100% nylon tulle, 5/8-inch wide
100% polyester ribbon, and 7/8-inch wide polyester ribbon.

Youngjoo Lee, University of Nebraska, USA
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Glowing Hearts
My purpose in creating this piece was for a client, a 19 year old young adult, to
attend her first night garden party and make a special occasion dress as visible as
possible in the dark. When wearing the garment, my client is sending a clear message to all who are attending the party in the night: Love and safety. I wanted to
contribute to a safe party experience as their parents might hope. For this outfit,
many illuminated heart stickers were selected from my client and placed on the
clothing. To enhance the outdoor safety of pedestrians, signs must be placed on
clothing in locations where they can be readily seen. The temporary stickers of motifs can be changed for other purposes and this outfit can be used for multi occasions and other functions. A self-made pleat board to press soft and sheer lace is a
challenge. The innovative techniques used to create the soft lace pleats and a small
shaped piece can be used by educators for creative design inspiration.

Shu Hwa Lin, University of Hawaii, USA
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Glittering, Gafsa Carpet Coat
The coat reflects the intricately woven carpets & textiles of Gafsa, Tunisia. The challenge was to interpret woven textiles as hand-knitted fabrics. The style is inspired
by North African & Middle-Eastern garments. The color palette reflects jewelry of
the region and includes lapis, coral, & metallic gold. The designer researched Gafsa
textile & carpet patterns to determine which could be reproduced with mosaic knitting, a slip-stitch technique that produces two-color designs. The sleeves contain a
different slip-stitch technique. Using light, worsted-weight (DK) yarn, a swatch was
created to determine stitch & row gauges. The designer used this information &
CAD to create a grid on which to chart the coat’s 10 carpet motifs, draft the pattern,
& arrange the motifs. Fibonacci numbers determined the lengths of the pattern
units. Whereas, the lapis & light coral yarn were hand-dyed, the remaining 13 yarns
were purchased. The Gafsa patterns were knitted with various yarn combinations.
The fronts & back were knitted vertically & form continuous patterns at the shoulders. The sleeves & side panels were knitted horizontally & sewn together & then
to the coat. The patterned neckband was knitted onto the neckline. The crochet
edging forms loops for the buttons, which were created from beads.

Phyllis Miller, Mississippi State University, USA
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American Indian Basketry Jacket
The jacket, shawl pin, & earrings were inspired by the basketry of several American Indian tribes. The design challenge was to re-interpret age-old basket designs
through hand-knitting. The silhouette was inspired by Sioux-style, hide dresses of
the 1800s, which had a combined yoke & sleeve section that was attached to a rectangular body. The designer researched basket patterns of several tribes to determine which could be reproduced with mosaic knitting—a technique that produces
two-color designs. Using medium-weight yarn, a swatch was created to determine
stitch & row gauges. The designer then used CAD to create a grid on which to analyze & chart the six basket weaves. The lower jacket consists of left and right panels,
with a different basket weave on each front & back section. Tribes represented include Choctaw, Lillooet, & Cherokee. Front & back sections are separated by a strip
inspired by Tlingit baskets. Incan-inspired bands adorn the sleeve hems & jacket
center front & back. These sewn-on bands have color reversal—black designs border white knitting & vice versa. CAD was also used to chart the combined sleeve
& yoke pattern, which utilizes a stitch similar to a solid-colored basket weave. To
prevent stretching, the sleeve/yoke pattern is divided into front & back sections
along the top/shoulder seam line & is bordered with decorative, twisted stitches.
The jacket is edged with crocheted Crab Stitch in reversed colors. Using the Incan
pattern, the designer used CAD to create the sterling shawl pin & matching earrings. The sketches were sent to a jeweler, who used them to create a 3D wax model
& cast the pin & earrings in sterling. The earrings have tourmalated quartz drops.

Phyllis Miller, Mississippi State University, USA
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Rapt in Color
The coat was inspired by the colorful, patchwork cloths that Koreans use to wrap
gifts & precious items. The challenge was to use hand-knitting techniques to create the same effect. The rectangular coat with full, banded sleeves is reminiscent
of many Korean wraps. The satiny, close-fitting dress adds modern contrast to the
coat’s texture & fullness. The designer researched Korean wrapping cloths to identify various styles & assembly methods for patchwork. Techniques included short
rows, which create smooth, diagonal divisions between horizontal patches, & intarsia, which was used to create vertical patches of color. Stockinette stitch was paired
with purl-stich ridges for textural contrast. After drafting the kimono, it was divided
into 13 vertical panels, like those used to construct wrapping cloths. Using various combinations of 34 yarns, the panels of patches were knitted using short-rows,
intarsia, & combinations thereof. All patches differ. Panels were sewn to form the
coat. As with wrapping cloths, the patches in adjacent panels are not expected to
match. Each sleeve was knitted with different color & yarn variations. Fabric for the
tube dress was dyed to match the bands. The tube can scrunched & worn singlethickness or doubled to form tops, dresses, or skirts of various lengths.

Phyllis Miller, Mississippi State University, USA
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Man Ray’s Queen City Dress
The dress commemorates the 2014 ITAA meeting in the “Queen City” and explores
how specific qualities of one art form can be achieved using different materials
in another art form. Charlotte, named for Britain’s Queen Charlotte Sophia, uses
a crown as its logo (City of Charlotte, 2013). Hence, we incorporated a crown in
our dress that was inspired by Man Ray’s photograms. By placing objects directly
on photosensitive paper, Man Ray created prints with a surreal quality in which
physical objects appeared white against black backgrounds (Coleman, 2013). With
solid and transparent fabrics, our design similarly integrates light and shadow. The
dress consists of a black mini-dress and an oversized organza dress. We digitally
printed the crown motifs on the organza fabric from drawings in Adobe Photoshop. Via experiments with various fabrics, we found that the white crowns on the
black organza captured the surreal mood of Man Ray’s photograms. After printing,
we steamed the fabric to affix the pigment. The organza was then draped on a
form to create the oversized dress. Because the dress is transparent, we also created a black mini-dress for modesty and also to accentuate the white crown motifs.
Our dress considers the relationship between fine and wearable art forms. Apparel
designers (Yves Saint Laurent) have previously created dresses based on the work
of painters (Piet Mondrian). Our dress demonstrates that the qualities of Man Ray’s
photograms can also be translated using fabric into wearable art.

Seoha Min, Jennifer Yurchisin, University of North Carolina-Greensboro, USA
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Spirit of Modern Shaman
The designer interpreted a shaman’s dress in a modern way. Shaman is a person
regarded as having access to, and influence in, the world of benevolent and malevolent spirits, who typically enters into a trance state during a ritual and practices
divination and healing (Walter & Fridman, 2004). The shamans of the Goldi-Ude
tribe perform ceremonies in a singular shirt and in a front and back apron on which
there are representations of snakes, lizards, frogs, and other animals (Shamanism,
n.d.). As representatives of the incantation animals, the designer created fringes
consisting of a variety of shades dyed with safflower. Although the fringes were
dyed with the same dye stuff, its shades are all different due to variety of fabrics
used. This technique will give new design ideas to designers who want to create
innovative design through a new dyeing method. A white dress with a circle skirt
and an H-line cotton skirt, a black crop top, and decorative fringes were created.
The fringes were consisted of various fabrics, such as silk, cotton, organza, rayon,
and linen. The bottom of the dress and the fringes were dyed with safflower petals.
Safflower petals contain red/pink dyes and two kinds of yellow dyes, each of which
can be extracted from the petals. To obtain only a red/pink color, all of the yellow
dyes were removed by thorough soaking and rinsing that color out of the petals.
The rinsed petals were soaked again in clear water. Then ammonia and acid were
added to shift the pH of the solution. Afterwards, the white dress and the fringes
were soaked to be dyed into a red/pink color. Because the fringes consist of various
fabrics, its shades were subtly different. To match its colors to the black crop top,
the fringes were partially colored with a black fabric marker.

Seoha Min, University of North Carolina-Greensboro, USA
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Shaped by a Stitch
The techniques of knitting have been around for a long time and ever since the
birth of the technique knit garments have been shaped through at the same time
as the fabric has been created. In contrast woven garments have always been created after the fabric was created unless the shapes have been geometric to work
with the shape in the loom. This integration of textile technique and shape is what
has inspired my work with knit stitches. In exploring the shape and size of the stitch
this dress came about. Using the knit stitch in a woven is something I enjoy as it
gives the opportunity to build and push the stitch out is its traditional use. Here
the top stitch becomes the collar and then the rest of the rows create the fit of the
dress and a sculptural purl stitch that form the focal point in the back. The closure
in the front is also based on the idea of a knit stitch to open just unravel the knit
stitch and the dress opens.

Linda Ohrn-McDaniel, Kent State University, USA
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Framed and Dangerous
Inspired by the term “Translate” This outerwear design combines layers of texture
connected thru free form embroidery and framed cuffs and collar accenting the
bold militaristic style. Embroidered text on the armbands translating the term in
eight languages, English, Irish, Welsh, Spanish, Dutch, French, German, Hungarian.
Through research as broad as numerology to fracturing the word into syllables and
searching for meanings of each, many facets of the design were created . Created
in 100% wool aubergine flannel with accents of 100% wool charcoal heather suiting and Rayon blend lace in a mélange print of grey, pewter and plum. Pewter
buttons secure the front closure, the double collar and accent the split cuffs. The
silhouette is achieved through the insertion of pivoted gores from the bust and
shoulder blade area to the wide sweep of the hem enhanced even more with a
deep inverted pleat at center back. The design was draped on a form and perfected
through flat pattern and muslins.

Marian O’Rourke-Kaplan, University of North Texas, USA
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Zero Waste Pinstripe
Zero-waste garment design is a sustainable design alternative as well as a creative
challenge to the designer/patternmaker (Carrico & Kim, 2014). For this design I
challenged myself to utilize the ‘no waste’ design concept to develop a sheath dress
for a professional woman. The black and white vertical pinstripe dress (fabric is on
crossgrain) is perfect for the woman who dresses professionally, but also wants to
stand out from the crowd in style while making a statement about sustainability.
A sample garment was draped on the dressform using a 45” x 45” square of muslin,
the fabric was slashed at the side neckline to shape the collar and shoulder details,
and curves were cut into the fabric for armhole openings. Dart placement, neck
and shoulder details and armhole location were transposed onto the fashion fabric.
Made of 50 inches of 45” wide rayon, this dress has pointed cap sleeves and shoulder detail from the fabric extensions above the shoulder seam. The minimal cut
method of zero-waste design was utilized. Three slashes into the upper edge of the
fabric shape the asymmetric collar on the front and allow the fabric to fold under
to form the back neckline facings. Horseshoe shapes were cut for the armhole and
are folded inside the shoulder forming the cap sleeve. Angled topstitching marks
shoulder placement with excess fabric lying across the shoulder as a decorative
detail. Fit is achieved using six contour darts; two dart tucks angle from the left
shoulder. There are no sideseams. The dress has a centerback seam and invisible
zipper. The remaining five-inch fabric width was cut into bias strips which were
used to finish the outer edges of the neckline, shoulder, and armholes. Hand running stitches along the binding inside edge and shoulder darts with rayon yarn
provides decorative accent.

Belinda Orzada, University of Delaware, USA
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Homage to Balenciaga in Black and White
Costume history research develops knowledge and understanding of dress and
textile histories in a critical and/or historical context and explores aspects of the
historical development of dress and textiles using a variety of different research
methods, in order to gain an understanding of the significance of the object, and
the designer’s work to society. Documenting this influence by examining Cristobal
Balenciaga’s orientation of grain in relation to the body within his designs is the
first goal of this research. Secondly, Balenciaga’s utilization of fabric to achieve garment volume and silhouette were an area of focus. Research included visits to the
Balenciaga Museoa in Spain and examination of garments at two US collections.
While studying Balenciaga’s work, my goal was to gain a thorough understanding
of his design techniques by examining select garments, then to develop original
apparel designs utilizing variations of and inspiration from these techniques. Inspired by Balenciaga’s peacock tail silhouettes from the 1960s (Nicklas, 2013), this
dress was draped with center front on straight grain to take advantage of the black
and white stripe graphic detail. Use of black and black and white in recognition
of his Spanish heritage was a Balenciaga design trait. The manipulation of grain
from front to back of the dress is visually emphasized by the stripe. The dress wraps
around the body to the opposite shoulder, attaching at the back shoulder seams.
The remainder of the length of fabric cascades from the shoulder. On the right side,
the cascade may be wrapped to the front as a dramatic cape. There is no center
back seam. Hooks on the right shoulder provide the closure. 5 yards of black and
white striped silk satin organza and 5 yards of white heavy silk gazar were used. The
front neckline and armscye/cross-back shapes were the only cutting necessary. The
yardage creates volume to support the conical silhouette with shorter front and
trailing hem.

Belinda Orzada, University of Delaware, USA
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Strata
The objective when designing this cut and sewn garment, titled Strata, was to use
a visual color mixing process to expand the color palette of a three, four, or six color
jacquard configuration. For this coloration research, a gradient was developed in
Lectra Kaledo Print and color reduced to create smooth bands of color. Spectrometric measurements were taken of the four yarn colors (light purple, teal, red, and
bright green) and input into the Lectra Color Library. Small repeat patterns, derived
from weave drafts, were created in Lectra Kaledo Weave and brought into the Lectra Kaledo Print motif library. The yarn colors were filled into the weave drafts to
achieve various percentage mixtures of the four colors. The visually mixed colors
were filled into the bands of color to achieve a complex gradient that transitioned
from green to magenta to gold to blue. The design was knit on a Mayer CIE OVJA
1.6E 3wt 18 gauge, 30 inch diameter electronic cylinder Jacquard machine with
30/1 Ne 10.

Lisa Parrillo Chapman, North Carolina State University, USA
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Satin Sonata
The objective of this project was to design a gown fulfilling the unique needs of
a concert pianist. The pianist discussed the specifics for a recital gown with the
researcher. In addition to (1) a dramatic look, (2) flawless fit; it must (3) stay secure.
A pianist needs to have no concerns other than performing. Various styles had
been ineffective. Strapless gowns allowed adequate movement but required snug
undergarments that left the pianist uneasy. Sleeveless garments provided security
but restrained the arms. A solution was found using contoured straps that avoid the
shoulder-armhole region yet support the bodice. The need to move her feet from
under the bench to the pedals without ensnaring the skirt was vital; yet a shorter
skirt was not an option. Fullness was needed at the hips to prevent wrinkling in
the lap and to allow sliding/leaning horizontally. External straps pass through each
other at center-front neck continue over the shoulders then cross again appearing
to end at slot-buttonhole closures. Underneath they continue wrapping around
the torso fastening at center-front ensuring a reliable fit. The center-front split skirt
allows it to flow over the bench preventing wrinkles and at the same time let performer’s feet reach the pedals without catching on her shoes. Skirt was gathered
to a 3:1 ratio. The zipper was placed on the left side away from the audience’s view.
This adds to the field by addressing the typical functional and aesthetic features
wanted in a concert pianist’s gown.

Carla Perez, University of the Incarnate Word, USA
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Water Lily Armor
Combine Eastern ancient aesthetic with contemporary technology. The design was
inspired by analyzing a traditional Chinese painting style, ancient body armor silhouettes, flower shapes, and contemporary digital printing technology. Sketches
and color swatches of digitally printed cotton were developed by the designer. The
skirt is an engineered water lily blossom. All petals are different shapes and painted
by the author in Illustrator and then digitally printed. The surface of the upper body
was made by 2D quilting digitally printed flowers (machine sewed), 3D triangular
body armor scales (hand-made and machine sewed), 3D fabric petals (hand-made
and hand-stitched), and folded pleats (hand-pleated using an iron to press the fabric). The whole dress was draped on a size 8 dress form. The overall silhouette is an
ancient body armor shape and scales of armor were made on the top. The skirt is
an upside-down open water lily. All of the petals were digitally printed in the Chinese painting style and then sewed as 3D layers overlapping each other. A pannier,
which was reused from a wedding dress, supported the volume of the skirt. Combined an ancient style with contemporary technology, explored 2D vs 3D effects of
surface design of fabric, and reused old clothing.

Anna Perry, Colorado State University, USA
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Ribbon Tuck Dress
The purpose of this dress, as part of a series, is to use a fine artist’s painting as an
inspiration for a textile print and an apparel design. The original acrylic painting
named “Flora Rush”, took about three months to paint. The painting was copied
digitally, and part of it was used as a base for a repeat pattern, designed on Photoshop. The final pattern was digitally printed onto 100% cotton woven fabric.
The printed fabric was then draped on the mannequin, creating tucks in the skirt
matching up the repeat motifs in the print. The dress was then sewn together,
using a washed test sample of the print to line the bodice. The intention of this
process is to illustrate the direct influence of fine art on fashion design in a future
exhibition - featuring a series of six or more of each: paintings, textile designs,
dress designs, and fashion illustrations. The name “Ribbon Tuck Dress” comes from
area of the painting featured where a yellow ribbon appears in the abstract floral
arrangement, and the tucked form of the skirt.

Della Reams, Larry Rushing, Hisham Dawoud, Virginia Commonwealth University, USA
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Treasure Palm Dress
The purpose of this dress, as part of a series, is to use a fine artist’s painting as an
inspiration for a textile print and an apparel design. The original acrylic painting
named “One Handed World”, took about three months to paint. The painting was
copied digitally, and part of it was used as a base for a repeat print, designed on
Photoshop. After numerous trials, the final pattern was digitally printed onto 100%
cotton woven fabric. The printed fabric was then draped on a size 6 mannequin,
creating a form using the print as it relates to the body. The intention of this process
is to illustrate the direct influence of fine art on fashion design in a future exhibition
- featuring a series of six or more of each: paintings, textile designs, dress designs,
and fashion illustrations. The name “Treasure Palm Dress” comes from the bodice
front, where it appears that four hands are reaching for a ruby heart.

Della Reams, Larry Rushing, Hisham Dawoud, Virginia Commonwealth University, Qatar
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Exploration of Craft and Racism, Hand Tie-Dyed Materials and 3D Printed Embellishments with Inspiration from the Inequitable Human Condition
In 2012, according to the FBI’s hate crime statistics report, race was the number
one motivation for hate-related crimes in the US. The designer created this piece to
bring awareness to the racial inequalities that are present in our society by creating
a visual display on the body of fabrics that appear to somewhat clash, yet upon
close examination have similar characteristics and work together to create a cohesive look. The designer used traditional fabrics from around the world including a
hand-embroidered and dyed fabric from India and an indigo and then resist-dyed
fabric from Ghana. The designer combined these fabrics with a European bustle
silhouette on the jacket to represent the blending of culture. The tiered layers on
the bottom half of the ensemble represent the multiple layers of imbalance for
different so-called minorities that are present in our society. According to a PEW
Research Center study, individuals over 30 are less likely to be accepting of other
races outside their own than those below age 30. This cultural divide in age inspired the use of old and new craft techniques. The orange trim on the jacket hem
was hand stitch-resist dyed by the designer. Traditional Indian fabrics and colors
inspired the colors and pattern of this design. The CF button closure was designed
using TinkerCad and then 3D printed. The 3D printed closure represents the progress towards equality, however its small size in comparison to the hand-dyed hem
represents the progress towards change that is still needed. The silhouettes of the
jacket and dress were created utilizing flat pattern and draping techniques. The
1/8” pintucks on the dress waistline were hand measured, pressed, and stitched.
This piece of fabric was then hand appliqued to the dress. The 3-tired back bustle
is supported with steel-wire boning. The designer created and stitched the bias
binding to the dress neckline and hem of the 3rd-tier ruffle.

Kelly Reddy-Best, San Francisco State University, USA
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Sweet Yet Sassy
The purpose of the development of this dress was to reflect future fashion trends
while enabling cross-cultural collaboration between an established designer and a
rising designer. The rising designer, visiting the USA from Africa, had never draped
before, nor had she worked with boning. She was challenged to drape 1 ½ yards of
a polyester/lycra 60” wide fabric on the form without cutting the fabric. Her exploration led to a pleated bodice in the spirit of Mme. Gres, while the bottom of the
dress reflected pleats anchored by innovative rosette shapes that created drapes
across the front of the skirt area. Through careful mentorship, the development of
the dress included utilizing tailor tacks and chalk to carefully mark the pleats and
draped shapes in order to transfer the initial drape onto paper. A simple sheath
under dress was also draped and the pattern transferred to paper. These three paper patterns were then cut in final fabric and the pleats were reconstructed. The
process included experimentation of diverse construction techniques, including
securing the pleats, applying boning and interfacing the bodice, and determining
appropriate seam and hem finishes. This dress embodies a vast amount of transfer
of knowledge and learning between two designers who had never worked together before, within a two-week time frame. By building on a creative spark found by
molding the fabric in the three dimensional space around the body, this collaboration resulted in an industry-quality pattern that can be used for further replication. In addition, the dress shell is unique in that it has only one seam at the center
back. Embodying fashion-forward thinking, the dress reflects one of the summer
2015 trends delineated by the trend forecasting service Stylesight, Dissonance, by
contrasting the sweet, innocent color of soft pink with the sassy style of this tightly
draped and beaded cocktail dress.

Mary Ruppert-Stroescu, Oklahoma State University, USA
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Function Fashion Collaboration
The purpose for this design was creating apparel with strong collaboration among
functional and fashionable features. Women often experience the situation where
their quite fashionable ensemble causes them to feel both overheated and chilled
in the same day. This is an example where fashion results in dysfunction. Consider
similar thermal experiences among the Tibetan people living in Qinghai province
where the temperature can feel like summer, late autumn and winter all in one day.
Tibetan people adapt by wearing a long outer robe over their upper and lower
body garments in the morning and late at night. As the day warms up, one sleeve
would be disrobed and at the warmest time of day, the robe would be taken off
the shoulders and tied around the waist. This example of thermal adaptation gave
us inspiration for the transformation opportunities within our original design. The
underdress is a flirty style that a woman would wearable for trendy social occasions
within warm environments. Adding the cape with suit-style collar and label to the
dress introduces more formality while the cape insulates bare shoulders and obscures the revealing neckline. Meanwhile the style retains flowing characteristics
of a cape and exposes flashes of the floating underdress hemline. For a more innovative look, wearers can shift the cape to the waist and exhibit a novel position
for collar and lapel styling accented by the irregular floating hemline layers of underdress and cape. As the evening ends, she can return the cape to her shoulders
and feel comfortable in the chilly night air. These style and ensemble transformations provided versatility within both function and fashion and thus show strong
collaboration. Textiles were printed cotton twill with 3% spandex and solid blue
polyester broadcloth.

Carol Salusso, Dongming Zhao, Washington State University, USA
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Metallicis Bride
The goal set forth was to design a wedding gown for a non-traditional bride who
desires distinct aesthetics and comfort for the special day through the use of fiber
art techniques. A secondary goal for the designer was to reuse metal findings from
the manufacture of jeans for the bridal market. To achieve the second goal surplus nickel backs of tack buttons for jeans were knit and crocheted into the gown.
The halter gown was knit on a manual knitting machine (with full fashion shaping) from two white yarns (a 45% cotton/30% linen/25% rayon yarn and a 50%
cotton/50% rayon yarn) to create a subtle horizontal stripe pattern. The layout for
the placement of button backs and the shaping of the garment were completed
in DesignKnit 8, a computer program, using body measurements, stitch gauge information from a test swatch and pattern making knowledge. Each button back
(526 total) was manually inserted from the hemline up into the skirt of the gown
during the knitting process. An additional 220 button backs were hand crocheted
with a single crochet stitch into a looped fringe. The halter edges of the gown were
finished with three rows of single crochet with a size “h” hook. The gown is lined
with a 100% rayon double knit to provide modesty and comfort to the wearer. The
gown closes at the center back neck with two white covered snaps. The completed
gown, demonstrates the reuse of non-traditional materials and the implementation of under-utilized traditional structural textile techniques such as knitting and
crocheting for bridal wear.

Eulanda Sanders, Iowa State University, USA
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Geometric Fantasy
When I saw this fabric I was inspired to create something special with it. I decided
to make it into a geometric design. With the busy texture of a multitude of tabs, I
felt a need for some larger plain spaces, so I chose to create the effect of a short
bolero jacket with geometric shapes that repeat the shapes of the little tabs. Creating 38 larger tabs in graduated sizes helped to give balance as well as shape to the
design and a more restful look for the viewer. The fabric’s unique structure generated a number of challenges such as fabric matching, fitting, seaming, and styling.
I found some plain matching silk to make the three larger sizes of tabs. I draped a
youthful, short, high-waisted sheath with tucks front and back sewn by hand. To
contend with the tabs, all tucks had to be hand-sewn. The dress is easily donned
using a long, invisible back zipper. The design was draped and is fully lined.

Carolyn Sanders, Central Washington University, USA
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Dandelion Field
My creative scholarship has focused on felting techniques. Since felting is one of
the oldest techniques for creating fabric, it is also important to make felted garments that are contemporary. Nuno-felting, where fabric and wool fiber are combined, is a relatively new technique that allows the fiber artist to create fabrics with
very textured surfaces. So the purpose of this design was to experiment with the
parameters of the nuno-felting process to create a garment with a unique process
and end result. To advance the nuno-felting process one step further, I wanted to
gather the fabric first then apply the wool fibers, so that the gathering was held in
place by the resultant felt, similar to a smocked garment, but with felt controlling
the gathering rather than stitching. Starting with a 4-yard piece of silk organza on
the cross-grain, I inserted rows of gathering stitches on approximately the top 1/3
of the fabric, placing the rows of stitching with a general neckline and shoulder
shape in mind. Once shirred, the garment was loosely fit to a size-12 dress form.
The lowest row of shirring was placed at the waist, with no allowance made for
arms at this point. A sheet of pre-felt of similar size was created, layered over the organza, and loosely needle felted in place. Then the garment was wet-felted. The final product was placed on a size-4 form for garment shaping. Loops were added at
center back. Semi-circles were cut and bound for arms. The top edge was trimmed
and finished with a picot edge. An additional skirt was stitched to the inside waist
for opacity. Leftover felt was cut into circles and applied with a bead, over the
surface in a meandering pattern. This technique, as described, advances the nunofelting techniques beyond what is currently being created with felt; so the process
both creates and controls the gathered surface of the garment.

Sherry Schofield, Kent State University, USA
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Landscape, Form, and Fabric
Designer Catherine Dee (2001) described a design process for landscape architecture that placed emphasis on key components: spaces, paths, edges, foci, and
detail. All the components merge together in the “fabric” of the landscape. The
purpose of this design was to apply the process of landscape architectural design
as described by Dee (2001) to an apparel product. This design uses felted, handwoven fabric. The design was draped and a pattern was produced. Each pattern
piece was lined, bound, and joined using a faggotting stitch. The knitted pieces
were produced using a knitting machine. The rib stitches were created by hand
manipulating the machine knit stitches. The colors of the coat were inspired by
the handwoven fabric and create the overall cohesive fabric of the design. Spaces
in a landscape are independent areas with different purposes and were created in
the coat by separating each panel into its own entity. Edges in a landscape signal
the end of a space. In the present design, edges are created using navy binding to
separate spaces. Landscape paths move people along the design and join spaces.
In the coat, the open stitched sections serve as paths joining the coat pieces together. In a landscape, foci are visually dominate places which attract the eye. Foci
can be seen in the dramatic back seaming of the coat. Finally, detail is the textural
aspects of a landscape. Detail was accomplished by including materials with different textures in the coat. This garment contributes to the field by exploring a new
design process from another field and applying it to apparel. It also contributes in
the area of design by combing many different techniques into one piece.

Casey Stannard, Elaine Pedersen, Oregon State University, USA
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Shimmer Pleat
The purpose of this design was to combine textile technologies: computerized
pleating, generative pattern design and dye sublimation. A computerized automatic pleating machine (JT-216D) was used to pleat 100% polyester fabric along
the weft direction with a 3/8” overlap and a ¼ inch underlap. The shadow pattern
was made using a generative design program called “Processing,” which uses a
computer language to generate shapes, patterns and color variations. Processing, allows the computer to generate random design ideas that the designer can
capture as they are created. These captured images have been modified in Adobe
Photoshop for further blending. The image was printed using dye sublimation and
heat pressed onto the pleated fabric, printing on the overlap side. The garment is
one fabric piece draped as a simple halter dress so as not to detract from the fabric
design. As the fabric curves around the body the fabric opens up to movement,
conforming, releasing and reimaging.

Andre West, North Carolina State University, USA
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Simply Chic
This printed dress with halter neckline and asymmetrical hem and border detail
was created in May of 2014 for the elegant, sophisticated woman who is confident and likes making an entrance. My design process consisted of (1) sketching to
determine silhouette, (2) flat pattern and draping techniques were used to create
a pattern and then a prototype, and (3) fitting of the prototype on a model then
corrections were made to the pattern. The final garment was cut and constructed
using silk crepe de chine. Dress is fully lined with a silk haboti lining.

Anthony Wilson, Appalachian State University, USA
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Timeless Elegance
This timeless evening ensemble is comprised of a fitted bustier with asymmetrical
two tone peplum detail and a full length fitted skirt with flared hem and train. This
ensemble was created in November of 2012 for the elegant, sophisticated woman
who is confident and likes making an entrance. My design process for this garment
consisted of (1) sketching to determine silhouette, (2) gerber pattern making software and draping techniques were used to create a pattern and then a prototype,
and (3) fitting of the prototype on a model then corrections were made to the pattern. The final garment was cut and constructed using a taupe matte cotton sateen
with contrasting navy iridescent taffeta.

Anthony Wilson, Appalachian State University, USA
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Red Cypress - Brushstrokes III
“It is as beautiful of line and proportion as an Egyptian obelisk.” (Charles, 2011, 146).
In a letter to his brother, Theo, Vincent Van Gogh (1853-1890) described cypress
trees that grew in the region where they lived. As a fashion designer, I have been
inspired by Van Gogh’s fascination with cypress trees as he found them to be a captivating and challenging subject for his paintings. Red Cypress is one of my pieces
in my Brushstrokes design series, which was a self-study exploration of surface
design techniques inspired by Vincent Van Gogh’s painting, Cypresses (1889). The
main objective of this project was to incorporate Van Gogh’s unique artistic interpretation of cypress trees through various felting techniques. The silhouette of the
fiery red dress was inspired by Van Gogh’s paintings of cypress trees filling the skyline like flames. Six uneven felt panels were created through nuno felt techniques.
However, unlike other surface design techniques such as embroidery, dying, painting, or appliques, nuno felting presented a unique challenge because I could not
closely control the appearance while the fibers migrated and felted through the
fabric. Because of this challenge, I focused more on achieving gradient ombré appearance by using different shades of red instead of focusing on the appearance
of the broken brushstrokes. The fitted strapless dress was created with black lining
fabric to form a backing layer. Panels were draped onto the dressform to form an
asymmetrical, one-shoulder silhouette and pinned onto the backing layer. The felt
and backing layers were attached by needle felting and steaming. In order to keep
the soft ruffled edges of the felted panels free, the panel edges overlapped each
other and are connected with hand stitching by hiding stitches in between the
layers and fibers.

Eunyoung Yang, Meredith College, USA
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Metamorphisis
The concept of nuno felting is to combine the strength of woven fabric and the
texture of wool fiber to create a thin durable felt fabric. As I experimented through
a self-study exploration of nuno felt design techniques in self-help craft books, I
began to wonder how the maximum thickness or yarn density of the base fabric would affect the felting process. Most of the books stated that natural fibers
with either a very thin or loosely woven fabric create the best result. Hence, the
purpose of this project was to examine nuno felt techniques using a fabric that
was not commonly recommended as a base fabric such as the suiting wool used
in my design. The design idea was to create the visual transition between rigidly
structured suiting material and soft free forming felt into expressions of fashion
design. Densely woven wool suiting material was selected as the base fabric. Different shades of blue merino wool roving were chosen to counterpart the slick, rigid
appearance of pinstriped suiting. The fitted princess jacket and the straight skirt
patterns were created though flat pattern. Then, they were traced on suiting using
running stitches. After deciding locations for the felt sections, those areas of suiting
were shredded, so the roving would become felted and fulled easily through the
suiting. The result of rolling was not as strong as expected. The wet felting process
was successful for the outer edges of roving and the transitional area where the
suiting was shredded. However, the fibers on the suiting fabric did not migrate
through the suiting. Therefore, those fibers were mechanically felted using felting
needles and steamed. Fusible interfacing was applied to the suiting to lock in the
needle felted fibers. The end result was a transitional look of the free flowing form
of felt incorporated into the rigid appearance of the business suit.

Eunyoung Yang, Meredith College,
College, USA
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The Way to the Market
Inspired by Zola’s novel ‘Au Bonheur des Dames’, we explore a new technology
for design development and marketing, much in the way that Octave Mouret in
the novel explores new technologies for retail development and exhibition. In his
novel Zola writes about the origin of retailing concepts that underlie modern consumerism: multiple choices for the consumer, rapid turnover of goods, and volume-based pricing. With our design, we explore concepts for sustainability: the reduction of the consumption of materials, space, and time in product development
and marketing. The half-scale forms used here are created from body scans and are
perfectly scaled, so that patterns developed on the forms can be digitized into a
CAD system and scaled to construct a full size prototype. This can reduce time and
expense for product development of new styles. Use of half-scale prototypes for
marketing presentations provides an exact representation of the style using fewer
resources. As with many new technologies, this is not a new idea; the poupées de
mode from the 17th century were an early form of fashion marketing, sent to the
wealthy all over Europe to show the latest French modes. These models are chosen
from a collection of designs inspired by ‘Au Bonheur des Dames’. The collection features organic lines, curvaceous silhouettes, and the non-traditional use of darts to
create complex shapes. Styles were draped in muslin on Alvanon® half-scale mannequins and developed through many iterations; display prototypes were then
created from fine worsted wool. This triptych display is a proposed marketing concept, demonstrated with garments inspired by a novel and a period important to
our industry. It owes its creation to tools from modern technologies of the present
and to inspiration from the elegant designs of the past.

Nese Yasar Cegindir, Susan Ashdown, Cornell University, USA
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Cloud Through
The purpose of this work, titled as Cloud Through, one of airplanes is to interpret
the structure of paper planes into both artistic and commercial fashion design,
which shows a minimal avant-garde mood. The suit as a final garment consists of a
jacket and a skirt. By tailoring, an angular shape out of wings of the plane is interpreted into tailored collars and peaked shoulders of the jacket. Back detail of the
jacket comes from a bird origami. The skirt shows rhythmical harmony with the
back of jacket by adding a jabot to its slit. Black appears as a main color to show a
modern image, in contrast to scarlet, which emphasizes the constructivist details
of garment. The softness of wool, a base fabric, combines with the stiffness of taffeta, a novelty, to support the sculptural design. This project shows various design
potentials to transform two-dimensional paper and fabric into three-dimensional
aerodynamic garment, which so far has never been applied to fashion design.

Kyung Hee Choi, Hansung University, Korea
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Canard
The purpose of this work, titled as Canard, one of airplanes is to interpret the structure of paper planes into both artistic and commercial fashion design, which shows
a minimal avant-garde mood. The black dress as a final garment characterizes a
diamond-shaped origami on the center of waist, which accompanies the panels
protruding out of back shoulders and the diagonal lines on the skirt through the
folding process and draping. The upper view of Canard is interpreted into the inverted pleat on the skirt. Black appears as a main color to show a modern image,
in contrast to scarlet, which emphasizes the constructivist details of garment. The
softness of wool, a base fabric, combines with the stiffness of taffeta, a novelty,
to support the sculptural design. This project shows various design potentials to
transform two-dimensional paper and fabric into three-dimensional aerodynamic
garment, which so far has never been applied to fashion design.

Kyung Hee Choi, Hansung University, Korea
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Beaded Eclipse
The purpose of this artwear accessory was to create an original hat design utilizing hand crafted felt fabric and custom millinery techniques. The design process
included conceiving an artistic variation of a classic beret style inspired by the
unique characteristics of the fabric. Using wet felting techniques, felt fabric was
created by first overlapping 3”-4” sheer segments of natural merino wool roving
in alternate rows and columns for multiple layers to an approximate 20’’ x 20” size .
The layered rovings were then manipulated on a textured surface with soap, water
and pressure to produce dense felt fabric. The felt was then rinsed and dried and
the design process continued by integrating design elements. At random areas, a
small marble was wrapped with a rubber band to create a resist effect. The ivory
colored felted piece was then dyed black. Subsequently, the fabric dried and the
rubber bands were removed. White rings resembling a solar eclipse resulted from
the resist technique. The fabric was then cut and machine sewn to create a variation of a classic original beret style. Polyester micro suede was used for piping to
define the crown section and as trim to finish the bottom edge of the beret. For
embellishment, a variety of white beads were hand stitched on the centers of the
multiple eclipsed circles in the fabric. A matching bow and 3 contrasting feathers
completed the design. The original artwear accessory is an example of the creative
process and innovative use of artistic hand crafted felt and custom millinery techniques.

Rayneld Johnson, Wayne State University, USA
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Adorent...Rosamund
This garment was inspired by the tragic medieval story of Rosamund in the Bower.
Beloved of King Henry II, the beautiful Rosamund was hidden away in a bower
deep in the woods to protect her, as the legend says, from the jealous Queen Eleanor. Rosamund, whose name means “the Rose of the World” in Latin, was eventually
discovered—and poisoned—by the vengeful Queen. The two pieces shown here
are adaptations of two medieval garments: a cotehardie and a sideless surcoat. The
design explores how color, texture, and pattern can give an added dimension to
an otherwise flat surface, and also how the aesthetic of a previous historical period
can be adapted for modern tastes. The XXX# floral and leaf motifs were cut from
fabrics of a variety of fiber content as well as weights and include home furnishing
and apparel fabrics. Hand crocheted and tatted embellishments, and decorative
ribbons were also incorporated into the design, to create an impression of the garden that surrounded Rosamund’s bower. Many of the motifs are variations of roses,
to honor the name of the legendary woman who inspired the project. The motifs
were sewn in a raw edge appliqué technique; then the entire garment was washed
and dried to soften and feather the edges of the motifs. Other decorative elements
such as beads, glass and metal findings, and ribbon trims were sewn on. Numerous
flowers, leaves, and edgings were crocheted by the artist and applied to the design.
A belt specifically for the project was woven by the artist on a tablet loom using
100% wool fiber; the dual-colored diamond pattern in the belt is accurate to the
medieval period. The garment will be used in an historic costume class to illustrate
how designs of the past can be used as inspiration for fashion of today, and as an
example of how a variety of techniques can be incorporated to create a coherent
whole.

Janice Kimmons, Lamar University, USA
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Saekdong Robe de Minute
This design is to embody the beauty of playful shamanism of Korean culture in a
“Robe de Minute”. Shamanistic tradition is characterized with copious use of colors.
Saekdong and Seonangdang, the Shaministic elements were superimposed onto
the fabric manipulation. Saekdong is a traditional fabric with multi-colored stripes.
Seonangdang is shrine to the village deity: an open place under a big tree, decorated with colorful drapes and a pile of stones. Both symbolize a wish for happiness,
health, and protection from evil spirits. I adapted the “Robe de Minute” created in
1911 by Poiret. The design of a king of oriental look,works as a perfect prototype
in visualizing Eastern cultural concept. The technique visualizes an impression of
Seonangdang. On top of Saekdong, square patches are topstitched. Various colors
of Saekdong seen through the cracks between patches looks wavering, reminding
of the colorful drapes flapping in Seonangdang. The patches are sewn representing a humble look of a pile of stones, which are stacked spontaneously and loosely.
A Dancheong patterned belt adds another layer of meaning of protection. Dancheong, multicolored paintwork, was applied to protect wooden building. The
original robe de minute was belted either at the high or regular waistline. Although
the catalog presents as a low-waisted dress, the simple shape allows a dress to be
belted anywhere: high, regular, or low waistline. The contribution of the design is
two-fold: First, the design integrates shamanistic colors of the East and an elegant
form of the West. Second, the fabric technique represents a conceptual shift. When
applique is sewn to fabric, the pieces applied are usually decorative. However, the
Saekdong fabric underneath is decorative and the patches above serve as a background in this technique. It creates a visual interest, which can be applied to various designs.

Yoo Jin Kwon, Korea National Open University, USA
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Renewable Green Tea Vest
Inspired by the concept “sustainability,” we explored the way to develop renewable
biocomposite materials that can be used for developing apparel product. Designers’ intention is given to the harmony among people, prosperity, and the planet.
This piece implemented an innovative concept into a real-world sustainable product design. The cultivation process of cellulose fiber mats formed by bacteria and
yeast in fermenting green tea has the potential to yield a cellulose textile that
could minimize waste, is produced without fertilizers, irrigation, or farm equipment
needed for the production of other cellulose fibers. The green tea medium can be
reused after a layer of the fiber mat is harvested and if disposed as waste, is nontoxic to the environment. Design Process and Techniques:This vest was created under the consideration of simple pattern development using a half scale male dress
form. Once design sketches were finalized, a muslin prototype was developed.
The vest was developed using the cellulose fiber mats that were coated by nano
sized polyurethane spheres. Top stitches were then applied to provide additional
interest of the design. Bacteria cellulose fiber mats, leather-like nonwoven fabrics,
were grown by designers using the following combination of ingredients in a plastic container at a room temperature of 80-85°F: 3760 ml water, 9 organic green
tea bags, 540g cane sugar, 632 ml vinegar, and 100g commercial organic SCOBY.
Materials:Biodegradable cellulose fiber mats and 100% organic cotton threads.

Young-A Lee, Armine Ghalachyan, Chunhui Xiang, Cheryl Farr, Rui Li, Iowa State University, USA
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Hidden Words Down the Rabbit Hole II
In a world proliferated with digital communication, hand created script is ever
more imbued with novelty, personality and meaning. This work continues the artist’s Hidden Word series that explores the incorporation of handwritten text in the
development of rich textile surfaces. Words, that fade in and out as if eroded with
time and doodling, potentially trigger memory or feeling with the audience. However, the application of script also serves as a design element in conjunction with
other surface components to create a unique pattern and texture. Words influence
the artist’s initial ideation and are often taken from the lyrics of songs. This particular example was inspired by the 1968 bossa nova Lost in Wonderland with music by
Antonio Carlos Jobim, lyrics by Marshall Barer, and performed by Barbra Streisand.
The song takes inspiration from Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland
and imbues a sense of wonder, falling and exploration through the use of the familiar bossa nova beat combined with intricately styled and alliterated verbiage. Creativity exercises including the rearranging of the lyrics, creation of color palettes,
and sketches to define the general shape of the composition informed the creative process. Using blank one hundred percent silk noil as a foundation the artist
first applies script via a flour paste resist method. Primary color is achieved via low
water immersion dyeing. Additional surface detail was developed with stenciling,
stamping, free form machine embroidery, discharge printing, and beading. Gold
leaf was applied with the use of a stencil and also hand painted on the surface.
The completed piece is backed with cotton felt, stretched and framed in a floating
mount.This work contributes to existing practices in the creation of art cloth and
yet proposes a unique composition through the application of script and further
blurs the line between craft and art.

Michael Mamp, Central Michigan University, USA
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Guardians of the Garden
Guardians of the Garden is best described as a modern diptych - a pair of linked
art banners commissioned by the Newman Center on a university campus. The
center’s art committee identified four design themes based on the coming year’s
liturgical readings. This pair represents two of these themes, the concepts of generosity/plenty on one side and of social banishment on the other. The creative approach was to evolve a conceptual framework for depicting the themes through
photographic imagery, with a focus on color and texture. Initial questions were:
how can digital textile design processes be used to create blended abstract/photorealistic imagery to evoke a specific theme, and could the themes be represented in
an abstract form, and yet allow the audience to “see” the designers’ visualizations?
While there was no direct reference to traditional religious iconography, it was
deemed essential to undertake some research on religious images and meanings.
The designers identified a process that relied on analysis of their own visualization,
memory and/or tacit knowledge, and imagination. They then experimented with a
variety of possible beginning points, using both raw photographs and blended images. Colors were discussed, and a unique color theme given to each banner. The
hospitality banner was primarily green, with overlapping images that referenced
the earth, agriculture and the necessary cultivation to provide for essential needs.
The other banner had more neutral tones, based primarily on a single image of
a scene without signs of green and growth, but with a bright light of hope from
above. The designers worked independently on ideas and images, keeping visual
notes on progress. After each designer was satisfied they worked together to finalize, and then the designs were presented to the client for approval. The banners
were digitally printed and stitched to a backing for display.

Jean Parsons, Jessica Ridgway,

University of Missouri, USA
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Golden Glow
It was a long cold winter and I wanted to create a garment that reflected spring.
The rays of the sun on a warm winters day was the inspiration for this piece. A piece
of iridescent shantung was purchased to create this garment.
Techniques: A sloper of a dress front, back and sleeve were digitized into Optitex
CAD pattern making software, and then the garment pattern pieces were created
with the software. The garment was created using the teal side of the silk shantung
for the dress and lined with the same shantung fabric. CzechMate Triangle beads
and Delice seed beads size 11 were used on the rays of the sunburst. Swarovski
crystals were used on the edge of the semi circle. The digitized sloper was modified to create the new garment pattern pieces, front, back, and sleeve. Using the
cut command on the software, the left shoulder was removed on the front and
back pattern pieces. The edge was cleaned up using the smooth tool. To design
the sun, a semi circle was created on the right side of the dress front pattern piece,
using the cut command, the piece was removed. The ten rays of the sun were created from a triangle piece, which was gradated by ½ inch each new time. The dress
and the lining were cut from the silk fabric with the teal color being the outside.
The semi circle for the sun was cut with the copper color fabric facing out. The
rays of the sun were cut in pairs, stitched and folded in half and sewn into the
seam allowance around the semi circle of the sun. The dress was sewn together
with traditional garment construction techniques. There were approximately one
hundred copper-colored CzechMate triangle beads hand stitched onto the points
of the sun. There were three Delice seed beads hand stitched to each triangle bead
with a total of 300 seed beads used. Twenty teal colored Swarovski crystals were
hand stitched to the curves of the sun.

Jody Aultman, Iowa State University, USA
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Shimmering Falls
This garment was created with a flowing waterfall in mind. A piece of iridescent silk
shantung was used to create this garment. Digitizing a sloper of a dress front, back
and sleeve in Optitex 12 pattern making software to create the garment pattern.
Materials: The dress is created using the copper colored side of the silk shantung.
The teal colored side of the dress is used for the contrasting waterfall throughout
the dress. There is a polyester sheer overlay on top of the teal colored silk. The lining of the dress is a beige polyester satin fabric. The digitized sloper pattern was
modified to create the new garment pattern pieces, front and back. Using the software, there were many modifications that needed to be done to the original sloper.
The first step was to lower the neckline front and back. Moving the points and lines
in the software created the new neckline. The next step in the process was to make
the dress fuller from the waist down by using the add fullness tool. The pattern
pieces then must be digitally cut to allow for the contrast pieces. Points were added, and a line was drawn from the upper left shoulder to the waistline of the front
and the back pieces at the side seams. The second line was drawn approximately 4
inches lower than the first. The cut tool was used to separate the pieces. There is a
triangle removed from the front and back left side from the waist down using the
cut tool. The two pieces are joined to form the contrasting waterfall. The hemline
was curved using points and the smooth tool to create the downward effect of
the waterfall. The pattern was printed and ready for construction. The copper colored fabric was used for the right side of the dress, and the teal colored fabric had
an overlay of the shimmering polyester sheer fabric. The dress was sewn together
with traditional garment construction techniques.

Jody Aultman, Iowa State University, USA
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A Bride’s Gift
Bridal fashion underwent a process of revision and transformation in the 19th
century. After researching this special period for wedding dresses, my design was
inspired by the royal wedding gowns in the 19th century, such as the United Kingdom’s Princess Beatrice’s 1885 gown, which was fitted in front and ruffled on the
hip with a long train. The purpose of this design is to create a sustainable yet fashionable and innovative wedding dress that will satisfy a brides’ need for creativity,
identity, and versatility. The wedding ensemble contains two dresses that both
can be worn separately. The multiple ways-to-wear allows the design to be perfect
for a series of wedding events as well as other future occasions. When the longer
dress is worn under the shorter dress, it creates a wedding gown that reflects the
silhouette of the 19th century. When the two pieces are worn separately , one creates an elegant maxi silk dress with cotton embroidered lace in the center front
and back, the other forms a cute and short silk dupioni dress with detailed ruffle
top and straps from the same lace . The long dress was made first with a mermaid
skirt and Empire waist, then the shorter dress was built on top of the long dress to
achieve a perfect fit. The body of the shorter dress was made with ruched panels
and beaded piping in the seams. A folding technique was used to create the skirt’s
structure. The center zipper was set by hand with pearls caught in each hand stitch
down the center back of the short dress. The Venice embroidered lace, which was
popularly used in 19th century wedding gowns, was included on both dresses so
they would work in concert with each other. In this historically inspired design, a
bride’s desire of both a traditional western gown and changeable apparel are satisfied. It also achieves sustainability by the use of natural fabrics and multiple wear
principle.

Chanjuan Chen, University of North Texas, USA
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Dawn
Dawn is the time that marks the beginning of the day before sunrise. The purpose
of the ensemble was to play on the contrast between nature and the city during
the specific time of day. The contrast between nature’s beautiful colors which were
obtained from arashi shibori technique and hard lines of city structures seen at
dawn. The design targets a globally conscious consumer who wishes to have a
fashionable and changeable design while honoring a natural aesthetic.
The two-piece ensemble can be worn two ways facilitated by hooks and eyes on
the waist; one is a sleeveless black coat that indicates the black city structures before sunrise, the other is the black coat with colored sleeves that are extended from
underneath the collar in the first look. A fitted short black dress is under the coat to
finish the ensemble. The coat is made out of cotton sateen and folding technique
was used to achieve the hard structure. The changeable sleeves are made from
hand-dyed silk organza with arashi shibori dye technique creating the colored accent. MX dye was used to create a golden yellow color on a piece of natural silk, the
silk was then tied on a tube by thick threads to add a brown color by submersing
in a pot of liquid Acid dye. The areas that had threads kept the golden yellow color.
The threads also created unique folds in the silk fabric when it was heated during
the Acid dyeing process. The black cotton and natural color silk created a fashionable and transformable garment in my design.

Chanjuan Chen, University of North Texas, USA
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Romantic in Different Ways
The design was inspired by my idea of a silhouette from an image of a French woman in the 18th century. Her dress was very feminine with soft lines, pastel colors,
and unique flower ornamentation. The purpose of the design was to fuse the romantic fashion style in 18th century France with contemporary style. The dress can
be worn two ways. The decorated dress becomes simple and clean after detaching
the flower ornamentation on the neck and around the hip. The design started with
patterning a fitted body and a circular skirt. The sleeves then were draped with
unique folding to reflect the Rococo style from 18th century France. The flower ornamentation that around the hip was inspired by an idea from a 3D flower pop-up
card. Each side of the flower has seven lace circles that lay out in a specific order.
After hand sewing their edges, the lace circles formed a three-dimensional decoration that was attached on a green panel. The panel can be removed by hooks and
eyes under the waistline flange to achieve the second look. The neck decoration
was also created by ruffles of the same lace. In this historically inspired design, a
woman’s desire of both a romantic dress and changeable apparel are achieved. It
also maintains sustainability by the use of natural fabrics and multiple wear principle.

Chanjuan Chen, University of North Texas, USA
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First Snow on Barren Branches
First Snow on Barren Branches: The purpose of this research in design project was
to explore color options of select regional dyewoods through non-mordant, mordant, and post-treatment, and then to apply those findings to the creation of a
handwoven textile for use in an apparel product. This was implemented by dyeing
100% cotton yarn using native Kansas black walnut and eastern redcedar sawdust,
weaving yardage, and creating a fitted garment from the woven cloth. The final design output contributes knowledge of sawdust dye properties from black walnut
and eastern redcedar, provides a value-added option to a regional resource, and
contributes to the knowledge of natural dyes from black walnut and eastern redcedar as realized in a handwoven textile and garment. The design process began
with inspiration from photographs taken of local trees and a wind-fallen twig with
intricate fungus growing on it. Walnut and cedar sawdust was used to dye 100%
bleached cotton yarns and was woven with 100% organic brown colored cotton in
a herringbone structure in alternating stripes of dark and light value. Fitted jacket
and shorts were constructed from the hand woven textile and 100% cotton velour,
reminding one of a first snow on barren tree branches. Techniques included natural
dying, handweaving on a four shaft 23” wide floor loom, draping and flat pattern
methods, along with machine construction.

Kelsie Doty, sponsor: Sherry Haar, Kansas State University, USA
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The BoHo Dress
Geometry becomes a compelling component of pattern making. In this garment,
the geometric component is the circle. The skirt is a spiral that wraps around the
body three times, up and down along the yoke. The beginning of the skirt is a spiral
coming off the front yoke. The end tucks discreetly under the front yoke. The asymmetrical placement of the yoke point adds to the drama of the skirt panels.
As the skirt winds around the body, the sweep becomes exponentially bigger
from the join edge. The sweep on the skirt is twelve yards long laid flat. Surprisingly three layers of netting and layer of lawn in the skirt make the drape light and
weight minimal. The marker is three yards per layer. The skirt is cut into five panels
and each one is a variation or part of a circle, the join edge is flat, not shirred.
The bound shirring detail on the yoke adds texture on the black Super 120’s wool
and hides the center back zipper. The yoke is sloped from a block to keep the shirring horizontal.

Cynthia Fidler, University of North Texas, USA
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Animalistic Coloration
The purpose of this project was to explore the coloration capabilities of a Mayer
Circular Jacquard Knitting Machine by using only four colored yarns. A coloration
blanket was first developed to understand how certain color combinations within
a knit structure will produce a desired hue. These “colors” were then added to a python motif which is graduated from the hem of the dress as an engineered design.
Each yarn used was 100% cotton, 30/1 size; in white, canary yellow, blood orange
and plum. This use of coloration has allowed for seven colors to be present in the
design, rather than the basic four.

Karis Foster, sponsor: Lisa Chapman, North Carolina State University, USA
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Exposed Geometry
This design explores the capabilities of a Shima Seiki Whole Garment Knitting
Machine. By gaining valuable experience with the Apex 3 Knitting Software, knit
structures were developed for the Mach 2X SWG-X 8 Gauge Machine. The intricate
grid pattern lent itself to the title of Exposed Geometry, which is created by varying miss, back and front stitches. The dropped waist features a continuous 2x2 rib,
while the hem features an inch links-links stitch. The bronze garment was knit with
18/1 Pro Spin yarn containing 50% Polyester and 50% Carded Cotton.

Karis Foster,

sponsor: Lisa Chapman, North Carolina State University, USA
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On the Fringe:

Adventures with M inimal Waste,
Conver tability, and Budget

The goal of this design was to create a convertible, minimal waste outfit from a fabric remnant bought at a discounted price. These two seperates can be worn together or with other garments in an individual’s wardrobe. Additionally, the skirt can be
worn in two different orientations. This piece was completed on May 27th, 2014.
Cutting on the straight of grain, a piece of muslin was cut to the same dimensions
as the fabric remnant (60 X 53”). The skirt was made by taking the circumference of
the designer’s waist and reducing this measurement to the radius of a circle. The 2
inches were added to this measurement. A circle was drawn on the fabric by tying
a piece of thread to sewing needle and a pen to the end of the thread. The sewing
needle was secured in cardboard and a circle pattern piece was made. This circle
was laid 9 inches to the right and center aligned to make the waist hole. The resulting circle was made into the bodice front. Other pieces, such as the waist band,
bodice strap and bodice back were made by draping on the principal designer. Additionally, a clearance piece of elastic was cut to measure for the waist band. As this
piece of elastic was only 1 inch wide, two pieces were sewn together lengthwise in
order to double the width. This pattern piece development was repeated with the
fashion fabric, after the fraying selvages were cut from the remnant. The structural
and main seams of the garment were executed with a combination of serging raw
edges of the fabric and then sewing plain, lockstitch seams. To alter the garment in
order to fit the body, hand stitches were employed in a number of areas in the garment. Material Used. The material used in this piece was 100% polyester shantung.
Contribution of Piece. This design demonstrates that a practical garment design
can be constructed with a minimal budget and minimal waste.

Jennifer Harmon, sponsor: Nancy Rudd, Ohio State University, USA
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Visual Illusion of Dekoboko
The purpose of this design was to incorporate an unconventional design technique, dekoboko from Nakamichi (2012), with digital textile printing to create visual illusions and dimensions on a dress. The process of dekoboko involves creating a three-dimensional fabric object, such as a cube, protruding from a base fabric
through the use of seams. Although not a new technique, the designers integrated
it with digital printing to create an amalgamation of surreal printed dimensionality with actual dimensionality. Thus, this design contributes to a new way of integrating digital printing technique by strategically planning intricate digitized pattern pieces. A 100% medium weight cotton broadcloth was used for the shell of
the dress and nylon tulle as a petticoat to create fullness in the skirt areas. A basic
bodice and a skirt were draped on a size 8 dress form and 18 cubes with different
heights made out of medium weight paper were attached on the draped patterns.
Seam lines were drawn on top of the draped patterns, joining the corners of the
cubes; the seam lines were cut and flattened. To create printed dimensionality, an
upper left bodice piece was digitized into OptiTex PDS 12 pattern making software,
then opened in Adobe Illustrator CS6, and three-dimensional squares were created
in Adobe Photoshop 3D tool that were later placed on the digitized pattern. The
digitized pattern was printed using the Mimaki TX2-1600 printer onto the cotton
fabric. Black and gray threads were machine stitched along the straight lines of the
printed patterns to make the squares look more three-dimensional, creating optical illusions along with the actual squares. Finally, to highlight interesting seam
lines of the dress, black piping was sewn between various seam lines, including the
corners of the cubes.

Chanmi Hwang, Ling Zhang, Iowa State University, USA
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Chai Life
This ensemble was inspired by two images common in Judaica, the tree of life, also
found in many religions and myths, and chai, which is not only the Hebrew word
for life, but a symbol that stands on its own. In addition to peace and happiness,
the tree of life signifies growth and longevity. Representations of the tree of life
are featured frequently in Jewish art and architecture. The goals for this project
were to creatively interpret these Jewish symbols and to explore new textile design
techniques. The strapless cotton sateen dress features a digitally printed design
of the tree of life and chais. The tree’s branches, leaves, and roots were drawn using Illustrator, and then, once the paper pattern pieces were digitized into Optitex,
a computerized pattern-making software, the design was adjusted to create an
engineered print that matched across all dress seams. The chais at either side of
the tree were also created in Illustrator and then aligned to match across the princess seams. After the design was finalized, the fabric was printed using a Mimaki
TX2-1600 digital textile printer. Once the dress was constructed, leaf clusters were
hand-stitched to the bodice of the dress to create texture and dimensionality. The
leaves reach above the neckline of the dress of fabric, advancing skyward as do the
tree of life’s branches. Seven types of trim were hand-sewn to represent branches
and roots, extending below the hem, stretching towards the earth and swinging to
create movement. The 97 leaf clusters on the bodice were made up of more than
300 individual leaves of four different fabrics. An additional 21 hand-knit leaves
were hand-sewn to the bodice. In Hebrew, letters represent their numerical equivalents according to their place in the alphabet, and chai, comprised of the letters
chet and yud, equals 18. The number 18 multiplied by itself is 324, the number of
leaves added to the surface of Chai Life, to further reflect the design’s inspiration.

Sara Jablon, Iowa State University, USA
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Talisman
This ensemble was inspired by the iconic hand-shaped amulet called the hamsa
in Judaism, also found in many Mediterranean and Arabic cultures. The hamsa is
a symbol of luck and protection, and features a blue eye to ward against the evil
eye. The goal for this project was to artistically interpret the hamsa through digital
printing techniques. The strapless cotton sateen bandeau top is yellow with the
traditional good-luck blue eye across the front. There is also a scattered pattern of
the Hebrew word chai, which both literally means life, and stands on its own as a
symbol in Judaism. The eye was engineered to match across the princess seams of
the bodice and the chais match across every seam. After the pattern pieces were
completed, they were digitized into Optitex, a computerized pattern-making software, and the design was drawn specifically for each pattern piece using Adobe
Illustrator. It was then printed using a Mimaki TX2-1600 digital textile printer. The
bodice closes in back using grommets and a red soutache lace. The cotton sateen
skirt is made up of seven overlapping hamsas mounted on the waistband of a lined
underskirt. The hamsas were also drawn in Illustrator, beginning with a digitally
manipulated photograph of a blue eye to create the background. The blue suggests both the good fortune promised with the blue eye on the hamsa and the
blue of the Israeli flag, itself a reference to the traditional Jewish prayer shawl. Once
a mockup was created to establish the desired scale, the final hamsa was drawn
with a red outline, a red chai, and a white free-form organic mehndi-inspired design. The hamsas were cut into panels, interfaced for stiffness, and lined in red to
match the outline. Each hamsa was hand-stitched to the underskirt and to each
other at the waist and through the hips, allowing the hamsas to move freely from
hip to hem. The hamsas ring the waist, creating a 360 ° talisman against bad luck.

Sara Jablon, Iowa State University, USA
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Friendship Dress
The friendship dress is inspired by the friendship bracelet, which is a bracelet that
symbolizes friendship, and is hand-made with embroidery using threads. I selected
two different colors of threads to weave the “Chevron” pattern. The two different
colors illustrate the visual elements of each person’s characteristic, and the harmony of the threads’ color in the fabric shows the friendship. Also, the pattern again
shows unity because the two distinct threads eventually point to a single direction.
The front of the chevron pattern is the core element, and it was bladed 2 by 9 inches. I designed a 360 circular skirt since I wanted to form the pursuing of friendship
in “one-world”. Also, all materials were cotton not synthetic fiber for the natural balanced appearance. The friendship dress hopes to revive the childhood memories
because the color, overall shape of the dress, and the hand-made patterns are all
reminders of the pure friendship that everyone has.

HeeJae Jin, Oregon State University, USA
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Die Welle
“Die Welle” means “the wave” in German. The “Die Welle” dress was inspired by kinetic artist Alexander Rodchenko’s photograph “Shukhov Tower.” Kinetic art, which
attracted the interest of artists from across the world, primarily emphasizes the
movement of geometric compositions; it involves real movement effected by air or
touch (Janik, 2014). The “Die Welle” dress was designed mathematically and systematically and expressed multidimensional movements. The greatest consideration in
this dress was the materials as ensuring the harmony between both the rhythmical
design and the appropriate fabrics was critical. In accordance with kinetic art, the
purpose of this dress was to highlight the perfection of harmony between thought
and reality. This design also expressed movement by designing the mathematical neckline and symmetrical hem line for the skirt. In addition, the pleats in the
shoulder were designed systemically to show the rhythm and volume in this dress.
“Die Welle” is a tier dress comprising a top and skirt parts. It has an inner lining in
the top and skirt. A size 4 dress form was used to create this dress, and draping
skills were used for the creation of this dress. The lace bodice has no side seam; the
dress’s seams are along the princess lines. The first tier begins from the waist on
each side; two additional tiers were added to the sides, placed under the first tier
that started at the waistline. In the sleeves, ten triangle pleats were created in order
to create a puffed sleeve to emphasize the rhythm and volume in this dress. The
sleeve also created a half-cap style made of sequined fabric. The neckline is made
of a basic stand collar with trim used to separate the neck into 8 separate pieces
along the bib area. “Die Welle” is made of a polyester/spandex blend knit fabric,
lace, and a polyester sequined fabric. Trim and a hook and eye were also used. A
long invisible zipper was used in the backline for the closure.

Heajoo Lee, sponsor: Su Kyoung An, Central Michigan University, USA
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Pale Horse
“Pale Horse,” known as mass for the dead (Latin: Missa pro defunctis), is a mass celebrated for the repose of the souls of deceased persons. “Pale Horse” was inspired by
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart’s: The Requiem Mass in D minor, composed in Vienna
in 1791. This dress expresses the solemnity of a funeral, projecting dark and chilly
emotions via the materials, as with an angel of death. “Pale Horse” is bias dress created using a size 4 dress form. Draping skills were used in the creation of this design.
“Pale Horse” comprises a top and skirt. The top part incorporates gathers in three
layers: inner lining, basic layer, and outer shell. This dress is also an empire-style
dress designed with a high waistline. The design incorporates a tight silhouette to
highlight the beauty of the feminine body line by using stretched fabric. The shoulder point was altered to the neck point in order to make a similar halter neckline.
The black stream was used to finish the hem line of “Pale Hours.” In the neck veil,
a neck belt was designed using three different layers, and the spangle sheer was
gathered naturally and attached between the right neck point and left neck point.
The mathematical layers of the neck belt were also designed to show the rhythm in
this dress, and the high neck was used to emphasize grandeur and holiness to express an angel of death. “Pale Horse” was made of a polyester/spandex blend fabric
and sheer silk. Black stream was used in order to finish the hemline. A snap button
and bias tapes were also used. A long invisible zipper was placed in the center back
line for the closure. The hem line of the neck veil was completed via hand sewing
using the flower pattern pieces of the main fabric.

Heajoo Lee, sponsor: Su Kyoung An, Central Michigan University, USA
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Floral Illusions
The purpose of this design was to create a dress with a slimming effect for an older
woman. To develop the patterns and apply surface designs, we used OptiTex PDS
12 2D/3D, Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop CS6 software. Based on the assessment
of older women’s clothing preferences, our sleeveless A-line dress design incorporated slimming effects of diagonal lines and one of the StyleSight’s Summer 2015
trends for womenswear, Floral Showers. Dress patterns were extracted by utilizing
Optitex PDS 12 Flattening module from an older woman’s size 6 avatar, which was
developed from the ASTM standard for women aged 55 and older. For the surface
design, diagonal lines were created in Adobe Illustrator and placed on both sides
of the waist area in a way to emphasize a slimmer look. Next, floral motifs were
overlapped under the stripes and the dress pattern pieces were arranged to fit the
layout of the motifs in Adobe Photoshop. The motifs on the front of the dress were
strategically positioned for generating an optical illusion of an hourglass-shaped
negative space. The surface design continued throughout the back as an allover
print and the floral motifs were placed vertically. Shadows were formed around
the sides of the dress to accentuate the leaner look. Thus, we were able to achieve
an effect that allowed us to integrate older women’s preferences for flattering and
fashionable styles with an upcoming surface design trend which is not overwhelming. The 2D patterns with finalized prints were virtually worn by the older woman’s
avatar to check the overall fit and the drape of the dress. Finally, the dress patterns
with engineered prints were printed onto a 100 % light weight cotton broadcloth
using a Mimaki TX2-1600 digital fabric printer and sewn together giving the final
product. The seams for the neckline and armholes were finished with quarter inch
bindings with an invisible zipper on the center back.

Youngji Lee, Chanmi Hwang, Oregon State University, USA
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The Red Carnation
The purpose of the design was to use the creative practice path proposed by Bye
(2010) to create a unique design that was inspired by the carnation flower. Bye presented a framework for clothing and textile design scholarship. Creative practice is
one of the paths in the framework that attends to the designer’s creativity. It starts
with the designers’ ideas or inspirations. The designer then follows the design process to develop the project that could be published or presented. There is no formal analysis in this path except the evaluation that took place during the design
process. The process started with the inspiration of the red carnation. The design
elements needed are color, gathering pleats, and layers like a flower. For the bodice
area, the designer used the gathering drabeah technique to give the impression of
folds in the middle of the flower. An embroidered lace that has a carnation pattern
in it used in the back of the dress and the front shoulder area. The rest of the design
was built by using three layers of taffeta that have different width to give the effect of the layers in the carnation. To give the impression of the small details of the
flower and to mimic the gentle petals of the carnation, the designer added thinner
gathered layers of fabric to the main layers. The design initially had no underlay
in the upper back area, but the designer found out that the lace stretched while
wearing it and that made it impossible to fit the user. The designer then added an
underlay to the back that covers only part of it to support the lace and keep the
contrast that the designer wanted to achieve in the design. The design was produced by using a combination of flat pattern and draping techniques.

Elham Maqsood, Oregon State University, USA
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Alom wa Ebnatoha in Infinite Blue
The purpose of the design was to use the Apparel Design Conceptual Framework
(FEA) that was proposed by Lamb & Kallal (1992) to create unique holiday dresses
that symbolize the relationship between the mother and her daughter. The FEA
framework incorporates functional, expressive, and aesthetic considerations of the
design. Developing a profile of the user will help to analyze the target consumers’
needs and start the design process. The designer has to start by developing a profile of the user to define his/her needs while taking the cultural influence into consideration. The functional considerations are the ones that are related the usefulness of the design such as protection, thermal comfort, fit and ease of movement.
Expressive considerations deal with the communicative or symbolic aspect of the
design while the aesthetic considerations take care of the human desire for beauty.
The process started by defining the needs of both the mother and her daughter.
The fabric used in the design played an important role to meet the need of symbolizing the relationship between them. The mother’s desires were a simple, comfortable and easy to fit design that show up in the patterns in the fabric. To meet her
needs, I used stretched fabric as the base layer to provide the simplicity, comfort
and ease of fit to the design and the fancy fabric as the out layer to show up the
patterns in it. The daughter’s needs were to have a fancy comfortable dress that
looks like Cinderella’s gown. I used taffeta as the base layer and organza for the
outer layer where I created a pattern using the smallest patterns in the fancy fabric.
The daughter dress was produced by using flat pattern while the mother dress was
draped.

Elham Maqsood, Oregon State University, USA
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Vintage Arches
The purpose of this design was to create a modern dress infused with elements
from historic buildings and garments that also explored the possibilities available
through whole garment knitting. The idea of using new technology to reproduce
vintage motifs, in addition to 1920s evening gowns and the supporting arches of
cathedrals, inspired this dress. Research on the trends for Spring/Summer 2015
knitwear revealed the widespread occurrence of openwork in garments, so this
inspiration was recreated by outlining arches around the hem and neckline of the
dress using openwork circles. Lines of these small, open circles were placed stitch
by stitch to construct the smooth curves of the arches. By creating arches around
the bottom of the dress using openwork circles, the hem was given a faux scalloped
appearance. Likewise, the arches around the top of the dress gave the neckline a
faux sweetheart neckline. The use of openwork adds an element of delicacy to the
dress, and this, combined with the faux scalloped hemline in particular, reflects
the elegant evening gowns of the 1920s. Yet, these elements were given a modern
twist by using a bright coral-colored yarn and enlarging the design motif to create
a bolder pattern. In addition, the openwork structures that make up the arches creates a dramatic, sheer neckline which further gives the dress a more modern feel
while still recalling images of the immense arches of historic buildings. The design
for this dress was created using Shima Seiki’s Apex design system, and was knitted
using two ends of 16/2 100% cotton yarn on a Shima Seiki Mach2x 7 gauge whole
garment knitting machine. The dimensions for the center back, bust, and hip are
44, 36, and 40 inches, respectively. A swatch of the chosen yarn as well as several
sample dresses were knitted to check the quality and sizing of the garment before
the final dress was completed on May 28, 2014.

Taylor McClean, sponsor: Lisa Chapman, North Carolina State University, USA
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Rowers Design Retro Uni
Advanced production technologies for apparel allow designers and users to generate products outside of traditional product development models. Technologies
such as CAD, digital printing, and flexible production enable a rapid process that
has the ability to include users into the design process. This rowing uniform is a
representation of a collaborative process facilitated by technology. As a functional
garment, a rower’s uniform has specific purposes to enhance athletic performance.
Design solutions generated by the rowers in this process include reinforced hems, a
longer inseam length, and preferred graphic placement . This garment represents,
as a contribution to the apparel field, an example of a process of developing a functional product that meets the rower’s needs while utilizing a collaborative design
method enabled by technology. Process: In three design sessions, nine crewmembers worked with designers to develop concepts for new uniforms. Six digital designs were put to a vote by over 100 athletes. Team members overwhelming chose
a retro design emblazoned with “BMA,” a time-honored rowing cheer. After voting,
designers and rowers further refined the design. Patterning and grading was facilitated through CAD software. Iterations of samples for each size were produced
to adjust fit. Final patterns were imported to Adobe Illustrator where the graphics
were engineered to fit each size. Pattern pieces were arranged into markers to conserve fabric for the digital printing process. A production sample was wear tested
by rowers before the full production run. The artwork was digitally printed and garments were sewn using industrial methods appropriate for activewear.

Kristen Morris, Sandy Flint, Ian Sigal, Kris Hobbs, Stephen Markham, Guthrie Renwick, Cornell University, USA
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Dream Whisperings
My concept was to combine aesthetic (fiber arts) with consumer needs (daily
dress). The challenege was to translate 2D laser cutting onto a 3D body without
breaking any line of laser cutting. Designer developed sketches and drawings
(dream whisperings in the front and back) for the laser cutting. Implementation of
design process: cotton fabric was draped in a size 6 dress form and then transferred
to paper patterns. The patterns were pinned in the dress form as 3D paper dress
with pinned darts. Drawings were drawn by designer on this 3D paper dress. Solid
drawings were created to cover private parts of female body. Later, the pins were
removed and the paper dress became 2D paper patterns. By the above method,
designer successfully transferred drawings on the 3D dress to the two pieces of
2D surface. The next step was making laser cutting effect. Because laser cutting
machine bed in the designer’s institution was not big enough for the pattern, the
designer decided to use hand-cut method. Two same patterns were layered and
pinned together in a wood board. The top was the drawing paper and the bottom
was a fabric. The designer cut through the two layers by following the drawing
on the paper pattern. By this way, the designer created laser cutting effect on the
front and back pieces. A transparent bridal fabric was used as lining and all of the
pieces were sewed by transparent thread. The techniques used to create the piece:
draping technique, engineered drawing, hand-cutting, and fire burned the edge
of transparent fabric. The materials used: white marine vinyl, 100% polyester bridal
Chiffon, and transparent thread. The contribution: 1) transferred engineered painting on the 3D dress to a 2D surface; 2)engineered flowers successfully covered the
private parts, and the model does not need to wear bra and underwear; 3)Fiber arts
to daily wear

Anna Perry, Iowa State University, USA
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Waterfall
The dynamism, physical strength and apparent weightlessness of falling water inspired this digitally printed silk gown titled Waterfall. The purpose of this design
was to research the combined use of digital technologies and traditional textile
and apparel design techniques to create a formal gown that is light and fluid yet
voluminous. Waterfall combines traditional hand-painting, computer aided design,
digital printing and conventional construction techniques to create an engineered
print design. The interplay between a waterfall’s strength, fluidity and weightless
volume is interpreted using three engineered print designs in addition to the use
of contrasting silhouettes in the gown’s two layers. The gown’s design was developed using hand draping and drafting processes, while the three engineered print
designs were created using a combination of hand painting and digital manipulation techniques. One hundred percent, 12.5 mm silk charmeuse and 3.5 mm silk
gauze were used to provide a contrast of fabric weight, drape and opacity. Two
engineered digital designs used on the silk gauze were created using Lectra Kaledo
Print, based upon a water color and gouache painting created by the designer.
The two digital designs printed on the silk gauze were used in the over layer for
the body of the gown and manteau train. An engineered gradient was created in
Adobe Photoshop and digitally printed on the silk charmeuse used for the fitted
under layer of the gown. The vertical gradient on the heavy weight silk helps to
ground the dynamic movement of the print on the over laying silk gauze. All fabrics were printed using a Mutoh UJET MC2 digital printer with reactive dye-based
inks. The gown is fully lined, with a fully boned inter-lining to support the strapless
bodice. Construction of the gown was performed using machine and hand sewing
techniques.

Katherine Polston, North Carolina State University, USA
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Graduate

Path to Satori
“Path to Satori” acts as an exploration of the traditional Japanese aesthetic movement known as wabi sabi. Simply defined as a search for beauty in the incomplete, imperfect and ephemeral, the concept of wabi sabi stems from the Buddhist
“three marks of existence” - suffering, impermanence, and lack of self-nature[1].
With these characteristics in mind, this ensemble of pinafore and ruffled slip dress
was created to exemplify a delicate cycle of growth, decay, and regeneration. The
smocking on the linen overdress acts as a method of repair; pleats that could have
once been crisp and free-standing now require this cotton thread to stay in place.
Of course, alternatively, the smocking can be seen as a decorative and structural
element which has slowly eroded over time - freeing the constrained fabric and
allowing for the development of ragged voids (created here by a good beating
from a wire brush) - whilst from underneath, a new voluminous growth emerges
in the form of ruffled cotton gauze, not unlike graceful layers of oyster mushrooms
perched on a decaying tree. Either way, it is my intention that this design serves
as a manifestation of the inspirational potential offered in general by historic Asian
design philosophies, and more importantly, by the challenge of finding style in the
decrepit, the distressed, and the transient.

Breanne Reiss, sponsor: Barbara Trout, University of Nebraska, USA
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A Sunday Afternoon
This garment was a collaborative project that explored the integration of 2D and
3D design and the communication of tacit knowledge between co-designers. This
garment was inspired from the 1884 painting by George Seurat, A Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte. A photograph of the original painting was
manipulated in Photoshop to exaggerate the pointillism technique used by Seurat.
The fabric, a cotton sateen and silk organza were digitally printed with the same
textile print in two different scales in order to create an additional dimension to the
depth and movement to the garment when the two fabrics were overlapped. The
train of the skirt can be bustled and a metal corset was created to be worn over the
dress as an exploration of the concept of innerwear as outwear. The metal corset
is made from door hinges that have been hand woven together by thin wire. The
purpose of this design was to allow the 2D design to inform the 3D design process.
The designers started with the creation of the fabric and allowed the geometric
shapes in the print to shape the pattern pieces and silhouette of the dress during
the draping process. This design contributes to the current scholarship by adding
to the current body of work exploring 2D design integration with a 3D form. Since
this project was collaborative, it also contributes to the area of research which explores the communication of tacit knowledge though reflection and documentation of the designers.

Jessica Ridgway, Stephanie Link, University of Missouri, USA
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Oh Fish in the Sea
The purpose of this piece was to explore how predetermined conceptual themes
influenced the creative design process and examined how 2D design informed 3D
design. Handcrafted Ediciones Vigia books were used as inspiration for construction techniques used and for developing of conceptual themes (i.e. conceal and
reveal, use of text, and sound). The design process used a no waste technique constructing the garment completely out of triangles which emulated book pages and
was interpreted as sails of a ship to keep with the ocean inspiration of the 2D design
work. The 2D design process included digital textile printing, drawn thread work,
crocheting, and hand bead work. The 3D design of the garment was informed by
the already constructed 2D elements which led to the creation of a garment that
could be read by the viewer by flipping through its pages. The main fabric of the
garment was a digitally printed linen in which the designer used images of water
and scanned pieces of burlap to create the digital textile print. Additional materials included: burlap, glass beads, yarn, and bells. The predetermined themes were
experimented with in several ways and challenged the designer’s traditional design practices. This creative design project contributes to the field as it expands
the upon the current practice led research that explores at how 2D design informs
3D design (Briggs-Goode, Townsend, & Northall, 2010). It also examines how the
design process changes when conceptual themes are implemented.

Jessica Ridgway, University of Missouri, USA
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Variation on a Rose
The basic idea of Variation on a Rose was to make an origami-like garment with
a new draping and pattern making technique called TR (Transformational Reconstruction) to manipulate a garment in 3D and not in 2D. The designer behind this
idea has been Shingo Sato. My process began by draping the dress pattern and
adding a three-dimensional semicircle and a cone out of paperboard, different pictures were taken from front, back, and side views, printed in several copies and
different style lines were sketched at each copy. After choosing the best design
among these copies, the style lines were drawn straight onto the muslin. In order
to follow up the order and placement of pieces, each piece was numbered and also
marked with colorful notches. The multifunctional cone at the side of high hip can
be used as a pocket or it can be shaped like a flower when it is twisted and pushed
inside. Garment was made out of three colors of 100% cotton twill.

Elahe Saeidi, University of Alabama, USA
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Through a Stained Glass Window
This dress was inspired by the gentle play of the moonlit night sky that is reflected
through the stained glass. By incorporating various design techniques using three
different technologies—pattern digitizing, digital printing, and laser cutting—a
structural unbalanced hem dress was developed. A dress was draped on a size 8
dress form and the patterns were directly digitized into OptiTex PDS. The digital
print was developed by using a brush tool in Photoshop to create an abstract image of the movement of the clouds in the night sky. Then, it was placed on the
digitized pattern pieces to print using the Mimaki TX2-1600 printer onto the 100%
medium weight cotton twill. To create the effect of twinkling stars, Glow in the Dark
spray was applied on top of the digitally printed fabric. Finally, the fabric was airdried. Next, the pattern for the stained glass window was designed by overlapping
numerous circles of the same size using Illustrator for laser cutting. To strategically
place two dimensional patterns on three dimensional form of the body, Illustrator
software was used before laser cutting: (1) For the upper bodice, the part of the designed patterns was placed on the front bodice; (2) For the skirt, a lower shell effect
was used to create a wedge from a rectangular shape of the designed pattern with
5% expansion at the lower part; (3) each wedge-shaped pattern was placed onto
the digitized patterns of the flare skirt. On the black 100% cotton broadcloth, a total of 11 pieces for skirt patterns and 1 piece for the front bodice with a dimension
of 32” by 17” were laser cut by using the Universal Laser cutter (VLS 660). The laser
cut patterns were attached to the digitally printed patterns by ironing small pieces
of fusible bonding web and machine stitching the edges of the patterns together.
To capture the effect of twinkling stars, UV rays were shined shortly before taking
the photograph.

Eonyou Shin, Chanmi Hwang, Iowa State University, USA
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Dual Purpose Top and Pant
A multi-use and minimal waste garment was created using Gray and Burnett’s
experiential mode of design inquiry. The garment can be worn as either a top or
bottom and was the result of an evolutionary process that investigated the relationship between architectural environments and the body to develop an inclusive
garment that would fit a range of sizes. A circular public green space in Normal, Illinois provided the initial inspiration. A primary goal was to design a garment using
one circular pattern piece that extended 68 inches, the width of fabric. Through exploration and reflection the final outcome involved folding the circle towards the
center and then back again, cutting a slit in the bottom layer and adding two zippers at the fold. Further experimentation resulted in a second option as a pant. For
both uses the wearer steps into the garment from the top. Depending on how the
garment will be worn determines whether the arms or legs are placed in the side
openings. The garment zips inward to adjust the opening at either the waist or at
the neckline. The top or pant is made of cotton denim and features a hand-painted
industrial rivet design. A polyester knit pant and bandeau accompany the top and
a cotton crop top was designed using repurposed fabric to be worn with the pant.

Sandra Starkey,

sponsor: Jean Parsons, University of Missouri, USA
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Striated
This design explored ways to incorporate engineered print for digital textile printing into draped silhouette using soy knit. It also attempted to apply minimal waste
design in patternmaking. This asymmetrical ensemble consisted of a draped layer
stitched with two pattern pieces and a fitted under-layer with a bandeau and skirt.
Fabric from the front was draped, folded and inserted through an opening at the
left hip and formed around to the back to enclose with a tie at the right shoulder and loop-button at the right hip. The under-layer was intended to balance the
proportion of the ensemble through contrasting colors and uneven hemline. The
imagery was developed from the unique textural layers of cow omasum (tripe), a
traditional food ingredient in Chinese cuisine. After digital imaging, the striated
pattern was engineered into various drapes of the garment so that the organic
silhouette mimics the striation in the print and takes advantage of the natural softness in soy knit. To help maintain the flow of the garment style line and create a
visual interest, a seam from the top draped layer was strategically hidden inside the
front folded section. Together, the striation from the engineered 2D pattern and
the draped 3D style lines visually illustrated a unique diagonal path and uneven
volume from various angles of the garment. This design research further suggested
that applying engineered pattern for draped silhouette requires more visualization
ability in the process of digital imaging comparing to structured form.

Lushan ( Sarina) Sun, sponsor: Jean Parsons, University of Missouri, USA
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Enclosed Beauty
The purpose of this design is to express the beauty of the human figure without actually showcasing the naked figure. Inspired by Marcel Duchamp’s Nude Descending a Staircase No. 2 these designs were created. Utilizing a combination of flat
patterning and draping the basic shape was constructed and translated into this
dress. This creation goes against the sensual nature of the fashion industry and the
desire to showcase more skin and have more sex appeal. I chose to showcase the
beauty of the wearer in a way that does not exploit the body but rather emphasizes
the face of the wearer. The design lines further accentuate the natural beauty of the
model and draw the viewers eye to all parts of the design and finally to the face of
the wearer. The combination of textiles adds interest to the piece with the varying
textures but cohesive color palette. Layering techniques were used to achieve this.
The overall effect is one of beauty enclosed but escaping through the movement
and poise of the wearer.

Jennise Thurston, Central Michigan University, USA
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Elytra
‘Insected’ is a collection that explores the relationship between humanity and nature. I particularly focused on insects and their methods of disguise and protection.
Humans often use clothing as a way of blending in with society or covering up aspects of themselves. However, I would like to show women they have the capability
to be strong while still standing out. This inspiration comes from insects’ defensive
characteristics, which are often functional and beautiful. ‘Elytra’ was inspired by a
beetle’s use of a hard shell to defend themselves from predators. These shells are
often made of mesmerizing patterns and colors. The pattern on this coat was created by hand cutting a circle pattern into wool felt and appliqueing it onto a printed
Italian cotton. The coat shell is made of 100% wool felt, while the accent material is
a 100% italian cotton. The pants are made of 100% silk accented by 100% genuine
leather.

Lauren Ude, sponsor: Marian O’Rouke-Kaplan, University of North Texas, USA
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Morph
‘Insected’ is a collection that explores the relationship between humanity and nature. I particularly focused on insects and their methods of disguise and protection. Humans often use clothing as a way of blending in with society or covering
up aspects of themselves. However, I would like to show women they have the
capability to be strong while still standing out. This inspiration comes from insects’
defensive characteristics, which are often functional and beautiful. ‘Morph’ not only
features a caterpillar’s ability to protect itself with sensitive hairs covering its body,
which sense the surrounding environment and can be poisonous, but also exhibits the insect’s ability to change into a butterfly. The dress within this ensemble is
constructed of two layers, connected by the lining, with curved style lines which intersect to portray the change from caterpillar to butterfly. The jacket shell is made
of a mustard 100% boiled, while the accent material is a hunter green 100% faux
fur. The dress self fabric is a red 100% wool suiting. The accent fabrics are a printed
100% Italian cotton and a mustard 100% boiled wool. The lining is 100% polyester.

Lauren Ude,

sponsor: Marian O’Rourke-Kaplan, University of North Texas, USA
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Winged
‘Insected’ is a collection that explores the relationship between humanity and nature. I particularly focused on insects and their methods of disguise and protection. Humans often use clothing as a way of blending in with society or covering
up aspects of themselves. However, I would like to show women they have the
capability to be strong while still standing out. This inspiration comes from insects’
defensive characteristics, which are often functional and beautiful. ‘Winged’ was
influenced by a butterfly’s ability to camouflage itself with patterned wings to look
like other insects or blend in with their surroundings. They also have the ability to
fly away from their enemies, escaping danger. This dress is also constructed in two
layers, connected by the lining. The outside layer features two wing-like side panels
pieced together to create a beautiful patterned effect. The dress self fabric is a blue
100% boiled wool, while the accent fabrics consist of a teal 100% wool boucle with
a metallic thread, a printed 100% Italian cotton, and an orange 100% silk. The lining
is 100% silk.

Lauren Ude, sponsor: Marian O’Rourke-Kaplan, University of North Texas, USA
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Typography for Dress
The inspiration of the present design comes from one of the four great invention
of ancient China—the Typography. In addition, the ancient and grace poetry has
been translated into Korean and English languages and carved into type cases, and
then applied to the dress by hand-drawing, which reflect the dissemination and
combination of culture, also it is one of the contribution of Typography since it’s invention. The materials of this design are metal, silk and wood. Moreover, the poetry
of Li bai, the famous poet in China, has been carved on small pieces of wood, and
then embedded in metal rings. In addition, the Chinese, Korean and English characters which embodies the aesthetics of the dress has been enlarged, and printed
in golden color on the lower hem of the dress.

Fei Wei, Incheon National University, Korea
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Life of Earth: Pure
The inspiration of this apparel design is environmental issues occurring in some
cities in China the designer observed while visiting her home in summer 2013. The
goal of creating this design (as a part of a series) was to combine digital printing
and free form embroidery technique to create unique printed fabric and textured
fabric. An image of a flat satellite view of the world was altered in Adobe Photoshop
to intensify the colors. The one-piece dress was draped on the form, transferred to
a paper pattern, then digitized into OptiTex, a CAD patternmaking software. The
garment pattern was adjusted and cleaned in Adobe Illustrator in preparation of
placing the world map images. Using Adobe Photoshop, the three pattern pieces
of the dress and the images were engineered (placed) based on the width of fabric
to get the best usage of fabric and reduce fabric waste. The engineered garment
patterns with 1/2” seam allowance were digital printed on 100% silk charmeuse using a Miamaki TX2-1600 digital fabric printer. The world map images of the sleeves
were adjust to 45% transparency and engineered in Adobe Photoshop and digital
printed on 100% silk organza. Free form machine embroidery was used to create
a light weight and multi-color vest to match the digital printed dress. Six colors of
100% rayon embroidery thread were machine embroidered on dissolvable film to
create the front and back pieces of the vest. The pattern pieces were connected
using free form embroidery to great a seamless garment. The completed vest was
submersed in warm water for 30 seconds, then rinsed in cold water, air dried overnight, and then ironed.

Ling Zhang, sponsor: Eulanda Sanders, Iowa State University, USA
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Raining Dream
This work has a very unique and outstanding effect in show. Rainin’ Dream tells a
story of colored raindrops in an imaginary scene. Raindrops are traceless and instant, but what if we colored them and traced their steps? Inspiration comes from
a sunny day with instant rain: the different colors from the sunshine reflected by
huge glass windows on modern architecture mixed with crystal raindrops. This
work has a simple silhouette: a one-piece dress with a sleeveless coat. Color and
shape are everything in this design. The whole look creates a unique and fantastic
atmosphere by applying rhythmic colors, special fabrics and advanced technologies. It explores the collision and fusion of colors and lights on a creative combination of non-traditional fabrics. Colored drops are hand drawn using acrylic paint.

Yuxiao Zhang, Cornell University, USA
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Pieces of My Heart
The artist successfully captured a spirit of youthful whimsy via this dress’ full flirty
skirt and fun print. Traditional foundation piecing techniques (borrowed from the
world of quilting) were modified to create an engaging secondary pattern while
transitioning from a stylized heart print to solid black. Sheer black silk gores cleverly inserted into the pieced design at the sweep add movement and interest.
Construction began with an intricate piecing plan layered on pattern pieces, carefully plotted using computer aided pattern design. Transition from print to solid
was achieved through strip piecing utilizing lengths of fabric of gradually increasing or decreasing width. Using marking pens, the plot was colored to clarify details
and maximize visualization. With the colored piecing plan close at hand, construction began with generously flared silk insets placed on a cotton base fabric at the
sweep. Next, sections of joined strips (strip sets) were strategically placed over
the insets, offsetting as needed to create the secondary pattern while progressing toward the pieced waistline. When the waistline was complete, the dress was
topped with a print bodice - delicately tipped with black piping at the neckline and
armholes. Fun, flirty, and flippy, this dress is sure to capture a young lady’s entire
heart….. not just pieces!

Liz Enoch, University of North Texas, USA
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Madame DesForges
This gown successfully captures the mood of excess and elegance which marked
the Parisian Impressionist period. One can imagine Emile Zola may have chosen
to dress Madame DesForges (The Ladies’ Paradise,1883) in a gown like this as she
sought to to exert her power over Octave Mouret’s desires. Its plunging back neckline, gracious silhouette, soft feathers, and form fitting curves accentuate the power of feminine allure. Rich bits of silk charmeuse form a flattering framework for
the female body, as did the color pallette and bold brush strokes of Impressionist
artists. Created through modified paper foundation piecing techniques used by
quilters, this design began with photographs of the proposed fabrics which were
cropped into small shapes and manipulated in Photoshop to perfect the piecing
layout. This was transferred to computer aided pattern design software so the
piecing design could be overlaid on the garment pattern pieces. Varying sections
of joined strips (strip sets) were strategically sewn to the paper foundation to create the undulating pattern of color. A layer of sheer silk placed between paper
foundation and strip sets provides support and beautiful seam finishes for this deliciously lightweight gown which floats about the wearer as she parades by.

Liz Enoch, University of North Texas, USA
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Monet
The designer’s inspiration by Claude Monet’s bold, bright color palette and brush
strokes is richly presented in this elegant short dress. A jewelry-like impression was
created via pieced metallic finish leather on a sheer silk base in combination with
a deeply textured, metallic yarn dress. As an artist, quilter, and Impressionist art
admirer, I strove to create sophisticated pieced wearable art with an Impressionist flavor. Like the Impressionists, I needed to create techniques and use the latest
technology in order to express my passions. First, the dress was sketched and leathers and fabrics were selected - each carefully auditioned for beautiful coordination
and contrast within the group. Next, the ‘necklace’ and back waist emblem were
designed and transferred to computer aided pattern design for highly accurate
piecing detail. This allowed the jewelry to be manipulated and perfected before
construction began. The design was expanded to include seam allowances, and
the paper plot used as a foundation upon which the “jeweled” items were constructed. Using the printed paper as a sewing guide, paper and fabric alike were
sewn. Upon completion of sewing, the paper was carefully torn away leaving only
the pieced jewelry. A layer of sheer silk innovatively sandwiched between paper
and leather creates a lovely open center necklace as well as a beautiful seam finish.
Perhaps Monet would have been ‘impressed’ with this interpretation of his techniques.

Liz Enoch, University of North Texas, USA
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Digital Organics
Digital Organics illustrates the relationship between cotton, technology and the
digital world. Inspiration for this piece stemmed from the concept of pixilation
and its fundamental element to our digital world. In relation to the cotton fiber and
textiles, pixels may relate to how a fabric is structured and dictate design. This piece
juxtaposes a relationship of the cotton fiber at its origin with the building blocks
of a digital platform. This tapestry attempts to begin a narrative on the impact of
our digital lifestyles that ultimately affect organic forms in nature. The design has
been woven on a Jacquard Loom with 100% cotton and 100% acrylic yarns and
measures 54” wide by 63” tall.

Karis Foster, sponsor: Traci Lamar, North Carolina State University, USA
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E-Waste Couture
Every year millions of pieces of electronic equipment is produced and sold worldwide. The shelf life of laptops, cell phones, and televisions is becoming shorter and
shorter. When these items are discarded they crowd landfills and recycling centers
and become known as E-Waste (Griffin, 2014). E-Waste can be recycled, but the process involves use of toxic chemicals to break down the materials, exposure to lead
and other dioxins (Griffin, 2014). Many electronics also contain precious metals
like silver, gold and copper, which are extracted from circuit boards using dangerous methods like boiling and acid (Griffin, 2014). The purpose of this project is to
bring awareness to the dangers and proliferation of E-Waste and safely repurpose
E-Waste into a new form as an embellishment. Electronic pieces included in the design were a laptop, desktop monitor, five keyboards, a laptop cooler, and multiple
discarded circuit boards. All items were retrieved though donations, garbage bins
and thrift stores and were in non-working order. Each piece was carefully broken
apart by hand and dangerous materials discarded. All breaking of equipment was
done with proper safety equipment. A Dremel tool was used to drill holes into the
plastic pieces to allow them to be sewn onto the dress. The gown was constructed
using draping and flat patterning techniques. The body of the dress is made of
black cotton twill overlayed with polyester netting. The bodice is boned, lined and
has an invisible zipper up the back. The hem of the dress features a large black
band supporting the weight of the electronic pieces. The dress has a decorative
clasp closure at the back waist and an overlapping pointed back neck closure. This
garment is a statement about how designers can bring awareness to important
social issues as well as presenting a new opportunity to use non-conventional materials for embellishment.

Laura Kane, Oregon State University, USA
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Magnolia
A vital issue today is green sustainability in the world. Many studies have emphasized the need for a healthy and sustainability environment. “Magnolia,” the title
of this design, also symbolizes global innocence stemming from a strong desire
for green sustainability. “Magnolia,” inspired by a spring bride, aimed to express
the purity of the planet through the budding flowers of spring. For this reason,
all materials used for “Magnolia” came from recycled and eco-friendly materials,
such as jute and felt. The “Magnolia” dress comprises a bodice and bottom. Draping
skills and flat patterning on a size 4 dress form were used to create this dress. This
dress has muslin and interfacing inner lining in the top and skirt. A snap button was
placed in the center back line for the closure. In the bodice, two kinds of felt were
used to make the side part of the top, which was woven by felts. For this part, the
felts were cut and woven by hand made in order to make fabric.

Heajoo Lee, sponsor: Su Kyoung An, Central Michigan University, USA
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Society’s Eyes
Current issues and trends can have a big impact on society, and the way we view
both ourselves and others. These trends may have a positive and/or negative affect on society, however it is the way these issues are approached that leads to
their impact on individuals and communities. As a Family and Consumer Sciences
Graduate student concentrating in apparel and textile design, I look at the integrative nature of how issues and trends may relate to one another. I also look at how
they impact families and the community. This year I have been working on an independent study, researching five current issues or trends in society. I have put together a visual representation of the role each plays in society in the form of wearable art to give viewers a different perspective of the issue or trend. The issues/
trends I chose to research were; “Media’s impact on body image”, “Going green”,
“LGBTQ rights”, “Tobacco use”, and “graffiti vs. freedom of speech”. Each piece was
created using different materials to help emphasize the message. Media’s impact
on body image was created using torn up magazine pages, which were then sewn
together to create the bodice. The skirt was made out of magazine pages folded
into fans, and layered onto of one another. Going green was created using strictly
recycled materials, including pop cans, fishing wire, aluminum foil, and scrap interfacing. The tobacco use piece was made from muslin, which I then covered in
dried tobacco, and detailed with cigarettes. I emphasized LGBTQ rights by creating
a gender-neutral piece, made of pleather, and cotton-mixed fabrics. I then spraypainted Macklemore’s quote “No freedom tip we’re equal” on the front. Finally, for
my graffiti vs. freedom of speech piece, I carved out foam insulation and painted it
to resemble bricks. I then graffitied it with the question “Where does art end, and
crime begin?”. Each piece is paired with a backdrop, and the collection is on display
in EIU’s art gallery.

Jill MacEachen, Eastern Illinois University, USA
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Power Chic
I have used leather and printed black cotton fabric as main materials to create my
garment. Going by the idea of slow fashion I have used intricate laser and hand
folding techniques on leather to create visual and physical textures for the top. I
developed the laser pattern on adobe illustrator, with a laser beam adjusted to cut
leather and an outline thickness of .001-petal grid pattern was created on the front
leather panel. I folded the leather after the laser cut was done in opposite directions. Machine done laser process saves time and guarantees accuracy. A blend of
hand technique and laser process gives the top a unique characteristic saving time.
To complete the look I made the trouser that is pencil fit and is made with the same
cotton printed fabric that I used for the upper body.

Kanupriya Pande, University of North Texas, USA
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Accessing Axis
In response to the expansion of 3D printing technology in fashion industry, this
design explored the application of 3D printing technology to develop a 3D printed
accessory to be worn with a garment designed with an engineered digital textile
print. Inspirational imagery referenced the dramatic geometric details of a gothic
cathedral ceiling. The 3D printed asymmetrical waist cage was virtually draped in
3D modeling software using a 3D body scan, which simulated the function of a
dress form in conventional design. Selective Laser Sintering System (SLS) was used
for the rapid prototyping stage of the 3D printing process, in which nylon power is
melted and compressed into layers to build the model. It was dyed with Rit® dye to
reflect the textile print colors and accented with gold metal and paint. For the traditional dress design, the imagery was manipulated in Photoshop and engineered
into the dress patterns for digital printing onto silk charmeuse. The geometrical
shapes from the textile print and waist cage echo each other and allow cohesion
in the ensemble. Overall, the two materials and techniques helped to create an
elegant silhouette that is both ornate and futuristic, presenting juxtaposition between softness and rigidness. This research allowed the designer insights into use
of 3D printing applications for apparel design and ways traditional design thinking
must be revised for new technology. It also allowed integration of two different
approaches, providing an alternative method to incorporate digital textile design
with accessory design.

Lushan (Sarina) Sun, sponsor: Jean Parsons, University of Missouri, USA
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Metamophosis
Recently, US Army uniform has been redesigned. The Army dress in a green color
has been retired from service and replaced by the dress in blues. A military personnel can no longer wear the greens. There is a surplus of these old uniforms in
the thrift stores, but no one wants to buy them. The purpose of this garment is to
bring the new life to the retired army uniforms. Inspired by Victorian military styles,
this upcycling idea was initiated to create new designs, dramatically changed from
military to sexually appealing looks. The upcycled design also reflects my personal
transition from a soldier to a fashion designer. The top and shorts were upcycled
from 100% pre-existing garments with as little waste as possible. They were made
out of 2 black velvet dresses (one knit, one woven), 2 pairs of military pants, 1 military skirt, and 1 military jacket. The structural details and discipline of the military
uniform were kept in new ways that only hints at where the designs were originated from. The only new materials were threads and boning.The top was made from
the military jacket and the woven velvet dress. After completely deconstructing
the original garments, fabric pieces closest to the shape and size of new garment
patterns were selected to construct the bodice of the top. The shorts were developed in a similar style to leggings out of the knit velvet dress. Another military
pants, a skirt, and all of the left over materials were used to create the exaggerated
peplum and trail. Boning was utilized to shape the peplum and add extra volume.
This ensemble was designed to represent a woman who is willing to take chances,
fears nothing, and feels powerful. It was intended to break the known rules of evening wear and to broaden the realm of costume as well as to draw attention to the
wearer in any crowd. A sustainable approach was practiced by transforming what
we already have to something daring and new.

Elena Andrus, sponsor: Minyoung Suh, Kansas State University, USA
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Exo-Elegance
This dress is made completely out of a non woven fabric comprised of 80% polyester and 20% nylon made by the Non Woven Institute at the College of Textiles
at North Carolina State University. The thermoplastic property of polyester allowed
the unwashed white panels to be double pleated to add a distinct shell like pattern.
This piece uses draped panels to accentuate the female form. The black non woven
fabric was pre-washed to simulate delicately cut suede and was used to create a
shift dress which is the foundation of this garment. Since the fabric was hydroentangled, there was no need to finish the edge because the material does not fray.

Gregory Arriola, sponsor: Andre West, North Carolina State University, USA
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I’ll Bring the Balloon
I began my design opportunity with the desire to create something purely fun
and infused with energy and movement because that was a personal challenge -something I would not normally do. To me, the purpose of this design is a reminder
to not be confined, to not take things so seriously as to over think them, and to
keep a sense of humor. I chose to create a tangible pun – a literal party dress made
with typical party decorations – brightly colored balloons and curled black ribbon
streamers. One usually goes to a party, but this dress brings the party to others.
In this way it is a representation high energy, and lightheartedness. The widely
flared skirt is entirely covered with balloons that grow gradually larger from top
to bottom. Those towards the hem are partially filled with fiberfill to make them
look a little blown up. I using flat pattern, I cut a simple circle skirt; then, for shape
and extra volume, I added eight godets. Starting with the bottom, I stuffed and
stitched balloons working my way up, and eventually covering the entire skirt. I
then draped and covered a simple princess seam bodice with balloons. To continue
the look of balloons that grow larger as they descend, I hand stitched smaller dart
size balloons to the collar where black streamers are spilling out around the neck.
The sturdiness of the nylon canvas base helps to support all of the balloons, which
are stitched to it.

Katie Azzam, sponsor: Pamela Ulrich, Auburn University, USA
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Catacombs Gown and Evening Jacket
From afar, this ensemble reads as romantic, with soft folds of ivory chiffon contrasted with the gentle sheen of black cotton sateen. On second glance, however,
the look opens up to reveal its macabre inspiration. The embroidered lines of the
jacket shift from delicate tree branches to the curling, sinuous lines of human veins.
Hand printed fabric, subtle from a distance, becomes covered in skeletal hands,
reaching out towards one another. The whimsical evening gown, though seemingly dream-like, turns nightmarish upon closer inspection. The assignment was
to create an inspiration and garment based on a dreamscape. My dreamscape resembles the haunting Parisian Catacombs, with images of bones glowing against a
dark, ominous background. The morbid destination turns death into a work of art,
and this gown attempts to do the same. The softly draped chiffon gown mirrors
the color of bones housed in the Catacombs, and the black jacket echoes the dark,
cavernous interior of the tunnels. The boxy sateen jacket has a high rounded neckline, a centered opening, and wrist-length, gathered sleeves. The jacket closes with
a decorative black frog closure at the center and is cropped at the waist. Couching,
with ivory thread tightly embroidered over fluorescent yellow cord, creates glowing, vein-like lines. The gown beneath the jacket has a sweetheart neckline and fitted tucks at the waist. The delicate chiffon straps of the gown resemble the ladderlike lines of the human spine, with two straps on each shoulder, intersected with
perpendicular strips of fabric. The dress billows into a full hem that barely sweeps
the floor. The skirt of the gown showcases blue and grey screen-printed hand
bones, created from the designer’s own anatomical renderings. These detailed
textile techniques subtly suggest the corporeal inspiration, while keeping the look
romantic from a distance.

Kirstin Baglien, sponsor: Maria Kurutz, University of Wisconsin, USA
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Pearlescence
“Pearlescence” is a one-piece women’s swimsuit inspired by the texture and dynamic form of the sea’s skilled swimmers. The piece was created as a complex,
asymmetric design to offer a unique aesthetic value. In the same way a compression garment shows off the true contours of the body it is covering, the scales
made of blue Lycra fabric showcase the silver layer underneath when the body is in
motion and the swimsuit is tight. The asymmetrical designs and cutouts were created to emphasize the sleek shape and fluidity of ocean life as well as exaggerate
the beautiful curvature of the female form. Eye-catching fabrics were incorporated
in strategically placed areas of the garment to hold the viewer’s attention around
all parts of the body. Fabrics used in this design include dark blue, light blue, and
shimmering silver coated black spandex-polyester blends. The scale-textured effect was achieved by laser-cutting the scales on the light blue spandex so that the
shiny silver peeks through. This piece explores the great potential that laser cutting
has and its rising role in athletic wear design.

Eric Beaudette, Linnea Fong,

sponsor: Huiju Park, Cornell University, USA
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Dharma Adharma
The purpose of this design research was to explore the use of digital printing to
create the illusion of hand painted silk. The final design, a kaftan, titled Dharma
Adharma, is based on historic research of Indian decorative arts. Motifs were extracted from traditional Indian textiles and hand painted with gouache according
to color trends found in WGSN’s History 2.0 S/S 15 Macro Trend, where “hot and
cool tones reverberate between the colors of flames and intense, yet calming violets and blues”1. The digitized motifs were brought into Adobe Photoshop and
various filters were applied to create textural effects, providing an aged aesthetic.
Lastly, the motifs were engineered for placement within the kaftan silhouette and
digitally printed onto 5mm silk habotai using reactive colorant. Any woman, be her
a fashion forward boheme with an affinity for Indian art, or a gracefully aging baby
boomer reliving her memories of the 1960s, would be drawn to this design.

William Bowden, sponsor: Lisa Chapman, North Carolina State University, USA
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Exaggeration and Embellishment
The first step in the process was to understand the concept of graphic line and
shape on the human form. Exaggerating anatomical structures to flatter the form
is challenging to achieve from different perspectives and various proportions. The
notion of embellishment and maximalist design is inspired by the Spanish luxury
brand Del Pozo. The dress is made of black hammered satin cloqué, an unconventional material not typically viewed as feminine. The sleeves are shaped with an
outer seam and there are side seam pockets. Three varied motifs are strategically
placed in a stair-step, diagonal line formation across the dress. They are created by
combining 4mm Swarovski black bicones, 6mm amethyst flat back rhinestones,
gold petal sequins, 6mm hologram cupped flower sequins strung together using
monofilament thread.

Tyler Bowers,

sponsor: Donna Reamy, Virginia Commonwealth University, USA
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Destruction from the Flames
I chose natural disasters to be my inspiration because of the impact they have on
the world. They bring chaos and destruction and escalation to the already uncontrollable weather. The purpose of this dress was to make the flowers look like they
were on fire, indicating such natural disaster as a forest fire. The skirt is a low-high
silhouette with a train attached to indicate the spread of the fire as well as it continuing to come up on the dress. The bodice of the dress is grey to symbolize the
smoke from the fire rising from the flames and up to the sky. The black flower lace
was used on the sleeves to add some contrast from the top. For the continuation
of the fire effect, I spray bleached the black cotton fabric on the skirt and train to
get a rustic red color and make the fabric look like it had been burning. The flowers were sewn on and splattered painted black to look this way as well. Black paint
was splattered on the gray top at the bottom of it to indicate the smoke coming
up because of the fire. The black and gray fabric used for the dress is cotton, the
black lace fabric used for the sleeves is cotton/nylon blend, and the lining fabric
made of polyester. The garment was made using a size 10 dress form and draping
techniques to create the silhouette.

Stephanie Brannam, sponsor: Hae Jin Gam, Illinois University, USA
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Birds of a Feather
The concept of versatility inspired this design, and each component that was added to it. As a college student, I have always embraced having a versatile wardrobe.
When I shop, I look for items that I can wear different ways and to different occasions. This garment can be dressed up with all components to achieve an elegant
and sophisticated look, and dressed down to have a simple, basic, dress for everyday wear. This dress was fully draped on the body form to create a cap-sleeved
dress with sheer panels, a detachable tied collar, and detachable skirt. Draping this
garment allowed me to visually create the detailed garment that I had envisioned.
The process allowed me to check that each component was proportional and
worked cohesively with the rest. The skirt component was draped and each tuck
was first pinned to make sure that it was accented in the correct areas. To create the
finished tucks in the skirt component, I pinched areas of the fabric that I wanted
to bring upwards and tacked them together with a small row of stitches. Creating
the multiple tucks made the skirt component more dynamic and exhibited more
of that feathered look that I was trying to reveal through my design. I wanted the
foundation of the dress to be a simple piece that a woman could pair with many
items to make wearable for an everyday look. Without the detachable components,
the dress is a simple lilac, poly poplin, piece with sheer organza panels, a maroon
bias binding neckline, maroon cap sleeves, and buttons down the center back of
the dress as an extra visual component.

Kate Bruce,

sponsor: Christina Denekas, Iowa State University, USA
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Zipped and Glam
The purpose of this ELM apparel design was to embody the fun, young spirit of a
early to mid twenties female. The couture piece is considered more of an art form,
then a ready to wear outfit. Receiving the name “Zipped and Glam”. The bustier was
draped on a Wolf size 10 junior mannequin. Individual pieces were drafted then
sewn together to give the garment a geometric look. Four different types of fabrics were used: 100% Cotton for the flower print, Cotton/Poly Blend for the black,
ruffled STOLL knit sample, 100% Cotton for the black lining, Silk used for the blue
fabric; as well as the addition of 100% Cotton black binding, boning, lightweight
apparel interfacing, as well as the Cotton and metal closure. A total of 5 prototypes
were made before the final construction of this top. The skirt was draped on Wolf
size 10 junior mannequin. A basic skirt made of 100% black Cotton was drafted.
Gerber and Lectra were then used to draft and cut the different layering sizes of
each of the 27 flounces, after careful measurements. Each flounce has a zipper trimming, with the top of the flounce made of 100% black Cotton and a Polyester lining
on the underside of each flounce. The 30 yards of zippers used, were dyed black.
To give off a clean, finished edge, each layer was then top stitched along the zipper ending, creating every flounce to fall with a efficient organic look. The zipper is
located on the princess line where the end of each flounce was folded over, to give
off a flower effect. This flower effect was used to tie in with some of the detailed
pattern on the bodice. A hook and eye is used at the top of the zipper to secure the
weight of the skirt. The skirt was created by inspiration from the new technique of
zippers being used as a trimming. 27 layers were created to cover the model from
the natural waist line to an appropriate mini skirt length. The skirt took about 55
hours total of hard labor to complete, after the idea process was already finalized.

Samantha Burdett,

sponsor: Cynthia Istook, North Carolina State University, USA
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Salute
The purpose of my garment was to create a modern military look with gold accents.
I Created a box pleated crop top with a bamboo string closer in the back. I pared
it with gold polyester sorts and a leather belt attaching a faux leather lap skirt.The
materials that I used is polyester, eyelets, bamboo string, faux leather, leather and
gold buckle. The technique that I used is pleating to create a structured look.

Ashley Castro, sponsor: Shu Hwa Lin, University of Hawaii, USA
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Energestic
The purpose of this design is to display the energy brought about by futurism. This
energy was one revolving around speed, technology, and innovation, and in order
to stick with the concept of innovation, unusual materials were used in making this
garment known as Energestic. The most unusual material used, which is found in
the necklace, is a surgical steel plate normally used for setting broken bones. Other
materials used are stainless steel acorn nuts, bolts, box chains, mesh netting, and
cotton/spandex fabric. The material choices were intended to resemble materials
sometimes used in machinery so the garment would be long-lasting and durable.
In terms of unique techniques used, to embellish the piece, box chains were handstitched in a circular pattern on the mesh netting and the garment lining was hand
painted with blue, solar-activated dye. The reason for using solar-activated dye was
to use a process of dying that requires no water and therefore is better for the environment. The non-uniform appearance also gives off the vibe of nontraditional
which relates to futurism.

Allison Comer, sponsor: Andre West, North Carolina State University, USA
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Rusted
The goal of this ensemble was to transform an element that represents deterioration into an element that is part of something new. White silk dupion was dyed
by wrapping the fabric in and around rusted objects such as chains, shovels, bolts
and washers. The resulting fabric has a rust-colored print reminiscent of tie dye.
The pattern for the short blazer was draped. The jacket lining was also dyed. The
sleeves of the jacket are made from quilted leather that I quilted myself. An unexpected challenge was that rust particles left in the dyed fabrics sometimes made
needle penetration difficult. The jacket is paired with black denim jeans, for which
the pattern was also flat patterned. The seaming in the jeans was inspired by the
structure of rusted

Sarah Corlett, sponsor: Sandra Keiser, Mount Mary University, USA
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TRIBE
TRIBE was inspired by the geometric shapes and bold contrast found in the tattoos
of Oceanic tribes, such as the Yap and Mogmog. The unique surface design was developed by paring down traditional body modification patterns to their geometric
foundations, transforming them into a unique, modern symbology and rendering
them through a variety of techniques, including laser cutting. Wool and leather
were used in the creation of this jacket. Wool was chosen because it is a traditional
textile for outerwear. Leather was chosen as the insert material because it is both a
traditional outerwear material and directly referenced the inspiration, which was a
design on skin. This surface was created by first laser cutting patterns out of wool
and leather. The leather pieces were then inserted into the wool and an iron-on
interfacing was used to bond the materials together, effectively creating a new,
bonded textile. Once the pattern is established, the design is simple to replicate
and could be recreated on many different garments using a variety of textiles. This
cutting and bonding technique not only allows the designer to create interesting
prints using different materials, but also gives the designer the chance to play with
relief by pairing materials of varying thicknesses together, adding to the visual interest of the garment.

Marianne Dorado, sponsor: Huiju Park, Cornell University, USA
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Pumpkin Queen
This design was intended to showcase the versatility of ribbons in apparel design
to both infer strength and femininity within darker fabrics. Inspiration came from
two different myths. One myth from the movie Thor depicted ancient Norse mythology where Loki ‘s costume mirrored his complex history and character with
strips of leather crisscrossing. His costume was highlighted with plated gold embellishments and bronze armor. The second myth was a modern Halloween myth,
Jack the Pumpkin King, a strong and fearsome warrior. Halloween myth coloring
is reflected in this design. Crisscrossing leather strips in Loki’s outfit was inspiration for the orange ribbon work. The bronze rings and gold beads highlight the
ribbons. Ribbons were chosen for the crisscross designs instead of leather to give
the outfit a more feminine look. The shirt and corset were draped on dress form
and fitted to a fit model. A woven block pattern for pants was manipulated to fit in
a knit and to create design details on the legs. The arm and leg guards were created using sketching. Interlocking pieces were cut out, arranged together and the
orange ribbon was threaded through the bronze rings and gold beads and carefully tacked into position. An elastic waistband for the pants supported the weight
of the suede. Bronze rings and gold beads were strung on the orange ribbon to
enhance the design and were tacked down with glue to prevent movement and
stabilize the ribbons.

Kalina Ebling, sponsor: Carol Salusso, Washington State University, USA
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Foldmania
Started as a zero waste project, this piece was plan in the best way to use the whole
fabric without any cutting waste, using a shape different from what is commonly
presented as a zero waste piece. Treating paper almost as a living thing, which
grows in regular and straight lines, consuming the human body until they become
the same. The origami technique used in the dress was a zigzag fold, like the dress
bottom part, a fold that allows change the paper`s direction according to the angle
of the fold. The fabric width was also considered to make sure that every piece
would be used. All made in 100% cotton, in the size 8, this piece is also exploring
the material in its full potential. The tie-dye technique also incorporate meaning to
the garment, making straight and hard lines fade into different shades and blend
to each other.

Luiza Ferronatto,

sponsor: Linda Ohrn-McDaniel, Kent State University, USA
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Coral Skeleton
I call this piece the Coral Skeleton. It was inspired by my love for the ocean (corals)
mixed with a twisted dark side. This look was created through draping to create a
pattern that had to be scanned to digitally create the cutout effect. The digital file
was imported to a laser cutter to cut and seal the fabric. The dress was then sewn
together to create this perfect contrast of soft and hard lines.

Rachel Frantz, sponsor: Kathy Mitchell, Radford University, USA
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Vanilja
The purpose was to create a wedding dress that combined classic and modern elements. It is a strapless gown with a mermaid flounce. The top is simple so the bride
has options for accessorizing. The bottom has applied flowers and an organza peplum which makes it very feminine and romantic, yet the overall silhouette is fairly
simple. The pieces for this dress were draped. It is made up of a lining, underling
and fashion fabric. The fashion fabric is satin. The underling has boning in the structure and the bust area is padded. I hand sewed the bust pads to the bodice. A flap
is inserted into the side back panel of the lining, it has grommets for lacing and
adjusting the fit. The back of the dress closes with bridal buttons. The flowers are
all handmade and hand stitched to the dress. The binding on the organza is hand
sewn with self-made bias binding in the fashion fabric. Under the skirt are layers of
tulle and a crinoline to keep up the bell shape.

Twakelee Gborkorquellie, sponsor: Susan Hannel, University of Rhode Island, USA
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Camelot Remade
After a detailed study was conducted researching the silhouettes of the 1950s,
the object of this design was to reinvent Jacqueline Kennedy’s wedding dress. The
dress embodies 1950s details: a full skirt and cinched waist. The design is transformable, as the overskirt can be removed to reveal a shift underdress. The design
evolves into two looks that incorporate different design aspects of the 1950s silhouette. The full overskirt and scalloped hem recreate design details used in Jackie
Kennedy’s dress. The slim, body-forming shift silhouette of the underdress contrasts the overskirt. Muslin was draped to create the bodice, and the many individual lines of the slim silhouette of the underdress were meticulously draped. The
bodice of the underdress was covered in lace which had been painted with shades
of pink, purple, and blue fabric paint applied with a sponge brush. The overskirt
was flat patterned producing the desired fullness. Crinoline was pillow-cased between the shell fabric and the lining. Painted lace was then hand stitched around
the scalloped hem, defining the scallop. The overskirt was then gathered to fit to
the painted lace waistband. Draping, flat patterning, fabric painting, boning, under
stitching, hand stitching and crinoline were used to create the desired look.

Anna Gilbert, sposor: Collen Moretz, Imamaculata University, USA
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Glass Reflections
Inspired by the beautiful cathedrals of Europe and the intense work of stained
glass, the knitted dress of Glass Reflections shows the interaction between shadow
and colored light. Originally designed on Kaledo Knit, taking pictures of cathedral
stained glass and reducing the images into outlines of the glass sections, the design emerged from mirroring the motifs and mixing four colors, heather gray, yellow, black, and green. After completion, the pattern was then knitted to create the
garment in October 2013. The purpose of the design was to engineer a print out
of 100% cotton yarn, using eco-friendly techniques to not waste any fabric. The
additional benefit of the engineered design is a flattering pattern on the body, emphasizing the waist and natural curves.

Renee Graff, sponsor: Traci Lamar, North Carolina State University, USA
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Shoulder Spike
Shoulder Spike is a dress exploring interesting flat patternmaking techniques. This
garment was based on exploration of a technique from the Pattern Magic books by
Tomoko Nakamichi and experimentation with three-dimensional shapes.
The materials used were chosen to emphasize the shape of the dress and enhance
the shape of the spikes. The fabric is a lightweight 100% wool plain weave that
maintains the structure of the dress and works well with heavy-weight interfacing.
Half-inch curtain rings were used as a mechanism to allow contraction and expansion of the sleeve. Upholstery thread was used as the pull because it was a thin
option with a great amount of strength for its function. The patternmaking process
started by determining a measurement for the interior radius of the basic pattern
shape, then selecting the depth for the angled side. Using one basic block that had
the correct dimensions, pattern pieces were created ranging from 1 to 14 angles.
After stabilizing these with a heavy-weight interfacing, the front and backs of each
angle were sewn together to create the accordion shape. Exploration of different
techniques for creating this movement showed an apparatus similar to a roman
shade would be the best fit for the design. The sleeve provided a functional and
interesting area to integrate this movement into the design.

Katelyn Hall, sponsor: Sarah Bennett, Iowa State University, USA
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Women and Challenging
Warwick & Warbler: Empowering
Beauty Standards in the Fashion Industry
This collection celebrates diversity and acceptance of all women within the worldview of beauty. Warwick & Warbler is a high-end clothing label aimed at the professional working woman. The target demographic includes clothing styles that
range between sizes twelve to twenty; a market segment that has been largely ignored within the fashion industry. Design centers on the trouser suit and includes
high-quality separates with unexpected details and exquisite fit. The inspiration for
this collection came from the life and works of William Morris. It began with a series
of hand-drawn botanical sketches from the gardens of the Red House in England
– Morris’ primary residence. These original drawings were scanned, cleaned and
arranged to create a distinct blue and white print, which was then digitally printed
onto fabric. Embroidery designs were prepared by simplifying the motifs from the
textile print and applying freehand on a machine. Additionally, the superb fit of the
garments was achieved with the creative use and placement of seams, darts and/or
tucks. The predominant material used in this collection was wool barathea, which
was sourced from a long-standing mill in England. Cotton twill for the printed textile was incorporated because of its strength and balanced weight when compared
to the wool. Warwick & Warbler is breaking new ground in plus-size fashion. There
is a huge gap in the market for plus-size, tailored separates where the emphasis is
on accentuating the natural curves of the body rather then hiding them. Warwick
& Warbler is committed to tackling the challenges of pattern drafting for the plussize female body and using woven, premium fabrics in creative ways to achieve a
great fit.

Susan Jean, sponsor: Pui Yee Chau, Ryerson University, Canada
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Hanbok and Polka Dots
This gown celebrates the use of polka dots, which was inspired by the collections
of Geoffrey Beene, and by Hanbok, the traditional Korean dress. The body of the
dress is stretch, sheer, mesh. The 100+ polka dots are made of satin and are laser
cut. Each polka dot is sewn on by hand and strategically placed to cover specific
parts of the body. The armholes are bound in satin.

Alice Kim,

sponsor: Deidra Arrington, Virginia Commonwealth University, USA
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Ying-Yang
The paired-outfits were inspired by the Chinese philosophy, Ying-yang, which describes how seemingly contrary forces are in fact complementary and interrelated
to one another. The purpose of this design is to celebrate the beauty of contrast in
shapes (positive-negative space) and colors (black-white) on the skin. The designs
are being submitted as one piece to represent this contrasting unity between different forces. Positive and negative space with the skin was expressed through the
use of cutouts created by laser cutting. The shapes of cutout were inspired by the
surface of dragon fly wings. In order to create the final piece first a pattern for a
form fitting bodysuit with a single back seam and inseam was drafted and then
scanned into the computer using the program Optitex and exported to Adobe Illustrator. Next the design for the pattern on the bodysuit was created using Adobe
Illustrator. The design from Illustrator was then transferred to a program linked to a
laser cutter. Finally the design was cut and sewn to create the final look. The materials used to create this look included a spandex/nylon blend for the black garment
and a neoprene for the white garment. The submission with make a contribution to
scholarship in the field of apparel design because it implements new forms of technology to create an interesting and appealing surface design for textiles. It shows
the possibilities that exist when using a laser cutter and can serve as a platform for
inspiration and future designs.

Dale Kinney, sponsor: Huiju Park, Cornell University, USA
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Empress
The purpose of this design is to celebrate the dynamic between grace and strength
through the use of contrasting textile elements; some of these elements evoke a
soft and fragile feel, while others instill a hard and structured feel. The process began by drafting the pattern for the shoulder piece and draping the patterns for the
undergarments. After the fitting with the model was completed the garment was
constructed using the specific chosen materials. The shoulder piece is composed
of laser cut leather and the strings that hang down from it are from a string curtain
and are composed of polyester. The undergarments are made of a medium weight
neoprene as well as a knit mesh. The combination of form-fitting undergarments
and hanging strings shows the beauty of contrast between graceful curvature of
the body and the linear outer shell that moves with the body. The submission will
make a contribution to scholarship in the field of apparel design because it shows
that movement can be created in garments and textiles, allowing for imagination
and creativity to combine in order to construct and portray movement in various
ways. It also shows how hard and soft elements can be combined to create a final
look that evokes both power and elegance.

Dale Kinney, sponsor: Huiju Park, Cornell University, USA
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Island Warrior
I designed this sustainable knit braid top and asymmetrical skirt out of two cotton
dresses cut on bias to create the skirt. Seven mixed fiber sweaters cut and braided
into a draped top. I wanted to show the ability to transform used garments into a
reinvented look with a completely different concept by finishing the pieces off with
everyday spray paint.

Camille Lanier, sponsor: Ju-Young Kang, University of Hawaii, USA
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Floral Vest Suit
My menswear designs are highly feminized inspirations based on women’s garments, utilizing large florals, muted colors and shape softening. By both draping
and darting the fabric I was able to create balanced silhouettes in both a fitted and
a flouncy outfit.

Camille Lanier, sponsor: Ju-Young Kang, University of Hawaii, USA
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Drape Floral Tunic
My menswear designs are highly feminized inspirations based on women’s garments, utilizing large florals, muted colors and shape softening. By both draping
and darting the fabric I was able to create balanced silhouettes in both a fitted and
a flouncy outfit.

Camille Lanier, sponsor: Shu Hwa Lin, University of Hawaii, USA
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Lotus Warrior
The paper dress was a challenge that was brought to us by the local newspaper
company News and Record. They wanted us to create a garment using only newsprint paper and muslin as the base. Every single piece of paper was hand scalloped,
folded and placed on to the main structure of the dress. I wanted to show how
something as soft and delicate as newsprint paper can look so hard and structural.
It was time consuming but well worth it at the end. The front and back view of the
dress are the same. I included a birds eye view of the dress to show the volume of
the shoulder piece.

John Lin, sponsor: Seoho Min, University of North Carolina-Greensboro, USA
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Power Redefined
This design was conceptualized as a means to integrate and overlap the contrasting ideas of power and femininity. Often the term powerful retains some male
connotations; therefore this design was created as an attempt to aid women in an
endeavor to look and feel powerful while still maintaining their curves and shape.
The design process began with a search for what typically defines visual influences
that create the thought of power within our minds. The primary visual factor for
“power” or dominance, even from as far back as primal instincts, is size. With the
idea of a large physical presence in mind, the design process moved into determining how to manage enhancing the size of a woman’s presence without making her
silhouette into a huge amorphous blob or linebacker. The bold, geometric pattern
on the fabric contrasted with the overall organic lines of the silhouette; the harsh
roughness of the large weave fabric contrasted with the three-dimensional fuzziness of the black collar; the more “Juliet” style sleeve of an era gone by contrasted with the mod geometric print. the overall theme of the design is the contrast
between what is perceived as opposites: femininity and power. However, during
the design process a larger scope of contrasting elements were incorporated. The
bold, geometric pattern on the fabric contrasted with the overall organic lines of
the silhouette; the harsh roughness of the large weave fabric contrasted with the
three-dimensional fuzziness of the black collar; the more “Juliet” style sleeve of an
era gone by contrasted with the mod geometric print. The overall design became
an example of how to combine ideas that are inately thought of as opposites and
finding a way to have them co-exist within a single design.

Abigail Messmer, sponsor: Jean Parsons, University of Missouri, USA
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Sztuka Ludowa
Soft shapes, hard lines, dark, and light, this is the inspiration I drew from the Polish
Exposition Pavilion Center in Shanghai, 2011. This building has cut out designs of
Polish folk art, Sztuka Ludowa in Polish, which is what I named my dress. I took this
idea and created a structured silhouette with white peplums that protrude from
the hips of the dress. The building’s dark and empty cut-out shapes and shadows
are juxtaposed with the actual cut outs in the light colored wood sheets. This transition of dark to light inspired the black and white color palate of the dress. The soft
and hard shapes of the folk art inspired the designs that are laser cut into repurposed black leather. This center panel of the bodice, with a simple jewel neckline
is lined with a nude organza dramatizing the laser cut motif. Princess side panels
connect just above the bust to the leather front bodice piece and create a geometric angle down to the side seam and rises back up to the back leather piece.
The striking corners of the building inspired the piping I made of white denim and
sewed into almost every seam for additional contrast. White denim is used on the
side princess panels of the bodice and on the center front and back panels of the
skirt portion, which extends to the floor. The exaggerated peplums on the hips are
interfaced, self lined, and piped to add volume to the silhouette. The white stretch
denim that is used in the skirt portion and the black satin polyester creates contrast
much like the cutout shapes and shadows in the Pavilion Center. A gold exposed
zipper closure runs down the center back of the fully lined dress. While making
this dress, I combined innovation and sustainability using upcoming laser cutting
technology and reusing leather materials to create a unique work of wearable art.

Sarah Nasgowitz, sponsor: Maria Kurutz, University of Wisconsin, USA
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Prism
The inspiration was based on science fiction concepts of the future. The suit makes
the wearer seem more confident and powerful. In Battlestar Galactica one of the
main characters named Caprica manages to change the perceptions of the other characters. The name of the piece is derived from the geometric shapes of the
pattern pieces. A prism bends light and shows the color spectrum, similar to how
Caprica bend perceptions. In researching materials, it was noticed that velveteen
will absorb more light than wool due to the texture. The contrast in texture would
cause a greater contrast between the color blocks, which are black and dark gray.
To create the garment pattern pieces, a basic bodice was draped on a size 8 dress
form. During the flat pattern making process, dart manipulation strategically hid
the darts in a series of intricate seams that cover the front of the blazer. Extra seams
were added to the pattern for color blocking purposes and the exterior of the
jacket is composed of cotton velveteen and wool. The Lining is 100% acetate. The
interfacing was a non-fusible horsehair canvas that required pad stitching by hand.
All of the seams were sewn using an industrial sewing machine. The cuffs of the
sleeves were tacked down using a catch stitch done by hand. The hem was closed
using a slipstitch. The closure is a metallic magnetic snap. The pants were made
from the same cotton velveteen used in the jacket. The edges of the fabric of the
pants were finished using a bias binding. The hem of the pants was finished with a
catch stitch. The hem has an adjustable tab that connects using a snap, and allows
the wearer to taper the leg hole as desired. And invisible zipper was used as a closure for the pants. The silk shell was finished using French seams.

Kevin Ness, sponsor: Carol Engel-Enright, Colorado State University, USA
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Allons
The purpose of this project was to create a functional yet stylish outfit for plussized individuals, appropriate for outdoor activities. The clothes are intended to
promote an active lifestyle. The outfit was designed around the fabric choice of
cotton and jersey knit to provide the wearer with functional comfort, while offering
the desired casual look. The name “Allons” means “let’s go” in French. The outfit consisted of three items, including a puffer vest, short pants, and a woven shirt with
jersey sleeves. Before the draping process began, a dress form was padded using
polyester batting and a knit tee shirt to create a base form for draping. Critical measurement points such as center front, center back, bust line, and HBL were marked
by draping tapes. Three-dimensional body scanning technology ([TC]2, KX-16) was
used to understand the body shape and size of the model.The vest was primarily made from 100% cotton, though the lining was 100% polyester and contained
polyester batting. Metal snaps were used as closures. The cotton created a timeless
look. A test garment was made for the shorts and the draped pattern had to be
altered further using flat pattern drafting techniques to perfect the crotch curve.
The shorts were made from durable 100% cotton denim. A test garment was made
for the shirt to determine the suitability of using a knit and a woven in the same
garment.100% polyester jersey knit was used at the armpits of the shirt to allow
for greater movements and help wick moisture away from the skin, but the shirt
bodice was made of a woven cotton/spandex blend (99% cotton, 1% spandex) for
breathability. It was constructed using a straight stitch and a serge. Plastic buttons
served as the closure. The shorts were assembled using traditional sewing techniques, including welt pockets and top stitching. A 7-inch metal zipper and jean
button acted as the closure for the shorts.

Kevin Ness, sponsor: Juyeon Park, Colorado State University, USA
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Blanche Payne Award

A Thousand Miles
This is an outfit named “A thousand miles” from my S/S 2015 collection “Into the
Wind.” The collection is inspired by people who travel alone and their one and only
companion: the natural wind. All the design elements are designed to bring out
the “feel” of the natural wind: strong, fast, and free. The draped dolman sleeve and
the right side of the black dress bring about a “free”, flexible feeling. Hand stitching
and facing are used to finish the dress in order to maintain a clean look and provide
balance. The top part of the dress has two darts; one of them is transferred into the
sleeve. A metal zipper runs along the right sleeve from the neckline to near center
back. Applying fusible tricot to some pieces and along the zipper line created a
smooth, sculptured look. The lined white jacket features dropped shoulders and
flat lapels. It has three layers overlapping each other: two on the left side and one
on the right side. The outside layer is made considerably longer than the two beneath it. This layer also continues to the back of the jacket to create an outer part;
this part is self-lined and connected to the bodice by the armhole seam. Along
with white lining fabric, I used the wrong side of the satin to take advantage of
the smooth surface without the sheen. The two garments are made by using nonsculptural fabrics, yet a sculptural look is maintained by the use of both sculptural
and non-sculptural fabric techniques. This could be considered as a nice idea for
fashion and textile, enabling us to make the most out of both fabric types.

Thu Thuy Nguyen, sponsor: Rebecca Robinson, Columbus College of Art and Design
Design,, USA
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Against the Current
This is an outfit named “Against the current” from my S/S 2015 collection “Into the
Wind.” The collection is inspired by people who travel alone and their one and only
companion: the natural wind. All the design elements are designed to bring out
the “feel” of the wind: strong, fast, and free in a relaxing yet constructed way. The
grey crop-top has two layers connected to each other by ties. The left one overlaps
the right and the neckline runs toward the connecting point of the two. The blouse
features lantern sleeves, narrow cuffs and an asymmetrical flat collar. I used lightweight grey suiting fabric as the main fabric and organza for the underlining. The
firmness of organza greatly helped support the light garment fabric. Hand stitching
and facing are used to finish the garment in order to maintain a clean appearance.
Snaps are attached to the cuffs and the two fronts in order to sustain the silhouette.
The navy baggy pants features a high asymmetrical waistband and an invisible zipper. A bottomless pocket on the right side creates the illusion of layers without interfering with the shape. A metal zipper and a row of snaps perpendicular to it are
attached to the left pant. An elastic casing at the hems maintain the gathers and
create a look the mimics the shape of the sleeves. I used the wrong side of medium
weight satin as I wanted to take advantage of both the sculptural quality and the
textured surface. The look of this ensemble is reminiscent of the old Asian “sailor”
look, comfortable yet sculptural, something that a traveler would wear in their
journey. Asymmetrical details make the garments look interesting and unique
while the fabrics and fabric combination help maintain the shape.

Thu Thuy Nguyen, sponsor: Rebecca Robinson, Columbus College of Art and Design
Design,, USA
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Calatrava
Amazed by the modern buildings and high end lifestyle, I have always had my eyes
set on the city. My fascination with architecture and couture is my source of inspiration. I find the ways in which architecture frames and focuses our eyes through
positive and negative space intriguing. My favorite architecture utilizes exaggerated proportions that are also balanced. When it comes to my own designs, I too
carefully concentrate on line, shape, and material, but aim to balance architectural
geometric structure with high end femininity. My gown, Calatrava, is result of my
experimentation with line, shape, and material. Its purpose is to frame and fix the
viewers attention on positive and negative space as well as to balance interesting
proportions. The three tiers of quarter spheres on each side of the waist have an
area twice as large as the next. Their curved lines move the eye upward to the
center of the waist. There, the rectangular cutouts are half as wide and a fourth the
height of the clear vinyl strip down the center front bodice. Each of these rectangular cutouts at the fitted waist was done by hand with an exacto knife. The clear vinyl
piece at the middle of the scoop neckline alludes to the transparency of windows
and further plays with the relationships between positive and negative space. The
bright white vinyl and transparent silk chiffon juxtapose my aesthetic duality of
structure and femininity. The strong geometric shapes are complemented by seven yards of gathered silk chiffon, which flows delicately and dramatically in motion.
The silk chiffon, vinyl, and cutouts play with the transparency and opaque properties of the garment. They make the viewer question what they can see, what they
cannot see, or what they think they see. Overall, Calatrava contributes to apparel
design with its mathematical proportions, sleek modern look, and use of line.

Emily Osterbauer, sponsor: Maria Kurutz, University of Wisconsin, USA
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Distorted Reality
As part of my senior thesis, Distorted Reality, represents the emotional analysis of
the ways in which an actor progresses into a character. The purpose of this piece
was to show this relationship between actor and character as the actor transforms
and morphs into another. I worked to replicate the energy created through acting
by carefully manipulating the use of textiles, drape, and fabrication techniques. I
began by creating a structural base with the velvet and including a shoulder strap
for the silk to then be draped overtop for added support. An actor develops a
character with layers of makeup, costume, and emotional development. Similarly,
I worked to develop design details by varying the weight, feel, and luster of the
fabric. By varying the fabrics overtop of each other I began to build depth and a
certain flow that will shift the eye throughout the body. To create additional depth,
I developed a design repeat of morphing human forms with photoshop and illustrator that was laser cut into the velvet. Strategically planned, parts of the cut design were created lighter and darker in order to have the laser cutter burn deeper
in specific areas. Actors work through stages of development and in this same way
I was able to build layer upon layer. The way in which an actor changes form creates movement and energy; I wanted to replicate this movement by having silk
cowl drapes move across the body, lying on top of the velvet. The cowls placed
around the neck snap off producing a removable layer and all cowls where self
faced leaving a cleaned finished edge. Through trial and error I was able to achieve
this, as well as, continue research on different effects of velvet and hand sewing
techniques. By hand stitching the cowls half way down, I created restrained fluidity
which connected two worlds together; theatre and fashion.

Madison Palen-Michel, sponsor: Sherry Schofield, Kent State University, USA
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Realities Suitable
Realities Suitable is a jumpsuit I created using men’s neck ties. The purpose was to
create a couture look out of recyclable material to demonstrate how fashion can be
eco-friendly as well as displaying a garment that had a wide variety of patterns and
different forms of repetition while still remaining cohesive. I tried to play off the
shape of triangles in as many ways as I could because both a tie and the recycling
symbol create triangles. I named it Realities Suitable because I am making a jumpsuit made out of ties suitable for wearing in reality. I organized the ties by color,
seam ripped each tie and removed the lining. I then cut the tie to the size, ironed
and interfaced it to make the fabric.The pants were the first item I worked on. After
making several test muslins, I sewed my ties together for each leg. The fabric used
36 ties. The length of the tie was 4 inches too short on my model which was perfect
in the end because I made pant cuffs with the same tie scheme as the bodice to the
pantsuit. My pants have a ¼ seam allowance so they are very fragile. Each leg has 5
different ties that repeat once. I put an invisible zipper on the left pant leg and I put
an eight inch elastic in the cuff of each pant leg. I used a different selection of ties
for the bodice but still the same color scheme as the pants. I put boning in the top
to give it more structure. The waistband consisted of finished triangles from the
bottom of the tie’s that I used for the pants. I hand sewed each triangle to the top
for the front of the garment creating cutouts. I put snaps on the 8 back ties which
closed up the cut outs. These snaps helped in getting the garment on and off my
model. I also sewed 4 hook and eyes on the back of the bodice and then sewed on
4 buttons for decoration. I finished the back seam with the same fabric as the pants
bottom.

Carly Palmer, sponsor: Anthony Wilson, Appalachian State University, USA
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Realities Royalities
Realities Royalties is a piece I created using men’s neck ties. The purpose was to create a couture look out of recyclable material to demonstrate how fashion can be
eco-friendly as well as displaying a garment that had a wide variety of patterns and
different forms of repetition while still remaining cohesive. I tried to play off the
shape of triangles in as many ways as I could because both a tie and the recycling
symbol create triangles. I named it Realities Royalties because my garment has
shades of the color royal blue and the bodice imitates the shape of a crown. Both
words also have the word tie in them. I organized the ties by color. Next, I seam
ripped each tie and removed the lining. I then cut the tie to the size, ironed and interfaced it to make the fabric. I first made a lining for my skirt. I then cut out 12 ties
into 3 pieces. Longer tie pieces for the front of the skirt and two shorter pieces for
the back. I put two black ties on the sides to allow my skirt to have a bigger seam
allowance as well as being a figure flattering detail. I sewed an invisible zipper in
the back. The bodice has three layers. The middle piece sandwiched between the
lining and fabric contains boning to give it more structure. I hand sewed the tops
of the ties to the lining to finish this seam. I sewed four snaps in the back. . The ties
used in the skirt and bodice are in the same order as each other. I created earrings
by cutting scraps of the same ties used in the outfit and wrapping them around an
old pair of earrings. I then hand sewed these pieces and wrapped thread around
the fabric so that it would stay in place.

Carly Palmer, sponsor: Anthony Wilson, Appalachian State University, USA
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Lagom I
The design objective was to make lives of men more enjoyable and colorful for
upcoming Fall/Winter season. Outfit is inspired by intangible aspects of values and
desires held by stylish working men. Dialogue between extreme tradition and exciting avant-garde is portrayed in this adventurous garments. Classic aesthetics is
juxtaposed with contemporary vision through the use of different colors, patterns,
and textures. The title for this outfit is named after a Swedish word “Lagom”, meaning “not too much, not too little, just right”, just as what menswear should be. Flat
pattern drafting technique was utilized to create all garment pieces. Construction
techniques involved both traditional hand-sewing method from old suit-making
book and commercial machine-stitch method. 100% wool and cotton materials
were used for all components except for jacket lining and fusible as it was the most
environmental materials, and also elevates the quality of the garments. Traditional
silhouette is maintained, however asymmetric element is added through the use
of color-blocking method. Although fabric colors may seem bold and unfamiliar,
traditional box plaid pattern counter-balances the look. This outfit serves to satisfy
those that want to detour from mainstream men’s fashion direction.

Minhee Park, sponsor: Pui Yee Chau, Ryerson University, Canada
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Lagom II
The design objective was to make lives of men more enjoyable and colorful for
upcoming Fall/Winter season. Outfit is inspired by intangible aspects of values and
desires held by stylish working men. Dialogue between extreme tradition and exciting avant-garde is portrayed in this adventurous garments. Classic aesthetics is
juxtaposed with contemporary vision through the use of different colors, patterns,
and textures. The title for this outfit is named after a Swedish word “Lagom”, meaning “not too much, not too little, just right”, just as what menswear should be. Flat
pattern drafting technique was utilized to create all garment pieces. Construction
techniques involved both traditional hand-sewing method from old suit-making
book and commercial machine-stitch method. 100% wool and cotton materials
were used for all components except for jacket lining and fusible as it was the most
environmental materials, and also elevates the quality of the garments. Traditional
silhouette is maintained, however asymmetric element is added through the use
of color-blocking method. Although fabric colors may seem bold and unfamiliar,
traditional box plaid pattern counter-balances the look. This outfit serves to satisfy
those that want to detour from mainstream men’s fashion direction.

Minhee Park, sponsor: Pui Yee Chau, Ryerson University, Canada
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Wisteria
This evening gown, which I titled Wisteria, was inspired by the climbing Wisteria
shrub with fragrant purple flowers. Wisteria has beautiful delicate clusters of flowers, in an elegant deep purple, a color associated with royalty through the ages.
On the other hand, it is a hardy plant, native the eastern United States, commonly
grown and easy to grow. The contrast between the royal, exquisite flower and the
common, accessible plant formed the inspiration. I wanted my dress to be ornamental and elegant, seemingly expensive like the flowers, yet developed from basic, sturdy, and low cost materials like the plant. My design is constructed from a
hand dyed cotton lace, which is used in the front bodice and the skirt of the dress,
and a brown/gold mesh with glitter, which is used in the back bodice and part of
the front bodice of the dress. I mixed black and wine colored dyes to dye the white
lace to achieve the dark purple hue, and I embellished selected seam lines with
midnight blue glass beads. I designed the silhouette to compliment the natural
curves of the female figure, keeping selected areas sheer to show the body curves
through the dress. I drafted the pattern for the dress, creating a basic princess
bodice, and an 8-gore skirt with a mermaid-flare that starts just above the model’s
knees. Wisteria is alluring in the way it contours to the model’s natural hourglass
figure, just as the climbing shrub clings to a building or a wall. Wisteria is enchanting and seductive, regal and majestic.

Rachel Powell, sponsor: Susan Ashdown, Cornell University, USA
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Malachite Love
The purpose of this design was to create a feminine look inspired by the Malachite
Kingfisher bird. The Malachite Kingfisher resides throughout Africa and is identifiable by its bright metallic blue and purple colored feathers against a tan body. The
birds often have a spotted pattern made of shiny, metallic colors in the blue and
purple feathers. The patterns of color are in an oval shape on the bird’s body. The
designer took inspiration from the colors of the bird, the shapes of the pattern, and
the movement of Malachite while in flight. Tan fabric was utilized for the body of
the dress similar to the tan body of the bird. An oval shape cut-out on the back of
the garment was inspired by the oval-shaped patterns in the feathers. The designer
chose a blue waistline bow as an accent color to mimic the blue highlights on the
bird. Shiny pearl beads were added to the back of the garment to represent the
spotted patterns. As the wearer moves in this gown, the bottom the skirt gently
glides across the floor. This silhouette was chosen to create a graceful movement
similar to the poetic movement of the birds while in flight. The garment was created utilizing both flat pattern and draping techniques. White gathered tulle was
sewn to the interior of the dress to create fullness in the skirt. The dress is completely lined with a nude-colored jersey knit. All edges were finished with a bias
tape. An invisible zipper serves as the closure for the dress at the CB below the oval
cut-out along with hook and eyes at the CB above the oval cut-out.

Olga Puerto, sponsor: Kelly Reddy-Best, San Francisco State University, USA
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Modetecture
The purpose of Modetecture was to transform the elliptical shapes found in the
interior of the Ginger Park restaurant in Boston, MA into a three-dimensional form
on the body. In the restaurant, the entire ceiling and all walls throughout the restaurant are covered in wood panels that are carved in oval-like shapes. Each shape
in the sequence of panels is larger than the last creating a rhythmic pattern. This sequence creates the appearance that the walls are melting and moving as one walks
throughout the interior space. The shape of the walls, the movement within the
pattern, and the sequence of pattern served as the main source of inspiration for
this design. To create this effect, the designer incorporated alternating colors and
varied the size and direction of the lines across the body. The front and back of the
dress appear to be melting off the body in the same way the wood panels in Ginger
Park appear to be melting off the wall. Each oval shape in the progression on the
front gets larger as the eye moves down the front of the design. The design was
created utilizing flat pattern and draping techniques. Twenty-nine pattern pieces
were needed to create the dress. A corset understructure was sewn in-between
the lining and the fashion fabric. A lightweight flexible zipper secures the corset
structure on the interior. Steel-wire boning was inserted in a casing and stitched to
the understructure. All patterns were matched at side seams, and all pattern pieces
were topstitched. Materials used to create the design include pleather, crushed organza, shantung, and polyester. An invisible zipper serves as the closure at the side
seam.

Kamal Ragbotra, sponsor: Kelly Reddy-Best, San Francisco State University, USA
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Sustainably Tie-ing It Up
Each year approximately 12 tons of textile waste goes into the landfill. These textiles can be reclaimed and properly recycled, however 93% of the textile waste is
not recovered. The purpose of this design was to contribute to the reduction of
textile landfill waste by creating a garment out of gently used and discarded men’s
shirts and pants. The designer took inspiration from the stripes and patterns on the
shirts in the same way that Gilbert Adrian did in the 1930s and 40s during wartime.
These patterns were combined in a way to create an interesting and feminine garment that moves the eye around the curves of the body. The stripes and patterns
were matched and strategically placed in order to create movement and excitement in the design. The draping method was first used used to create a mock up,
and then flat pattern techniques were adopted. The pattern pieces were cut on a
single layer in order to match the lines and patterns at the seams. The skirt has hip
pockets on both the front and back, which was also first draped in muslin. The original men’s shirt collar was utilized around the neck. The bodice and the skirt of the
garment were created from men’s shirts and the midriff section was created from a
pair of men’s pants. The strapless corset-style foundation was inserted in-between
the fashion fabric and the lining in order to support the wearer. This aspect of the
design will support the wearer without the need for any other undergarments.
Steel-wire boning was inserted into casing and then stitched to this foundation. A
lightweight separating zipper secures the strapless foundation. An invisible zipper
at the center back serves as the closure to the dress, and a hook-and-eye is above
the invisible zipper.

Kamal Ragbotra, sponsor: Kelly Reddy-Best, San Francisco State University, USA
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Mindscape
Taking the time to explore what is really happening inside our complex minds is
something I believe as human beings, we do not do enough. It can scare us to dig
deep into what is unknown. We may discover something that we don’t like or that
surprises us, but it may also lead to something new or wonderful that we never
knew was there. This gown, titled Mindscape, was created from taking a moment
of meditation to look within. The assignment was to imagine yourself somewhere
and take in the surroundings as inspiration. What are the sights? The sounds? The
smells? The amount of life or lack there of? I am often inspired by elements of nature, and I found myself surrounded by endlessly tall trees that protruded into
the heavens. The nature was the most vibrant of autumn colors, with flowers and
vines growing wildly over the trees and the ground. This dress was born from this
imagined place in my mind, or my mindscape. Through draping, I created a sleek
silhouette flowing into a trumpet hem, like the trunk of a tree, by inserting 6 triangle gores into the seams on the skirt. The black raffia is couched in long strips
to represent the vertical lines of the tall trees. The colors get more vibrant from
the bodice to the floor as it flows from ivory into gold and into bright red. The fabric is 100% silk organza and is all hand-dyed. The flowers are also hand-dyed silk
organza, sculpted and stitched on, trickling from the front of the gown over one
shoulder and into the back. They represent the way I observed the nature growing
organically. While stitching the raffia it was almost as if I had no control over which
direction it wanted to be stitched or how it would manipulate the organza. The
raffia is organic and unpredictable just as nature is, and just as our minds are. This
gown is not only a piece of me as a person, but a piece of my mind, pulled out and
exposed through the creative combination of fashion and art.

Alysson Reinert, sponsor: Maria Kurutz, University of Wisconsin, USA
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Hex-Tex
Created in April of 2014, Hex-Tex is a laser-cut dress that ushers the new technology of nonwoven fabrics into the fashion and apparel side of the industry, a side of
the industry in which nonwoven fabrics have not been commonly used. The fabric used is from the Nonwoven Institute’s latest innovations and is a 80% polyester/20% nylon hydroentangled and crosslapped nonwoven fabric. Patterns for the
garment were developed by hand then scanned into the computer to create digital
versions of the patterns. Then, they were transferred into Adobe Illustrator so that
the hexagon vector shapes could be placed within each pattern piece. Each pattern piece plus the hexagon cutouts were then cut one by one in the laser-cutting
machine. Because nonwovens do not fray and because the fibers used are thermoplastic, laser cutting was a good option to show the creative potential of nonwovens in the apparel industry. While the fray-less characteristics of the fabric allow
the fabric’s fibers to stay intertwined without the need of hemming each laser-cut
edge, the thermoplastic properties allow each laser-cut edge to become stiffer and
more enforced, creating a stronger, more durable design. Overall Hex-Tex exhibits
the qualities of laser-cut design as well as the qualities of nonwoven fabrics and
how they could be used in fashion and apparel.

Kimberly Ring, sponsor: Andre West, North Carolina State University, USA
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Lace Romance
Created in November of 2013, Lace Romance is a sweet pencil skirt with an engineered jacquard-woven textile design. The yarns that formed the jacquard woven
create a fiber content of about 67% cotton and 33% acrylic. The patterns were completely developed under Adobe Illustrator then converted into a raster format to
be imported into Kaledo Print. The hand-drawn-then-computerized/edited floral
designs were then imposed on the skirt pattern utilizing Kaledo’s tools. A total of 9
colors in the engineered design, these were then converted into weaving patterns
according to the jacquard weaving blanket for the particular weaving machine
used. A preview was developed using EAT software to finalize the textile design.
After weaving, the fabric was then washed to shrink to the predicted measurements, and then the engineered skirt patterns were cut and sewn to create the
final product. Overall, this product shows the potential and future of engineered
textile designs in fashion design as well as the potential textures and detail jacquard weaving can lend to apparel design.

Kimberly Ring, sponsor: Traci Lamar, North Carolina State University, USA
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Confetti Rain
My inspiration for this piece was the fabric choices. Once I saw both fabrics together, I knew immediately what I wanted to do. I wanted the metallic vinyl to have
more intricate details as the outer shell. I started sketching my ideas until I came
up with this design. I wanted the inside layer to somehow be simple. I wanted the
beautiful scatter paint print to talk by itself. I also loved the pegged effect draped
into a full hipline and very penciled skirt hemline. On the raincoat, I added pleating and top-stitching, a fun and novelty cinch belt, and lots of detail including the
hood. I wanted to go for an over-sized coat with a body-fitted dress inside. I loved
the era when jackets were lined in fabrics of the coordinating ensemble and used
this style to finish the two piece ensemble.

Jose Sepulveda, sponsor: Sheri Dragoo, Texas Women’s University, USA
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Reed Into It
The dress and title were developed to suggest to viewers that they think (read)
about the materials used in the garments they wear as well as the work that goes
into those garments. Designers all over the world create things for your enjoyment
and admiration. But how can you truly enjoy them if you do not know any details
about the process in its development? This effort is to develop thought in appreciating the intentionality of all techniques, materials, and skills that a designer may
choose to include in their work so that we may appreciate fashion and art to its fullest. The materials were the first thing that were chosen for this design. It seemed
that the boldest statement, in regard to materials, that could be made would be
most relevant in terms of its effect on the environment. Because of that I chose all
natural materials to intentionally create a piece that was reflective of that. The reed
and weaving techniques were chosen very carefully after many evaluations of various types. Each reed was evaluated by its ability to be woven and its appearance
after being stained. The reed is ½” strips of wood that have been woven to create a
top and skirt and colored with a natural stain created with vinegar, water, pennies,
and steel wool. To contour the stiff reeds, they were wet, and a temporary chicken
wire structure was used to help control the curving of the skirt. Clear gorilla glue
and a natural thread were used to secure the top panel of the dress in place and
create the fan effect in the back of the skirt. The leather under dress is intended to
provide modesty and serve as cushion between reeds and the body.

Lindsay Shaughnessy, sponsor: Pamela Ulrich, Auburn University, USA
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Restoring Hope Tote
At Columbia College Chicago, collaboration is at the root of our curriculum. We
strive to collaborate across courses, majors, disciplines and programs, as well as
within the community. By creating service learning experiences integrated into the
curriculum, students from CCC’s Fashion Business and Fashion Design had the opportunity to engage in meaningful involvement with Re:new, a local not for profit
agency that provides training and employment opportunities to refugee women
living in the Chicago area. At Re:new, women learn and improve their sewing skills,
gain workplace experience, and are able to practice the English language in a
safe environment. Some gain employment with Re:new producing a collection of
handbags which are sold online and at their studio. Customers are encouraged
to “be a messenger of change, carry the story of refugees in your community”. By
initially partnering with Fashion Business students, Re:new’s goal was to attract a
younger demographic, which has been a challenge of the organization. As a result
of classroom discussions and brainstorming sessions, the class determined that the
best way to create a product specifically, but not exclusively for college students
was through engagement in a design activity; thus, “Restoring Hope Tote by Tote:
A Handbag Design Contest” was created. The contest stipulated that the bag must
include leather, hardware, or metal somewhere on the design. The bag must cost
no more than $15 to make and must be able to be sewn in less than 60 minutes.
The winning design chosen by Re:new, was designed by Hanna Linder, a sophomore in Fashion Design. Her bag stood out from the rest of the designs with her
cleaver transformation of a simple tote into a backpack. Hannah visited Re:new and
worked with their pattern maker and sample sewer who created the first prototype.
The bag will be added to their Fall Collection 2014 and featured on their website.

Elizabeth Shorrock, Hannah Linder,

sponsor: Columbia College Chicago, USA
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Le Onzième
Le Onzième is a cocktail outfit inspired by the architecture and street elements
found in the eleventh arrondissement in Paris, France. During my semester abroad
in Paris, I lived in this arrondissement and took many photographs of the buildings
and streets while walking to class each day. The photographs of folded shutters
and roofing gave me the idea for the folded technique used on the vest. The vest is
made of 100% merino wool and I created it using a manual knitting machine. Using stockinette stitch, I knitted 20 rows of blue, then 20 rows of red. I picked up the
bottom row of stitches of the blue knit and placed them back on the needles which
still had the red stitches on them. Next, I knitted 20 rows with a grey yarn. I repeated this process to create each pleat. The vest consists of 4 panels with 6 pleats each.
The pleats are folded toward center front to show the blue side of the pleat at the
shoulder seam. At the waist band, the pleats are folded away from center front to
show the red side. These pleats are overlapped slightly to create a fitted waist. They
are attached to a faux rib knit waistband. The dress underneath is created from a
cut and sew piqué knit. The seams are serged together to create the most flexibility
in the garment. It features a snap closure at center back. This ensemble shows the
possibilities the knitting machine offers to the fashion industry and the versatility
of knitwear. I am very passionate about knitwear and hope to inspire American apparel design programs to introduce knitting into their curriculum.

Abby Spatz, sponsor: Susan Ashdown, Cornell University, USA
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Bellow’s Handler
The design of Bellow’s Handler is inspired by the coastal cliffs of Bioko Island, Equatorial Guinea. Titled “The heart of Bioko” by its villagers, a cavity in the rock strata
pulls water in from the waves and thrusts it out again with the power of the tide,
like bellows to a fire. The force is mesmerizing with a pulsating rhythm up and
down, among air and water. For this look, a character was envisioned in the setting,
escaping the cliffs, catching air and being thrown back again by the strong arm of
the waves. The silhouette inclusive of hood, billowing pants and hip pouch captures the air forming expressive shapes that exaggerate movement. These modern
volumes interpret the dress, agility and posture of female villagers that fish on the
island. Meanwhile, the muted gray and white palette communicates something
more atmospheric of the island’s border. The hand-dyed fabric was created from
a discarded parachute contributed by the Boy Scouts. After a series of washings,
it was cut into smaller quadrants and thread-wrapped in an assortment of triangular packages. Once boiled, dyed and rinsed, the patterns were engineered cut
for appropriately placing garment fasteners. Materials included polyester, nylonbonded filament neoprene and 100% Nylon rip-stop repurposed parachute fabric
with original metal grommets, hemp fasteners and bungee cord. Techniques consisted of Shibori dyeing, similar to the loosely wrapped miura shibori. The design
promotes sustainability of traditional craftsmanship as well the reduction of waste
via repurposing.

Amy Stoltzfus, sponsor: Alphonso McClendon, Drexel University, USA
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Woven Silks
The purpose of this design was to create a modern looking garment by using a
fusion of both new and old age textile and apparel design skills. The artist began
by hand sketching the piece, coming up with the color palette and the silhouette.
After the conceptualization of the garment, the creation process had to be thought
out step by step. To create this piece the designer hand cut and pressed three inch
wide strips of dupioni silk and polyester shantung to produce the ¾” fabric strips
that make up the garment. These strips of fabric were then hand woven directly
onto a dress form where they were pinned and then stitched in place. The warp
strips were sewn onto the front and back of the dress first, and then the weft pieces
were woven through them. The weave pattern was created first using the Kaledo
Weave software to find the optimum color pattern. This piece embodies multiple
forms of art from hand weaving, to draping, to sewing and computer-aided design,
merging both technical skills with the older forms of creation.

Glenna Teague, sponsor: Cynthia istook, North Carolina State University, USA
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Mystique
A significant amount of textile waste goes into the landfill each year. While some
textiles can be reclaimed, only a small portion of what can be sorted is reused. For
example, the San Francisco hotel industry discards 100 tons of tablecloths a year
into the landfill. The purpose of this design was to illustrate how a discarded textile
waste, such as the tablecloth, can be turned into an aesthetically pleasing garment.
Fish scales served as the aesthetic inspiration for the jacket and dress. I focused
on fabric manipulation in order to turn the simple tablecloths into an interesting
design, and to reflect an abstract fish scale. The dress is made from 100% discarded
tablecloths. This fabric was first dyed with a natural dye. Then, I resist-dyed the
scale-like pattern onto the fabric. The two princess panels on the front of the dress
were hand pleated and stitched. The sequins on the body of the dress were hand
applied to represent the reflective nature of scales. The jacket fashion fabric is
made from vinyl, and a 100% polyester material was used for the lining. The sleeves
were machine-quilted with a 100% cotton batting. Slits were cut in the back piece
of the jacket, and the fabric was twisted and stitched in place to create a scale-like
effect. The low-back silhouette on the dress allows the viewer to see the wearer’s
skin through the manipulated slits on the back of the jacket.

Van Tran, sponsor:

Kelly-Reddy Best, San Francisco State University, USA
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Rorschach
This Rorschach fashion design was created to explore self-interpretation. The question that arises is, will this self-interpretation be interpreted the same by others?
Only an ideal interpreter, an idealistic human capable of discovering exactly what
the self believes and desires to be true, is able to reach the same interpretation.
Psychologically, people’s brains are triggered and stimulated by different aspects
that lead them to an interpretation of what they are viewing. The Rorschach inkblot
test is evidence of how people do not share the same interpretation. Stimulant for
people’s interpretive responses were created using dye to paint abstract inkblot
images on the garment, and thereby serve as stimuli for interpretation by various
individuals. This also may help us identify the elusive ideal interpreter. Process: The
tent top and skirt was draped in white 100% Polyester twill weave. The sides of
the skirt were draped using 95% black Polyester 5% Lycra. The bodice was draped
in 95% Polyester 5% Lycra. Techniques: Painting was done on the completed garment. A cardstock stencil dying technique was used to control the mirrored effect
of the illustration, but allowed bleeding of the dye to proceed. The technique is a
controlled practice of directing the ink in various ways. The next dying technique
involved blotting the dye to control bleeding. When pressure is applied to the dyed
area directly after being applied to the fabric it stops the bleeding effect of the dye,
and crisp lines can be created. Multiple coats of dye are applied in order for the color to be saturated enough. Because I felt Rorschach’s inkblots had characteristics
of crisp and blurred lines, I ended up using a combination of these two techniques
to allow the ink to take it’s own organic course. The stencil allowed the dye to be
accurately mirrored and the blotting helped create the clean lines of the blot.

Chanel Uskoski, sponsor: Carol Salusso, Washington State University, USA
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Speakeasy
I arrived at this design conclusion through a project involving fabric manipulation,
for which I was inspired by the drunken antics of F. Scott Fitzgerald, as well as his
works, in particular Tender is the Night and The Beautiful and the Damned. The
fringed elements and the seamless bodice of the dress reflect the 1920s, while the
bandage and sheer elements bring a modern influence. The design is intended to
evoke the celebratory atmosphere of the Jazz Age, while keeping in contact with
the darker elements of society that hid in its shadows. The choice to use a cut fabric
as fringe rather than to purchase a manufactured trim arose from the requirements
of the project, as did the hand-made bands on the bodice. The black polyester/
spandex was selected for its stretch qualities, as well as its feel. The polyester chiffon was chosen for the same reason – it was able to achieve more stretch than silk
chiffon while retaining structural integrity. The materials used are 100% polyester
chiffon, 90% Polyester/10% Lycra stretch jersey, and a brass zipper. A mix of flat
patternmaking and draping was used to create this design. The sheer bodice and
shirt were cut on the bias and machine sewn. The black straps were made from
machine-sewn tubes of Lycra material, pin-basted, then hand sewn onto the garment. The fringe was cut from the same fabric using a rotary blade, and the edges
were left raw. It was hand-basted then machine-stitched onto the skirt.

Sarah Wheeler, sponsor: Annette Ames, Marymount University, USA
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Fifth Element
This two-piece eveningwear look was created for a design challenge involving
space and form. The goal was to engage the negative space around the body while
considering silhouette in three dimensions, and to conceive a creative design
in monochrome. My inspiration for this design came from the sci-fi genre. As an
abstract, idea-oriented inspiration, I used particularly the engaging and original
forms found in the movie Fifth Element. A more direct influence was the balance
of strength, mechanism, and femininity found in the Star Trek: Voyager character
“Seven of Nine.” The fabric choice and treatment resulted from the latter, and the
shape and design from the former. I chose an eggplant purple double-faced satin
to mimic my favorite Seven of Nine costume. The fabrication was chosen for the
double-faced aspect as well as for its buoyancy, which contributes to the movement of the garment. I decided to create depth and contrast by using both the
satin and the crepe side of the double-faced satin, which also reflects Seven of
Nine’s battle of human vs. machine identity throughout the show, finally resulting
in a balance of the two. Materials for the piece are polyester/spandex double-faced
stretch satin, steel spiral boning, and hook-and-eye tape. A mix of flat patternmaking and draping was used to create this design. Shape was created in the pointed
shoulders, the tails of the jacket, and the hem of the skirt through use of steel spiral
boning, and all raw edges were treated with bindings for further stability and design.

Sarah Wheeler, sponsor: Annette Ames, Marymount University, USA
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Rational Science
The purpose of Rational Science is to create a garment that features wearable technology using LED lights - inspired by geometric minimalism and modern avantgarde. The Rational Science garment top and bottom was flat patterned, with the
exception of the collar which was draped. The pyramid plastic cover was created by
cutting cross stitch squares into triangles and weaving and knotting them together
with embroidery thread. The materials used include: 1 1/2’’ yard - 100% polyester
white gabardine for the shell and lining of the top, 3/4’’ yard - 100% polyester white
faux suede for shorts, 120 - 4’’x4’’ cross stitch squares, white embroidery thread, 2
pairs of shoulder pads, one 22’’ white separating zipper, white gloss spray paint,
blue & white flashing and static LED power dots.

Sarah Yamashige, sponsor: Ju-Young Kang, University of Hawaii, USA
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Vertex
Vertex embodies the energy of a modern woman for whom analytical graphing is
a critical job skill. This two-piece dress is part of a collection for the up and coming
career woman. Flat patterned from a t-shirt and pencil skirt sloper, the ensemble
utilizes a cotton knit and grey denim for the top and stretch cotton trimmed in
denim for the skirt. Mixing a cotton knit with denim helped to meet my design
criteria for comfort. Challenges included keeping the framed edge on the skirt a
uniform width and ensuring that the diagonal seams on the shirt laid flat.

Christine Yang, sponsor: Sandra Keiser, Mount Mary University, USA
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Love and Passion for Picasso
The purpose of the work is to create a dress that represents a vivid and delightful
mood. It was inspired by Pablo Picasso’s paintings that showed the colorful andpassionate story with intensive color blocks. This dress could be casual wear or could
be worn on special occasions. The design is motivated by Picasso’s partitioning
technique, so it splits the entire dress into irregular curved lines. The effect of the
white binding trimming on the edge of the pieces is the design point that makes
the highlight the various pieces of the dress as per Picasso’s partitioning technique.
To capture the essence of Picasso’s work in the dress, the design concepts of passionate, colorful, and joyful are emphasized. The different size of pieces of polyester, satin, and mesh were made by design idea. Asymmetrical, irregular curves
emphasize the joyful and young concept of the dress look. “Nude look” through
‘see through effect’ was created by mesh.

Soyeon Yoo, sponsor: Kyoung Hee Cho, Mokpo National University, Korea
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Dazzling Spring
This design was inspired by a ruffle-covered pillow that my friend bought for me
as a present. I was challenged to create a garment using unusual materials. The
materials I chose to use were as follows: white plastic trash bags (base for the dress,
ruffles, and decorations), a piece of black ribbon from a package, and white polyester fabric for lining and coverage. To begin this process, I began with a pattern
and made many alterations to it including the high and low skirt. I quickly found
that plastic bags are very slippery, thin, and hard to pin and sew. After trying many
“textbook” methods, I found that using a stapler to hold and pin the plastic together, worked best. The staples were also easy to take out. Because Eco Fashion
is very unique, a creative approach may be required. Upon completion of the dress
and fitting it to my model, I then began the assembly of hundreds of trash bag
bows. The bows were small 3 inch rectangular cut pieces of white trash bags, gathered and sewn in the middle, and then attached to the surface of the gown. Due
to the dress being all white in color which could make it look too much like a wedding gown, I added black ribbon to crisscross at neck front, pass under the arms to
center back, and tie into a bow. The black ribbon gives an elegant, yet trendy look
to the design. “Going Green” is a trend that is hitting every industry today, and the
Fashion Industry is no exception. Designers today are stretching themselves outside the box of conventional design. They are taking materials, which already have
a designed purpose, and repurposing them to create bold, new fashion trends. The
options at one’s fingertips are literally endless.

Amy Yoon, sponsor: Matalie Howard, Liberty University, USA
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Monet of the Orient
This dress is inspired by painter “Claude Monet” woks, especially soft pastel tone of
“Water Lilly” in colors. The purpose of the dress is to express oriental beauty coming
from Korean traditional costume ‘Hanbok’ that has balloon lines with pastel tone
of color. It could be worn for evening wear. The dress shape of the ballooning is
matched well with the image of archaeology. The color tone with soft pastel of the
dress made a graceful harmony with Monet work’s color. Green tone with four levels of color applying to tiered dresses represents the articulating oriental beauty.
100% Silk organza, common in Korean traditional costume, was used for the dress
effect of the balloon style. Four steps of the dress color were created by acid dyeing
from pale green to dark green. The different color of pieces was draped gradually
and increasingly from light to dark. The gradation effect with the three dimensional shape is the design point.

Hyein Yoon, sponsor: Kyoung Hee Cho, Mokpo National University, Korea
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Sea Floor Stained Glass
The objective of this project was to create a sharp new and stylish high end fashion
look for a young and energetic person. Inspired by stained glass and the colors
of the sea, this tailored women’s suit was made with a specific target customer in
mind. My muse doesn’t work in a regular cubical office. She is young, successful,
and self-made with a sharp and strong personality, but yet very feminine. Asymmetry of the garments emphasizes the fashion statement. Contrasting piping, angled
design elements, half-way shawl collar along with a metal enameled button refer to stained glass soldering techniques. The blue and beige color combination is
reminiscent of the sandy sea floor and the surrounding blue of the sea. The white
and black asymmetrical top with pleats and a high-low hem adds vigor to the soft
colors of the blazer and skirt. The innovative design along with high quality fit and
tailoring, helps to achieve the sporty, fashionable and elegant look of this high-end
garment.

Yaryna Zhuk, sponsor: Jocelyn Burdette, Villa Maria College, USA
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Sheer Elegance
The design for this bridal gown was created for a special occasion apparel class. I
wanted to learn couture bridal techniques, gain experience in building an understructure, and experiment with mixing fabrics. I was inspired by Cecil Chapman’s
draping technique. The pleated bodice was draped over a corset understructure;
the drape continues into the skirt to form an asymmetric pannier on the right side
of the dress. Silk duchess satin, silk organza, and Alencon lace fabrics were used.
The organza was also used for the corset. One of the biggest challenges was to
anticipate how much fabric was needed as the bodice was draped in fashion fabric,
rather than muslin. Another design challenge was to determine how the various
fabrics met at the center back without disrupting the flow of the garment. Just
keeping the garment clean during the long hours of construction required great
care.

Kate Bernhard, sponsor: Sandra Keiser, Mount Mary University, USA
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ESRAB Award for Sustainable Design

Redeemed
The purpose for this dress came from a mission trip to Nicaragua. On this trip, I saw
houses that were made from or repaired with garbage bags. There was also an area
where the people lived near the garbage dump. This reminded me of populations
of people that are written off as “unworthy” or “undesirable.” The dress is made out
of pastel green, pastel purple, and white garbage bags. I felt that the garbage bags
that are normally “undesirable” represent the “undesirable” people that are seen in
many areas. The idea was to use the garbage bags in a way to “redeem’ them and
make a look desirable. The other materials are the tab tops off of soda cans and the
lining that is made from gray cotton. The garbage bags were first cut into strips of
about a half inch in width. The strips were then woven into one hole of the tab top
and down through the other hole. There were about ten to fifteen of these tab tops
on each strip. After making a number of these, the strips were joined together by
weaving a different garbage bag into a tab top on one strip and down through the
tab top of another strip, alternating these to make the top. The drop waist skirt was
made with purple and green garbage bags as the first strips woven. The second
strips were woven on the top and left to hang as resembling a pleated skirt. The
dress is closed with a tie that is made from braiding the three colors of garbage
bags together. This tie is then stitched in and out of the ends of tab tops that were
left free for this use. This contributes to the scholarship in the field of apparel design because this garment is not only constructed of unconventional materials but
serves to inspire us to be more globally minded.

Melissa Breaux, sponsor: Matalie Howard, Liberty University, USA
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Soda Pop Punk
My inspiration was drawn from the glass soda bottles used in many developing
countries. While the bottles are refilled over and over again, the metal caps litter
the ground, which further pollutes our planet. In order to help reduce this problem
I found a purpose for them, which will hopefully inspire others to create more art
with thrown away materials. This dress was made using a recycled suit jacket for the
bodice. The fabric compliments the bottle caps well because of its underlying silver
sheen. The overlay of the skirt was made from a recycled jumper and is covered in
hundreds of bottle caps. Each individual cap was first flattened with a hammer,
punched by a nail to make four holes, and then was sewn on by hand. Underneath
the over-skirt is layer upon layer of tulle sewn on to a repurposed woman’s skirt.
This gives the dress a fuller body. The purpose of this design is to show how materials that are commonly thought of as trash can be creatively used to construct a
beautiful piece of art.

Tenzi ChaCha, sponsor: Matalie Howard, Liberty University, USA
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Golden Fleece Sheath Dress
This piece was inspired by the fact that when puzzles are recycled they lose their
use due to lost pieces. In designing a garment with puzzle pieces, tape, and thread,
the seemingly useless puzzle pieces were given a new purpose in which their usefulness is left intact. In constructing this piece, some of the puzzle pieces were first
spray painted gold for a more uniform and fashion forward look and then they
were self-laminated with strips of packing tape. After this, the strips were sewn
together into two long puzzle panels with a sewing machine using a basting stitch
so as not to tear the tape. Lastly, strips of puzzle were then attached on the tops
of the puzzle panels for straps and strips of tape were attached to the sides of the
front panel to act as fasteners when tied in the back of the garment. This garment
is a prime example of how any object can retain its usefulness in the field of textiles
and apparel design.

Brianne Crist, sponsor: Matalie Howard, Liberty University, USA
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Transforming from Inside Out
This project grew through my initiation of an independent study course in which I
learn the processes for production of knitwear. It was decided that one of the projects in the course would include a garment produced on a knitting machine. This
knit dress is the result of that project and came to include my learning numerous
other skills, as well, that I now have the ability to apply to my capstone collection.
With the idea of a tank dress came a number of sketches and silhouettes, eventually landing on a short, racerback, tank dress. The initial idea was to include felted
polka dots that would then be applied in rows and columns. After developing a set
of measurements for the dress and creating a swatch of the yarn on the knitting
machine, DesignKnit was then utilized to create a pattern for both the front and
back of the dress. The dress was constructed using 4-ply 100% Cotton yarn in a basic stockinette on the knitting machine, using increases and decreases for shaping.
At the armhole and neckline, each side was constructed one at a time. The dress
was made with front and back, which were stitched together using a tapestry needle. All edges of the dress are crocheted one row to create a clean, sharp edge. The
hemline has two rows crocheted. The 32 circles applied to the dress are double crocheted once around with single ply 85% Mohair/15% Wool yarn. The circles were
put through a wash cycle with warm water and air-dried. The final garment was
completed on May 25, 2014. Final length 27”, waist 12”, shoulder to shoulder 11”.
With the focus in my area of study being primarily focused on woven fabrics and
cut & sew garments, I had no previous learnings to begin this project with. All the
skills I learned while completing this garment are new. I have reached my goal, and
I plan to utilize these skills, including knitting on the knitting machine, crocheting,
and felting, while executing my senior line.

Mackenzie Downs, sponsor: Eulanda Sanders, Iowa State University, USA
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Forget Me Not
The Forget Me Not design uses buttons for their initial purpose, as decorations, not
as fasteners (History, 2009). As a play on words and not forgetting the initial use
of buttons, the Forget Me Not flower was also an influence in the design’s creation.
Keeping with the ‘decoration’ aspect of buttons, a button ‘sleeve’ was added to the
design on the right shoulder and has a petal look. Buttons are sewn starting at the
button sleeve to create a cascade of buttons over the dress. An important aspect
of my design focuses on sustainability. The recycling of cotton fabric necessitates
less use of natural resources and energy, and less expulsion of chemicals into the
environment (Murray). The 100% cotton fabric was a donation to my school from a
company that makes fabric from recycled fabrics. Wanting to help in the efforts of
reducing waste, the fabric was selected and dyed to create the desired color. The
design was started by draping a simple princess seam silhouette with a trumpet
skirt. The fabric was dyed in order to obtain the Forget Me Not color; samples were
tested and the fabric was dyed using warm water bath and agitation. Boning was
added to the bodice of the dress to add structure to the somewhat heavy material.
After the fabric pieces were cut and sewn, the buttons were sewn on in a radiated
pattern. The button sleeve of three strands was also added at the top right corner;
front to back.

Anna Gilbert, sponsor: Colleen Moretz, Immaculata University, USA
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Perennial
The goal of this design project was to craft an eclectic, statement piece that would
draw visual interest and functionality in any home. The home furnishing design,
titled Perennial, reflects the multiple seasons of colorful blooms that this design
will provide. Adobe Photoshop and Lectra Kaledo programs were utilized in order
to create an engineered design which was digitally printed onto a 55” width 100%
cotton sateen using nano-pigment colorant. The printed fabric was then hand embroidered with 100% mercerized cotton thread onto the engineered print using
loop, split, stem, and French knot stiches. This art work combined state-of-the-art
printing with hand techniques to create a statement pieces that will be the focal
point of any room.

Katherine Grimsley, sponsor: Lisa Chapman, North Carolina State University, USA
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Alvanon Creative Design Award

Nudescape
The purpose of this design is to create a visual tease and spark conversation about
the relationship between clothes and nudity. The garment is embellished in the
most iconic expression of femininity: the female nude. These nudes are wearing
only jeweled breasts and braided, breaded hair. At the same time, almost paradoxically, it covers up the nudity of the women who wears it. The slight looseness
of the garment hangs just over the body, hinting at the silhouette of the female
wearer. This is juxtaposed with the starkly black-outlined silhouette of the embellished nudes. Salvador Dali’s paintings, “Female Bather” and “Hand Drawing Back
the Golden Fleece…” were researched and became the inspiration. From afar, the
black outline creates an organic, abstract shape that first attracts the viewers’ focus.
As it is viewed nearer, the unfamiliar form disappears into the familiar image of
beautiful lounging nudes. This provides another layer to its purpose as visual tease.
This design provides an example of the exploration of embroidery and embellishment textile design outside of their common uses like floral motifs, or geometric
shapes, and lines. The fabrics are 100% polyester. All embroidery threads are 100%
cotton, in satin, running, chain, and other decorative stitches. All beads are glass, in
seed sizes and a few are diamond-shaped.

Emilia Hernandez, sponsor: Deidra Arrington, Virginia Commonwealth University, USA
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Black Ibis
This look is developed from an illustration project inspired by the critically acclaimed film Black Swan and the concept of fierce, dark birds like ravens, and the
prehistoric textures of the cassowary. The intensity of the birds and the essence
of fear, ferocity and darkness inspired the limited color palette and severe shapes.
Quilting was used to translate the dinosaur like skin some of these birds have on
their powerful legs, almost like armor. The process was challenging but accomplished on a home sewing machine with a special presser foot that would allow
for “freestyle quilting.” This type of quilting is used to stitch intricate designs on a
quilt by using the needle as a “pencil” by moving the quilt around smoothly under
it to “draw” the design on the quilt. The feather-like large motif was drawn with
washable chalk with swirling and overlapping feathers on the right side of the
sweatshirt fabric. Synthetic batting was adhered to the back side of the fabric and
each panel quilted individually. An industrial machine was used to stitch straight
lines to fill up the negative space to make the feathers stand out. The skirt is paired
with a body suit reflects the black swan’s sophistication. The tubular inserts on the
shoulders and the wrists mimic the protrusions on some birds’ beaks. The bodysuit
is made of cotton jersey knit.

Jame’t Jackson, sponsor: Donna Reamy, Viriginia Commonwealth University, USA
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Dreaming Klimt
The purpose of this project was to make a dress that was inspired by the shiny and
brilliant gold color of Klimt’s “KISS” painting, especially by the man’s garment in the
painting. This dress can be for elegant formal wear or for eveningwear. I selected
gold spandex embroidery lace and see-through embroidery lace to represent the
color of the man’s garment in the painting. I used various sizes of stones to depict
the man’s garment. I irregularly arranged the stones along the princess line of the
right side in order to express the dreamlike image in the painting. Arranging the
various sizes of the square and rectangular stones is the design point. The raglan
sleeve and the see-through material show off a woman’s voluptuous charms. The
controlled hemline of the dress expresses her magnificence. This dress is decorated
with different sizes of rectangular stones that represent the stones trimmed on the
man’s garment in the painting with grey, black, and white color. By arranging the
rectangular stones in a gradation, the stones look as gorgeous and mysterious as
stained glass.

Umi Kim, sponsor: Kyoung Hee Cho, Mokpo National University, Korea
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Marguerite
The purpose of this design was to create a garment that represented a correlation
between sophistication and a young woman. I wanted to broaden my design ability by adding new fabric dying techniques consisting of coffee dyed lace. By using
a deep cranberry textile mixed with a coffee dyed lace, allows the relationship to
go hand in hand with each other. In order to incorporate the sophistication of a
modern woman while keeping the vintage influence throughout the garment, I
used the deep and rich colors of the 1890’s classic Victorian fashion mixed with the
softness of lace and vintage replica buttons. By having a fitted high-waisted skirt
paired with a turtleneck, long sleeved flare sleeved crop-top the implementations
of Victorian’s vintage and a sophisticated modern woman is portrayed. To begin, I
draped the crop top and skirt on a mannequin. Then, I used coffee and hot water
to dye the lace for the crop top for a soft vintage feel rather than a starch white.
Once the lace was finished drying, I made my final flat patterns and cut out the
garment pieces. The garment was constructed through using a sewing machine
and hand stitching the lining to the zipper, buttons to the skirt and hook-and-eyes
to openings. The innovation that this design has upon the fashion industry is the
ability for it to be appropriately worn at a wedding, or a casual evening event. The
rich mixture in colors, textiles and notions helps to define the meaning of being
sophisticated and feminine while still having a vintage Victorian twist. By this, the
garment can be worn by a wide target market, lending itself to be flexible with
both age and individuality.

Krissy Knutz, sponsor: Andrea Eklund, Central Washington University, USA
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Forest Tale
The purpose of this design was to explore the use of upholstery fabric in a wearable
art form. Inspiration for the design came from the beauty of nature. In particular
forest landscapes with trees and plants informed the use of color, space, and shape
in the design. The diagonal spiral moving up the body from the hem around the
waist and then seen in the pattern on the right side of the bodice emulates the
natural growth of organic matter. The use of structured materials on the hip and
bodice reflect the trunk of trees or stems of flowers. The tan fabric found on the
hip and left side of the bodice was chosen because the texture resembles a soft
tree bark. These pattern pieces that utilize the stiffer upholstery fabric give support
to the whimsical ruffled flounce that flows down and around the body. This lighter
weight fabric represents the leaves and flower petals that hang loosely and blow
in the wind. Some edges were purposely left raw to resemble the edges of leaves.
The garments were created utilizing draping techniques, and then sewn by machine. The skirt is secured on the side with four wooden toggle buttons and four
corresponding loops. An invisible zipper secures the top at the center back.

Janice Lee, sponsor: Kelly Reddy-Best, San Francisco State University, USA

ME-198

Undergraduate

The Mohawk Dress
I am always intrigued by the way a woman looks when she walks away. For this
fabric manipulation project, I focused my detailing on the back of the dress. This
particular garment was inspired by the Native American Mohawk headdress. It is a
traditional ceremony piece, so I wanted to retain the authenticity of Native culture. I
retained the shape of the headdress and the way it trails on the ground beyond the
legs and feet. However, I wanted to add a sleek, almost futuristic edge to my tribal
influence. This look was achieved through my choice of fabrication. Neoprene was
used to create shiny pop-out box shapes that were then hand stitched to a mesh
base. The neoprene is concentrated at the top of the garment and gradually shifts
to a black woven fabric near the hips. The black woven fabric has a more flattened
appearance and is complimented by a surprising pop of pastel blue chiffon in the
middle of the train. The rest of the dress is the same black woven twill, with a mesh
insert on the front right bodice above the bust. The front of the dress has clean,
long lines and a simple overlap to cover a separating zipper down the center front.
The front of the dress has an asymmetrical length to add dimension. The materials
of the piece are polyester twill, neoprene, polyester chiffon, and nylon mesh. The
pattern for the foundation was made through draping; the neoprene pieces were
measured with a ruler, individually hand cut, and hand stitched to attach.

Charity Peart, sponsor: Annette Ames, Marymount University, USA

ME-199

Undergraduate

Vertebrae
This piece is inspired by Native American culture, specifically its regard for hawks
and eagles. The coat is made of medium weight wool and is black with silver and
white accents. The front of the coat has a leather lapel with a metallic silver finish
on the right side. The leather is interfaced and lined with the wool. The lapel has a
hook-and-loop tape closure for the option of wearing the coat closed if preferred.
The left bodice front is shorter than the right side of the garment. It stops just at the
hip and is covered in dark, faux beaver fur. The back of the coat features a vertebrae
shape that was cut out in faux white patent snakeskin. The vertebrae shape trails to
the hem of the garment creating a long, lean line while the top of the shoulder and
shoulder blades are exposed. There is one batwing sleeve on the right of the coat
with hidden Velcro fasteners for security. I wanted the wing to resemble the feathers on a hawk when the bird is mid-air, so the wing has been hand painted onto
the back, leather-covered side of the sleeve with acrylic paint in feather shapes. The
colors of the acrylic paints used were black, white and glow-in-the-dark. A black
felt pen was used for some of the finer lines that created the feather outline. The
tube dress under the coat is a soft, smooth black jersey knit. It has small bust darts,
a side invisible zipper and a center back seam. The dress length comes to the lower
knee, and can also be seen from the shorter side of the coat. Materials included
in the piece are wool, lambskin, faux beaver fur, faux snakeskin, acrylic paint, and
polyester jersey. The patterns for the coat foundation were made through draping.
All leather and synthetic leather trim pieces were measured, drawn directly on the
leather, and cut.

Charity Peart, sponsor: Annette Ames, Marymount University, USA

ME-200

Undergraduate

Engineered Embroidery
In this design I wanted to experiment with the Melco Amaya XTS embroidery machine. The purpose of my garment was to create an innovative, engineered embroidered top made out of a pure embroidered fabrication, and a skirt out of the
same embroidered surface design but using the Mimaki TX-1600 digital printer to
create the fabric. In the initial stages of creating this garment I draped the silhouette of the shirt and the skirt. The pattern pieces were then digitized using Optitex
and transferred to Adobe Photoshop where the geometric surface design would
be digitally placed on the pattern pieces. Once the digital pattern pieces were exported to Design Shop Pro embroidery software, the pattern pieces were digitized
into a sequence of embroidery fill stitches. They were first completely covered with
a horizontal fill stitch. Then the geometric surface design was embroidered in a vertical direction. The opposing horizontal and vertical fill stitches created a weaving
effect. I used 4 plies of SOLVY, water-soluble fabric, to embroider each pattern piece
on. After all of the pieces were embroidered, I took 2 corresponding pattern pieces
and placed them next to each other in the embroidery hoop. I used a half-inch,
fill stitch column to abut the pattern pieces. When all of the pattern pieces were
abutted together, I soaked the shirt in warm water to eliminate the leftover SOLVY.
When the shirt was dry I was left with a garment made of thousands of stitches that
were interwoven together. The garment was enclosed with a 100% Polyester Acetate lining and a black separating zipper. To make the skirt I scanned the textures
of embroidered top and used those images to create the geometric design in the
skirt pattern pieces with Adobe Photoshop. The skirt was printed using the digital
printer on a Cotton Twill fabric and lined with 100% Polyester Acetate. The skirt incorporates a center-back, closed-bottom zipper and hook-and-eye front closures.

Whitney Rorah, sponsor: Fatma Baytar, Iowa State University, USA

ME-201

Undergraduate

Aftermath
The design brief for this project was to create a one- or two-piece dress that was
patterned using draping. Thinking conceptually, I was inspired by the incessant
tragedies occurring around the world as well as in my own life with the passing of
my dad. I wanted my design to exude confidence as a representation of overcoming adversity. The first step in my design process was to choose the fabric. I found a
textural lacquered wool and a lightweight silk with a printed plaid pattern at Mood
in New York. I draped the prototype in muslin---a loose crop top with cap sleeves
and a ladder back, paired with a high waisted flared print skirt and overskirt. The
greatest challenge I experienced was to use both fabrics harmoniously in the top
and skirt while dealing with the bulk created by the heavy, loosely woven wool,
especially where it was joined to the lightweight silk.

Victoria Sterr, sponsor: Sandra Keiser, Mount Mary University, USA
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Undergraduate

DATS Delivers
DATS Delivers is a wearable art garment created to exemplify DATS( Digital, Apparel, Textile, Studio). The garment integrates all the steps and technology needed
to digitally print textiles with the Mimaki tx2 1600 digital textile printer (DTP). The
process started with draping 8 bodice pieces, 3 underskirt pieces, 4 extruding panels, and 44 skirt panels. The pieces were digitized into the computer on Optitex and
then exported into Adobe Photoshop (PS). The print of the bodice, bodice panels, lining of panels, and underskirt was made using a photo I took of lava in rock
form under a microscope and is engineered, meaning the print seamlessly lines
up across the garment.The 44 panels consist of 16 print patterns and 8 gradient
patterns. The 1st and 3rd skirt panels were created by photos I took of the DTP
manual, steamer end, and buttons and then isolated and altered in PS to create
repeat patterns. Free clipart images of mannequins, thread, and sewing machines
were found and combined to make repeat patterns.The 2nd skirt layer consists of
geometric lava rock patterns made in PS by using the clipping mask. The gradients
were made in PS and then layered with stylized filters. A marker was made in PS
of all 59-pattern pieces and exported to Wasatch software. It was then sent to the
DTP and the pattern pieces were digitally printed on cotton sateen. The same steps
were taken to print the lining panel pieces on cotton canvas. The fabric was rolled
and steamed, treated and washed. The garment was sewn together and fully lined
with an invisible zipper and boning in the bodice.To fully represent the entire design process buttons were sewn on the button panels, blue and purple rhinestones
were glued on the mannequin panels, the ink splotch panels were painted with
extreme glitter paint, and the sewing machine panels were machine embroidered
to create a 3D effect. Scissors, garment patterns, and ruler buttons were sewn to
random panels to top off the entire design process.

Katie Thompson, sponsor: Christina Denekas, Iowa State University, USA

ME-203

Undergraduate

Through a Tuscan Garden
Through a Tuscan Garden is not just any other floral print. The red tulip was perfectly growing in the middle of the road as vespas rushed by, the aloe plant was
beaming in the sunlight in Sorrento, the sunflower was falling over the edge of a
mountain, each flower in the textile print tells a story of its own. The garment itself
was inspired by the 1960’s housewife and was intended to be the modern “Susie
homemaker dress”. The princess seam, boat neckline bodice with a waist panel was
draped on a size 8 dress form. The 2-layer circle skirt was flat patterned with the
bottom layer being 2” longer than the top layer. The dress is fully lined with an invisible zipper on the side. The textile print was created and printed with the Mimaki
tx2 1600 digital textile printer. The print consists of flowers that were taken while
traveling 27 different cities in Italy over a 5-month period. The photos were uploaded into Adobe Photoshop where each flower was magnetic lassoed and isolated
into a new file. The exposure and brightness was changed as well as some of the
color balance. The photos were strategically placed to create a repeat patter. After
the floral textile print was created it was sized in 2 different scales for the bodice
and the skirt. The file was sent to the Wasatch software and then sent to the digital
printer. The small-scale floral print as long as the under layer of the skirt was printed
on pre-treated, paper backed, 52” 12mm silk charmeusse. The top layer of the skirt
was printed on pre-treated, paper backed, silk gauze 50” 4.5mm. After printing the
paper was removed from the fabric backs and were rolled up into a wire coil and
steamed. After steaming the fabric was treated, wash, and dried. The bodice was
sewn together first and then the skirt. The gauze layer of the skirt was then lined
up directly on top of the charmeusee layer and moved ½” to the right. This created
and optical illusion when the dress sways, it is evident there are multiple fabrics

Katie Thompson, sponsor: Christina Denekas, Iowa State University, USA

ME-204

Undergraduate

White Owl Warrior
The purpose of White Owl Warrior was to create a female fantasy character that
symbolized a unique animal and embodied strong characteristics. In many fantasy
costume spaces, women are often portrayed in stereotypical feminine roles such
as a princess or fairy. The Warrior Owl rejects those ideas and embraces strength
and power by incorporating references of the white owl. The spiritual white owl
served as the main source of aesthetic inspiration. In some cultures, the white owl
symbolizes maturity, wisdom, and human development. I chose this symbol to
represent strength for women by incorporating literal references of the owl in the
garments. This ensemble was created as a powerful design to be worn by a cosplay
enthusiast. The ensemble is made of 5 pieces. The underneath white body suit was
flat patterned. Overtop this piece is a corset with a peplum skirt. The fabric print on
the corset is reminiscent of 1550s European royalty textiles. This fabric was chosen
because it visually communicates strength and power. Grommets were applied to
the back of the corset, and a white cording secures the corset in place. The white
vinyl peplum skirt was draped, and then topstitched onto the corset. The diamond
shape in the CF of the corset is edged with metal studs. The armbands have buckle
closures, and each feather-shaped vinyl piece was stitched to the base material. A
strap at the top of each armband wraps across the body to secure it in place. The
neckpiece is made from the same fabric as the corset. Metal studs were applied
around the edges. Feathers were hand stitched to the fabric. The originally blackcolored boots were painted white, and the feather-shaped vinyl pieces were hand
stitched to the top of the boots along with the feathers.

Van Tran, sponsor: Kelly Reddy-Best, San Francisco State University, USA

ME-205

Undergraduate

Closer to Cotton
After thinking about the theme of the exhibit and how cotton, design, textiles, science and technology have intersected with one another in my college experience,
I decided to try and incorporate each element into my piece. I started by assessing
cotton, the role it’s played in my life, its prevalence at our school, North Carolina’s
economy, and in the industry as a whole. In contemplation, I realized I was taking a
microscopic look, analyzing, and obsessing over it. Which in turn, made me think of
some of the more in-depth courses I’ve taken at NC State in which we approached
fibers from a scientific, engineering, and forensic view. I remembered how fascinated I was by the characteristics, shapes, colors and environments present when
we observed various fibers microscopically. That’s where the idea of making a textile painting came from; I felt the beauty that I witnessed should be shared and
was deserving enough in its own right to be considered art. From there, I took a
microscopic photo of a cotton stem, converted it to a digital image, and took it into
EAT software, where I edited and assigned colors, picked weaving structures and
simulated the final product. Then, imported it into the StaubliJ5 where it was woven with cotton yarns. In the final steps, it was stretched and mounted it to a frame.
Thus, completing my experience of getting “Closer to Cotton.” It brings me joy to
think of cotton in this new light and I look forward to incorporating more “Cotton
and Textile Art” in my life. I have such an appreciation for the textiles of the past
and the vital roles it played in peoples’ lives. I embrace this mentality and think that
there should be a resurgence of its importance in our culture, heritage, and lives.

Megan Wood, sponsor: Traci Lamar, North Carolina State University, USA

ME-206

Undergraduate

Bustled Romance
The purpose of the Bustled Romance was to create a jacket that embodied the
bustle detail of the Victorian Era, in a modern way. This garment was created by flat
patterning the jacket and the skirt, incorporating the slash and spread method to
create the fullness of the bustle on the jacket.

Sarah Yamashige, sponsor: Shu Hwa Lin, University of Hawaii, USA

ME-207

Design Awards
Awards given at all levels:

Cotton Incorporated Innovations in Cotton Design Award, ($1,000 and $500). Criteria: Awarded for innovative
use of cotton, the garments eligible for this award needs to be constructed out of a minimum of 60% cotton.
Faculty / Professional Level
1st Place, T-shirt Dress, Linda Ohrn-McDaniel, Kent State University, USA
2nd place, Treasure Palm Dress, Della Reams, Virginia Commonwealth University, Qatar
Graduate Level
1st place, Dawn, Chanjuan Chen, Univeristy of North Texas, USA
2nd place, Pieces of my Heart, Liz Enoch, University of North Texas, USA
Undergraduate Level
1st place, Black Ibis, Jame’t Jackson, Virginia Commonwealth University USA
2nd place, Perennial, Katherine Grimsley, North Carolina State University, USA

Design Awards
Continuation of Awards given at all levels:

ATEXINC Award for Excellence in Marketable Textile Design, $400
Criteria: Most creative marketable textile design
Faculty/ Professional Level
Ebb and Flow, Sherry Haar, Kansas State University, USA
Graduate Level
Vintage Arches, Taylor McClean, North Carolina State University, USA
Undergraduate Level
Glass Reflections, Renee Graff, North Carolina State University, USA

Design Awards
Continuation of Awards given at all levels:

ESRAB Award for Sustainable Design, certificate
Criteria: Excellence in design development that is focused on issues of sustainability, through the selection of materials,
processes, and outcomes. This may include sustaining and improving the well being of people, the processes that enhance
sustainability, and design choices that sustain the environment.
Faculty / Professional Level
Cloud Eater, Kelly Cobb, Belinda Orzada, Jo Kallal, Martha Hall, Adriana Gorea, Katya Roelse, University of Delaware, USA
Undergraduate Level
Redeemed, Melissa Breaux, Liberty University, USA

Awards given at Faculty/Professional Level:

Lectra Outstanding Faculty Designer Award, faculty level - trip to Premier Vision & the Lectra Headquarters in Paris, France
Criteria: Outstanding faculty design
Shaped by a Stitch, Linda Ohrn-McDaniel, Kent State University, USA

The Sandra Hutton Award
for Excellence in Fiber Arts ($300)
Magma Shrouds, Kim Hahn, Kent State University, USA

ITAA Award for Creative and Innovative Interpretation of Inspirations Source
An exploration of Craft and racism - hand tie dyed materials and 3D printed embellishments, Kelly Reddy-Best, University of
Delaware, USA
ITAA Award for Creative and Innovative Emplyment of Technique
Baobab a.k.a. the Upside Down Tree, Tameka Ellington, Kent State University, USA

Awards given at Graduate Student level:

Lectra Outstanding Graduate Student Design Award: Best in Show - Graduate Level ($500)
Dream Wisperings, Anna Perry, Iowa State University, USA
Lectra Outstanding Graduate Student Design Award: Best Use of Technology ($500)
Dawn, Chanjuan Chen, University of North Texas, USA

Fashion Supplies Innovative Design Award (Dress Form, Gift Certificates)
!st Place: Through a Stained Glass Window, Eonyou Shin, Chanmi Hwang, Iowa State University, USA
2nd Place: Life on Earth: Pure, Ling Zhang, Iowa State University, USA
3rd Place: Monet, Liz Enoch, University of North Texas, USA

Awards given at Graduate Student level continued:

Alvanon Creative Design Award (Premium ASTM Missy Full Fiberglass AlvaForm)
Oh the Fish in the Sea, Jessica Ridgeway, University of Missouri, USA

Vinci Award
for Excellence in Design Emphasizing the Use of Technology ($200)
Dawn, Chanjuan Chen, University of North Texas, USA

Awards given at Undergraduate Student level:
Blanche Payne Award
The Blanche Payne Scholarship for Textile & Apparel Design is a $5,000 award. It requires a two-step process and is awarded
for outstanding design scholarship and professional promise.
A Thousand Miles, Thu Thuy Nguyen, Columbus College of Art and Design, USA

Eden Travel International Award
Criteria: Excellence in fashion design, in the spirit of Z. Rhodes
Internship with Zandra Rhodes, London, England
Empress, Dale Kinney, Cornell University, USA

